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Typographical Errors

- p 10 line 23: delete "in digital signature"

- p 14 line 6: "relies on" for "is relied on"

- p 15 line 30: "compute" for "computes"

- p 18 line 15: "Rackoff" for "Rackhoff"

- p 18 line 25: "R G ~ZN" for "R G N"

- p 36 line 15: "a" for "u"

- p 36 line 20: "c2" for V

- p 39 line 16: "distribution R" for "distribution D"

- p 42 line 14: "Since" for "Sine"

- p 55 line 9: delete "a" in "the a"

- p 60 line 14: "tuple" for "tuptle"

- p 63 line 23: delete "use" in "use denote"

- p 73 line 6: "the" for "The"

- p 73 line 21: delete "modelled as a probabilistic Turing machine"

- p 80 line 27: "Lemma 4" for "Lemma 14"

- p 87 line 20: delete "in practice" from "practical in practice"

- p 88 line 6: "Quisquater" for "Quisquiter"

- p 104 line 27: "Go" for " d "

- p 107 line 14: "IND-THD-CCA" for "THD-IND-CCA"

- p 108 line 9: "IND-THD-CCA" for "THD-IND-CCA" in the superscript of "Succ"

- p 123 line 11: "its" for "it's"

- p 125 line 23: insert "on" after "based"

- p 136 line 28: "its view" for "it's view"

- p 138 line 9: "H2(M,7)" for aHi(m,7)M

- p 146 line 13: delete one "for" in "for for"

- p 149 line 12: "server" for "sever"

- p 150 line 25: "signing" for "sign"

- p 154 line 25: "Chapter" for "Chpater"

- p 155 line 21: "secret-sharing" for "secrete-sharing"
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- p 161 reference 52: insert "Against" between "Secure" and "Chosen-Ciphertext"

- p 164 reference 76: delete "????"

- p 164 reference 84: "Bureau" for "Breau"

- p 168 reference 123: "Proceedings" for "Proceddings"

Amendments

- p 9 line 14: delete "In their seminal paper ... Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol'. "

- p 9 line 19: delete "however," and replace "the first" with "The first"

- p 10 line 3: replace "... 'Integer Factorization'problem." with "... 'Integer Factorization'problem
while d which only Bob knows serves as a trapdoor."

- p 10 line 6: replace "trapdoor one-way function" with "key exchange protocol"

- p 13 line 14: add at the end of the last sentence of para 2:

"It should be noted that independently of the work of Boneh and Franklin, Cocks [39] did realize
the concept of identity-based encryption using a variation of the integer factorization problem,
but the resulting scheme could not achieve the same level of efficiency of Boneh and Franklin's
scheme."

- p 15 line 22: replace the whole paragraph "Note, however, that... described as follows." with the
following one:

"It has not been generally proven that solving the DL problem and breaking the Diffie-Hellman
key exchange protocol described above are equivalent. (However, they have been proven to be
equivalent for certain primes [80].) For this reason, the computational problem used in the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange protocol is specifically called the 'Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH)
problem', which can be described as follows:"

- p 29 line 15: add at the end of "... attack presented by Lim and Lee.":

"(In this attack, an attacker knowing the plaintext m (and hence H{m)) for the ciphertext c =
(ci,C2) = {gr,G(yr) © (m||//(7n)) simply exclusive-ors m\\H{m) with ci and gets G(i/r)!)"

- p 32 to p 135 the statements of Theorems 1 to 7: comment: The running time, e.g.
which must be measured in some units, includes elements like gHi > which are just numbers. This
should be interpreted as follows:
"The number of queries included in the running time actually means the 'the time required to
make this number of the relevant query'."

- p 33 line 16: correct the rule R3-1 as follows:

"Rl-3 Whenever the random oracle / / is queried at (mff\\H,+), we respond to it with a+."

- p 34 line 10: replace "Now, we have |Pr[S2] - Pr[Si]| < Pr[AskKey2]." with the following para-
graphs:
"If the events AskKeyi and AskKey2 do not happen in Games Gi and G2 respectively, the prob-
ability that the events S] and S2 happen in Games Gi and G2 respectively remains the same.
That is, we have

Pr[SihAskKeyi] = Pr[S2|-"AskKey2],



which leads to

Pr[Si A -AskKeyi] Pr[S2 A -iAskKey2]
Pr[-nAskKeyi] ~ Pr[-^AskKey2]

Since Pr[AskKeyi] = Pr[AskKey2J, the above equation bocojnes Pr[5i A ->AskKeyi] = Pr[S2 A
->AskKey2]. Hence, by applying Lemma 1, we get

|Pr[52]-Pr[51]|<Pr[AskKey2l.

Throughout the proofs presented in this thesis, Lemma 1 will be used in a similar way as above,
whenever the difference between each adversarial game should be measured. To keep the proofs
concise, however, we dG not explain how Lemma 1 is applied in detail at the end of every game."

- p 53 line 4: delete "(Marvin may choose ... say, pkft = pkB)n which is included within the 2nd
sentence of para 1. Add at the end of this sentence, i.e. after "Alice's private key skA.":

"Note that Marvin may choose the receiver's public key as Bob's public key pk*B, say, pkn = pkB"

- p 53 line 9: delete "(Similarly to the ... say, pks — pkA.)" which is included within the 3rd
sentence of para 1. Add at the end of this seiatence, i.e. after "Bob's private key skB":

"Note that similarly to the flexible signcryption oracle, Marvin may choose the sender's public
key as Alice's public key pk*A, say, pks = pk*A."

- p 55 line 31: replace "and unsigncryption oracles" with "oracle"

- p 55 line 33 to p 56 line 1: delete the whole sentence "On the other hand, ... a signcryptext C."

- p 56 line 3: delete the whole sentence "On receiving (pks, C), ... output to /\CM/\»

- p 63 line 1: delete Lemma 2 which is simply a restatement of Lemma 1

- p 66 line 16: delete "(Analysis of these ... of each events.)" which is included within the 2nd
sentence of para 3. Add at the end of this sentence, i.e. after "two cases to consider":

"Note that analysis of these events are given right; after the description of each event."

- p 66 line 33: replace "moiling is impossible" with "the ciphertext is not malleable"
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Construction and Formal Security Analysis of
Cryptographic Schemes in the Public Key

Setting

Joonsang Baek, PhD
Monash University, 2004

Abstract

This thesis presents two main themes. One is the study of existing cryptographic
schemes through a new perspective and the other is the construction of new
schemes which will enhance the functionality of current public key cryptography.
Specifically, contributions of this thesis are as follows:

We show that the slightly modified version of one of Zheng and Seberry's public
key encryption schemes presented at Crypto '92 is secure against chosen cipher-
text attack in the random oracle model, relative to, in fact, the Gap Diffie-
Hellman problem.

We present strong and realistic confidentiality and unforgeability notions for
generic signcryption schemes, which encompass the conventional notions of in-
distinguishability against chosen ciphertext attack and existential unforgeability
against chosen message attack. We then show that Zheng's original signcryption
scheme meets our confidentiality and unforgeability notions in the random oracle
model, relative to the Gap Diffie-Hellman problem for confidentiality and the
standard Discrete-Logarithm problem for unforgeablity.

We construct the first identity-based threshold decryption scheme secure against
chosen ciphertext attack. A formal proof of security of the scheme is provided
in the random oracle model, assuming the Bilinear DifRe-Hellman problem is
computationally hard. We also construct, by extending the proposed identity-
based threshold decryption scheme, a mediated identity-based encryption scheme
secure against more powerful attacks than those considered previously.

We formalize the concept of identity-based threshold signature and give the first
provably secure scheme based on the bilinear pairings. Like our identity-based
threshold decryption scheme, an important feature of the proposed identity-based
threshold signature scheme is that the private key associated with an identity is
shared among signature generation servers, which, we claim, is more practical
than sharing a master key of the Public Key Generator.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Cryptographic Schemes and Their Security

Over the last decades, the deployment of the Internet and distributed systems
has significantly simplified the exchange of information between remote users.
However, this in turn, has led to an explosive growth in threats over the networks
such as electronic eavesdropping, fraud, and malicious code. In order to pro-
tect valuable resources from such threats, engineers have been developing diverse
security systems.

As a base technology, cryptography is playing a central role in building security
systems. Hence, for cryptographers, it is important to design robust and versatile
cryptographic schemes which can serve as sound security primitives. However,
this task is not always easy in that a cryptographic scheme which looks sturdy
at first sight sometimes turns out to have serious security flaws. A good example
is Bleichenbacher's [22] attack on the RSA encryption standard PKCS #1 which
was implemented in the widely-used Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol. His
attack indeed surprised the community as the cryptographic schemes had gener-
ally been believed to be the strongest link in the security system. It should be
emphasized, however, that what Bleichenbacher attacked is not the RSA [103]
function which is related to the problem of factoring a large integer (the un-
derlying computational primitive of the PKCS #1), but, the way of using it to
construct a public key encryption scheme. It seems that the attacked PKCS # 1
had been constructed through intuitive heuristics rather than a rigorous analy-
sis. Consequently, Bleichenbacher's attack suggests that the heuristic approach
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to design cryptograpliic schemes can be risky and the security of cryptographic
products should be evaluated very carefully before they are deployed.

However, a sound approach to evaluating the security of cryptographic schemes
or protocols already exists. This approach is called "provable security" and stems
from Goldwasser and Micali's [62] pioneering work on public key encryption
schemes that hides all partial information about plaintext. According to Stinson
[119], the provable security approach can be described as follows:

"' This approach is to provide evidence of security by reducing the security of
the cryptosystem to some well-studied problem that is thought to be difficult.
For example, it m,ay be able to prove a statement of the type 'a given cryp-
tosystem is secure if a given integer n cannot be factored.' Cryptosystems
of this type are sometimes called provably secure."

That is, in the provable security approach, one ensures the security of a given
cryptographic scheme by presenting a "reduction" between the properly defined
security notion for the scheme and the underlying primitive such as RSA or
DES [84], in a similar way as proving that a given computational problem is
NP-complete in the theory of computation.

Since Goldwasser and Micali's work, there have been a number of research works
taking this approach and it has become a paradigm of cryptographic research.
As a consequence, and possibly affected by the negative results on the security
of the past cryptographic standards, e.g, [23], [64], and [22], today's standard
organizations such as ISO-IEC [109], P1363 [67], and NESSIE [98] strongly rec-
ommend that a precise security analysis based on the provable security approach
should be included in a proposal of new cryptographic schemes or protocols.

1.1.2 Scope of This Thesis

The provable security approach, as discussed above, is not only important by
itself to analyze the security of a given cryptographic scheme rigorously but also
helps to design new ones, with a high level of security guarantee. With this in
mind, we pursue two goals in this thesis:

• One goal is to analyze the security of important existing cryptographic
schemes whose security has not been analyzed in a framework of the prov-
able security approach. To this end, we have selected Zheng and Seberry's
public key encryption [130] and Zheng's original signcryption [124] schemes



which have been extensively explored by a number of research works since
they were proposed. Taking the provable security approach, we rigorously
analyze the security of these schemes in Chapters 3 and 4.

• The other goal is to construct new cryptographic schemes which will en-
hance the functionality of identity-based cryptography, specific public key
cryptography that does not depend on the public key directories. The con-
cept of identity-based cryptography was proposed in 1984 by Shamir [108],
but has flourished only recently thanks to the recent work of Boneh and
Franklin [27]. In Chapters 5 and 6, we treat the problem of giving identity-
based cryptography the functionality of threshold cryptography whose main
motivation is to decentralize the power of cryptographic operations [44].

In the next section, we overview the subject matter of each chapter in relation
to achieving the above two goals.

1.2 Overview of Chapters

1.2.1 Chapter 2: Background

In this chapter, we survey the background theory on which the subject matter of
the rest of the thesis is based. First, we review the basics of public key encryption,
digital signature, and identity-based encryption/signature. We also review some
computational primitives such a,s the Integer Factorization, Discrete-Logarithm,
and various Difne-Hellman problems. We then study the important security no-
tions for public key cryptographic schemes such as the indistinguishability of
encryptions [62] against chosen ciphertext attack [85, 100, 48, 16] and unforge-
ability against chosen message attack [63]. Finally, we discuss the random oracle
model [20], which is somewhat controversial but is an important ingredient of the
practice-oriented provable security paradigm in which one can design efficient
provably-secure cryptographic schemes [14].

1.2.2 Chapter 3: Security Analysis of Zheng and Seberry's
Public Key Encryption Scheme

This chapter is devoted to the security analysis of Zheng and Seberry's public
key encryption scheme presented at Crypto '92 [130], which has affected the
design of many public key encryption schemes proposed since then. We show



that the slightly modified version of this scheme proposed by Lim and Lee [77]
is indeed provably secure against chosen ciphertext attack in the random oracle
model, relative to the "Gap Diffie-Hellman" problem [90]. (Note that the Gap
Diffie-Hellman problem is to solve the Computational Diffie-Hellman problem
[45] with the help of the oracle (algorithm) for solving the Decisional Diffie-
Hellman problem.) Interestingly, this result contradicts the recent security proof
claimed by Soldera, Seberry, and Qu (SSQ) [115] that only the intractability
of the Decisional Diffie-Hellman problem is sufficient for the modified version of
Zheng and Seberry's scheme to be secure against chosen ciphertext in the random
oracle model. Through informal and formal arguments, we show that their claim
is in fact false.

Publication Information. An earlier version of the results in this chapter was
published in International Journal of Information Security (IJIS) [8]. A part of
discussions on SSQ's result was motivated by the paper presented at Australasian
Conference on Information Security and Privacy 2002 (ACISP 2002) [117].

1.2.3 Chapter 4: Security Analysis of Signcryption

Signcryption is a public key cryptographic scheme that provides simultaneously
both message confidentiality and unforgeability at a low computational and com-
munication overhead, which was originally proposed by Zheng at Crypto '97
[124]. Like Zheng and Seberry's public key encryption scheme, Zheng's original
signcryption scheme has not been analyzed within the framework of provable
security. This chapter deals with the problem of formulating security models
for signcryption and analyzing the security of Zheng's original scheme. After
presenting realistic confidentiality and unforgeability models for (general) sign-
cryption which encompass chosen ciphertext and chosen message attacks, we show
that Zheng's original signcryption scheme is provably secure in our confidentiality
model relative to the Gap Diffie-Hellman problem and is provably secure in our
unforgeability w,odel relative to the standard Discrete-Logarithm problem. All
these results are shown in the random oracle model.

Publication Information. An earlier version of the results in this chapter was pre-
sented at International Workshop on Practice and Theory in Pubhc Key Cryp-
tography 2002 (PKC 2002) [6].

in



1.2.4 Chapter 5: Identity-Based Threshold Decryption
from the Bilinear Map

Threshold decryption [44] is of particular importance where the decentralization
of the power to decrypt is required. The motivation for identity-based encryption
originally proposed by Shamir [108] is to provide confidentiality without the need
of exchanging public keys or keeping public key directories. A major advantage
of ID-based encryption is that it allows one to encrypt a message by using a recip-
ient's identifiers such as an email address. This chapter focuses on the problem
of constructing an identity-based threshold decryption scheme in which threshold
decryption is realized in the identity-based setting. First, we carefully examine
issues related to the construction of such a scheme and argue that it is important
in practice to design an identity-based threshold decryption scheme in which a
private key associated with an identity is shared rather than a master key of the
PKG. We then present the first identity-based threshold decryption scheme se-
cure against chosen ciphertext attack. A formal proof of security of this scheme
is provided in the random oracle model, assuming the Bilinear Difne-Hellman
problem [27] is computationally hard. Another contribution of this chapter is, by
extending the proposed identity-based threshold decryption scheme, to construct
a mediated identity-based encryption scheme [46] secure against more powerful
attacks than those considered previously.

Publication Information. An earlier version of the results in this chapter has been
accepted to present at International Workshop on Practice and Theory in Public
Key Cryptography 2004 (PKC 2004) [10]. A part of the results in this chapter
was motivated by our paper presented at Communication Security Track of IEEE
2003 Global Communication Conference (GLOBECOM 2003) [9].

1.2.5 Chapter 6: Identity-Based Threshold Signature from
the Bilinear Map

In this chapter, we formalize the concept of identity-based threshold signature
and give the first provably secure scheme based on the bilinear pairings. Like our
identity-based threshold decryption scheme presented in Chapter 5, an important
feature of this scheme is that a private key associated with an identity is shared
among a number of signature generation servers rather than a master key of the
PKG. From a theoretical point of view, an interesting aspect of our results is
that the security of one of the proposed verifiable secret-sharing schemes used to
construct our identity-based threshold signature scheme is relative to the modified



Generalized Bilinear Inversion (mGBI) problem, which is a slight modification of
the Generalized Tate Inversion (GTI) problem that Joux [69] recently proposed
and questioned how it can be applied to build cryptographic protocols. Hence,
our result gives a partial answer to Joux's question.

Publication Information. An earlier version of the results in this chapter has been
accepted to present at Information Assurance and Security Track of IEEE 2004
International Conference on Information Technology: Coding and Computing
(ITCC 2004) [11].



Chapter 2

Background

2 A Introduction

Public key cryptography has made security services over the networks more ver-
satile than ever before. Using public key cryptography, the end-users who have
never met each other before can now exchange data securely and conveniently.
Moreover, public key cryptography has made it possible to realize secure elec-
tronic commerce such as secure fund transfers and digital cash. Indeed, a large
number of today's security applications over the Internet are built on it.

In this chapter, we review some basic concepts from public, key cryptography such
as:

• motivations for public key encryption, digital signature, and identity-based
encryption/signature schemes and their descriptions;

o well-known computational problems on which the current public key cryp-
tographic schemes axe based;

• fundamental security notions and the random oracle model [20].

Since the dm of this chapter is to give an overview of the background theory
that will be used in later chapters, the above subject matter will be treated in a
rather informal way. The definitions given in this chapter will be revisited in a
more formal way from Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.1: Public Key Encryption

2.2 Basic Public Key Cryptographic Schemes

The concept of public key cryptography was first introduced by Dime and Hell-
man [45] in 1976. The main motivation for public key cryptography is to remove
the burden of key sharing in the conventional symmetric key cryptography in
which a separate secret key is needed for each pair of users to communicate in
private. More precisely, if there are n users who want to exchange secret data us-
ing the symmetric key cryptography, n{n— l)/2 keys are needed and this number
increases rapidly as the number of users grows. Yet, in public key cryptography,
each user creates a pair of keys, one of which is to be publicized while the one
is to be kept secret. The publicized key, referred to as "public key", is used
as encryption key, but the secret key, referred to as "private key", is used as
decryption key. As a result, there is no key sharing problem as in symmetric
key cryptography. Another remarkable achievement of public key cryptography
is that one can construct a digital signature scheme by using the private key as
signature generation key while using the public key as verification key.

2.2.1 Public Key Encryption

A public key encryption scheme is one of the fundamental public key crypto-
graphic schemes and can be described as follows.

, t

© Key Generation: The receiver Bob creates his private and public key pair,
which we denote by skBob and phsob respectively.

I



• Encryption: Using Bob's public key pkBob, the sender Alice encrypts her
message M, which we call a -'plaintext", and obtains a ciphertext C.

• Decryption: Upon receiving the ciphertext C from Alice, Bob decrypts it
using his private key skBob to recover the plaintext M.

Figure 2.1 illustrates a schematic outline of a public key encryption scheme.

Of course, Bob's public key pkBob should not compromise the secrecy of the
private key skBob. This important property is guaranteed by the trapdoor one-
way function which can be informally defined as follows [78].

Trapdoor One-Way Function: A trapdoor one-way function ft(x) :
X —* y is a one-way function, that is, it is easy to compute ft(x) for
all x G X but difficult to invert for almost all values in y. However, if
the trapdoor information t is used, then for all values y G y it is easy to
compute x G X such that y = ft(x).

In their seminal paper [45], Dime and Hellman constructed a trapdoor one-way
function based on modulo exponentiation. This function made it possible for
them to design a surprising protocol in which the remote users who have not met
each other before can share the common secret key. This protocol is now known
as the "Dime-Hellman key exchange protocol".

However, the first practical realization of public key encryption was accomplished
by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman [103] in 1978. Their public key encryption
scheme, which we will simply call "RSA encryption", can be described as follows:

• Key Generation: The receiver Bob chooses large primes p and q at random;
computes N = pq; computes (j)(N) = (p — l)(q — 1); chooses a random
integer e < (j)(N) such that gcd(e, 4>{N)) — 1; computes the integer d such
that ed = 1 mod <p{N); publicizes his public key pkBob - (N, e) while keeps
his private key sksob — (p> <7> d) secret.

• Encryption: Using Bob's public key pkBob, the sender Alice encrypts her
message M < N by creating a ciphertext C such that

C = Me mod N.

• Decryption: Upon receiving the ciphertext C from Alice, Bob decrypts it
using his private key skBob and recovers the plaintext M by computing

M = Cd mod N.
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Notice that the one-wayness of the above RSA encryption scheme is based on the
intractability of computing the e-th root of a ciphertext C modulo integer N,
which is related to the "Integer Factorization" problem.

Soon after Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman proposed the above encryption scheme,
ElGamal [49] constructed a new public key encryption scheme based on Diffie
and Hellman's trapdoor one-way function proposed in [45].

2.2.2 Digital Signature

Another fundamental public key cryptographic scheme is a digital signature,
whose concept was first proposed by Diffie and Hellman [45]. As mentioned
earlier, the ability to construct a digital signature scheme is a great advantage of
public key cryptography over symmetric key cryptography. A digital signature
scheme can be described as follows.

• Key Generation: The signer Alice creates her private and public key pair,
which we denote by skAHce and pkAHce respectively.

• Signature Generation: Using her private key skAnce, Alice creates a signa-
ture a on her message M.

• Signature Verification: Having obtained the signature a and the message
M from Alice, the verifier Bob checks whether a is a genuine signature on
M using Alice's public key pkAHce- If it is, he returns "Accept". Otherwise,
he returns ''Reject".

Figure 2.2 illustrates a schematic outline of a digital signature scheme.

Since only a single entity is able to sign a message and the resulting signature
is verified by anybody in digital signature, a dispute over who created the sig-
nature can be easily settled. This, often called "non-repudiation", is one of the
important security services that digital signature schemes can provide. Indeed,
non-repudiation is an essential security requirement in electronic commerce ap-
plications.

In the same paper that proposed the RSA encryption scheme [103], Rivest,
Shamir, and Adleman also constructed a signature scheme, which we call "RSA
signature". Below, we describe the RSA signature scheme.

• Key Generation: The signer Alice chooses large primes p and q at random;
computes N = pq; computes (j)(N) = (p - l)(q - 1); chooses a random

' ^
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Figure 2.2: Digital Signature

integer e < 4>(N) such that gcd(e,</>(iV)) = 1; computes the integer d such
that ed = 1 mod (j>(N); publicizes her public key pkAiice — {N,e) while
keeps her private key skAlice = (p, q, d) secret.

• Signature Generation: Using her private key skAiice, Alice creates a signa-
ture on her message M < N by computing

a = Md mod N.

• Signature Verification: Having obtained the signature a and the message
M from Alice, Bob checks whether

M = ae mod N

using Alice's public key pkAiice-

If the above equation holds, Bob returns "Accept". Otherwise, he returns
"Reject".

Notice that the unforgeability of the above RSA signature scheme is again based
on the intractability of computing the e-th root of a ciphertext C modulo integer
N. (However, the "unforgeability" here refers to a weak sense of unforgeability.
This issue will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.3.)

We remark that the construction of a signature scheme based on the "Discrete-
Logarithm" problem, which we will be looking into in Section 2.3.2, was given by
ElGamal [49].
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m
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parties and remains as a constant system parameter for a long period.)

• Private Key Extraction: The receiver Bob authenticates himself to the PKG
and obtains a private key skmBob associated with his identity IDBo(,.

• Encryption: Using Bob's identity IDBob and the PKG's phpac the sender
Alice encrypts her plaintext message M and obtains a ciphertext C.

• Decryption: Upon receiving the ciphertext C from Alice, Bob decrypts it
using his private key skIUaob to recover the plaintext M.

Figure 2.3 illustrates a schematic outline of an identity-based encryption scheme.

As a mirror image of the above identity-based encryption, identity-based signa-
ture can be described as follows.

• Setup: The Private Key Generator (PKG), which is a trusted third party,
creates its master (private) and public key pair, which we denote by skPxG
and pkpKG respectively.

Private Key Extraction: The sender Alice authenticates herself to the PKG
and obtains a private key skWAHcil associated with her identity

III
2.2.3 Identity-Based Encryption/Signature :J p | |

fThe concept of identity-based encryption and signature was originally proposed
by Shamir [108] in 1984. In identity-based encryption or signature, one can
use the receiver or sender's identifier information such as email or IP address ;!;.l'-||i
(instead of digital certificates) to encrypt a message or verify a signature. As a ;t j3§|
result, identity-based cryptographic schemes significantly reduce the system com- ;; 1 If!
plexity and the cost for establishing and managing the public key authentication J;l | l
framework known as Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). '|f::;|tL

More precisely, an identity-based encryption scheme can be described using the S l:p
following steps. Î ti/Eff

• Setup: The Private Key Generator (PKG), which is a trusted third party, :?E:|if
creates its master (private) and public key pair, which we denote by skpKG £fe§ff
and pkpKG respectively. (Note that pkpxG is given to all the interested '.\'M:|||

i l

K l

f

• Signature Generation: Using her private key sk1DAUce, Alice creates a signa-
ture a on her message M. ;!|;|

I
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Figure 2.3: Identity-Based Encryption

• Signature Verification: Having obtained the signature a and the message
M from Alice., the verifier Bob checks whether a is a genuine signature on
M using Alice's identity WAiice and the PKG's public key pkPKG- If it is,
he returns '''Accept". Otherwise, he returns "Reject".

In his original paper on identity-based cryptography [108], Shamir constructed
the first identity-based signature scheme using the RSA function. However, he
was unable to design an identity-based encryption scheme and posed constructing
it as an open problem. Only recently, Shamir's problem was solved by Boneh and
Franklin [27] who used the special properties of elliptic curves called the "bilinear
pairings" to construct such a scheme. (Boneh and Franklin's scheme will be
discussed in great detail in Chapter 5.) Thanks to their successful realization of
identity-based encryption, identity-based cryptography is now flourishing in the
cryptographic research.

We remark that the PKG in identity-based cryptography must be trusted un-
conditionally due to the fact that the PKG is in possession of the users' private
keys. As-a result, the use of identity-based cryptography may be limited to the
environment where the PKG is allowed to view the communicated messages in
certain circumstances, e.g., a company environment. To resolve this problem,
Boneh and FVanklin [27] suggested that a master key of the PKG should be dis-
tributed into a number of other PKGs called "distributed PKGs". Note that
Boneh and Franklin's distributed PKGs technique will be extensively discussed
in Chapter 5.
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Apart from the very basic features of identity-based cryptography reviewed in
this subsection, there are a number of interesting problems to be explored in the
field of identity-based cryptography. Readers are referred to Chapter 7 of this
thesis and Chapter 13 of Mao's book [78].

2.3 Computational Primitives

The security of a public key cryptographic scheme is relied on the hardness of a
certain computational problem. Although various computational problems have
been proposed so far, e.g., the braids [4] used in Ko et al.'s encryption scheme
[72] and the decoding linear (binary) error-correcting code problem used in the
McEliece encryption scheme [83], we only review the "Integer Factorization" and
"Discrete-Logarithm" problems, which are the most widely-used computational
problems in the conventional cryptographic schemes.

2.3.1 Integer Factorization

The Integer Factorization problem, which we will simply call the "IF problem",
can be informally defined as follows:

IF: Given N = pq where p and q are large primes, find p and q.

Recall that the one-wayness of the RSA encryption scheme described in Section
2.2.1 and the unforgeability of the RSA signature scheme described in Section
2.2.2 lie on the intractability of computing the e-th root of a ciphertext C modulo
integer N = pq, which is related to the above IF problem. The reason why we
put the word "related" here is that equivalence between computing e-th root of
an element modulo integer TV and solving the IF problem has not been proven
until now. What we just know is that if the IF problem can be easily (namely,
"in polynomial time") solved, then computing d = e~l mod <f>{N) can be done • !'f
also easily since <$>(N) = (p — l)(q — 1) can be efficiently computed if p and %M
q are known. On the other had, no answer has been given yet for the question iv||
"whether one must factor N to compute d = e~l mod <fr(N)". For this reason, the •i;|§
computational problem of the RSA encryption and signature schemes is specifically ; §
called the "RSA problem". Jpf

Indeed, factoring a large integer is one of the fascinating subjects in computa- *M
tional number theory. The "quadratic sieve", "elliptic curve", and "number field !;,||
sieve" methods developed by computational number theorists are currently used ;h|i|

t • 5M
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as factoring algorithms in practice. Among them, the number field sieve method, • ; ^
which has been proposed most recently, is especially focused by many cryptogra-
phers due to its asymptotic running time faster than those of the quadratic sieve
and elliptic curve methods, and its effectiveness to parallelization as shown in
factoring a 512-bit RSA modulus [32].

We remark that the IF and its related computational problems were Ub<:d to build
up various cryptographic schemes by Rivest et al. [103], Rabin [99], Okamoto
and Uchiyama [89], Pointcheval [96], and Paillier [92].

2.3.2 Discrete-Logarithm

Another widely-used computational problem, the Discrete-Logarithm problem,
which we will simply call the "DL problem", can be informally defined as follows:

DL: Given a finite cyclic group Q = {g°, g1, g2,..., g171*1} where m = \Q\ is
the order of G, and a random element r E G, find the unique integer i G 7Lm

such that such that r — gx.

Motivated by the DL problem, Diffie and Hellman [45] designed the following
intriguing key exchange protocol: Alice and Bob share the common cyclic group
G, where \G\ = m, and its generator g. Alice then chooses a uniformly at random
from Z m , computes ga, and sends this to Bob. Similarly, Bob chooses b uniformly
at random from Zm , computes gb, and sends this to Alice. Since Alice and Bob
have their private key a and b respectively, they can calculate the same (secret)
key gab.

Note, however, that the attacker for the above key exchange protocol possesses
two elements in the group G, that is, ga and gb. Since the attacker has the one
more additional information gb, the security of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange
protocol is not equivalent to the hardness of the DL problem. For this reason
similar to the case of the RSA problem, the computational problem used in the
Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol is specifically called the "Computational
Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem", which can be described as follows:

i M

CDH: Given a finite cyclic group G = {.9°,#\ .92, - • • > 5m - 1} where m = \G\ l - |
is the order of G, and ga G G and gb G G for random a, b G 7Lm, computes ;; |

9abeG. ' 1 1 1
After the emergence of the CDH problem, researchers realized that the CDH
problem by itself is not sufficient for many cryptographic schemes to be proven
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secure in that the attacker may have a chance to obtain some valuable information
about the key gab even though its entire part cannot be revealed. This is the
motivation for denning the following "Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH)" problem:

DDH: Given a finite cyclic group Q = {g°, g\g2,..., g"t~'1} where m = \Q\
is the order of G, and ga EG, gb E G, and gc G G for random a, b, c E Zm ,
decide whether c = ah E lLm.

Note that if one can solve the DL problem easily, he can easily solve the CDH
problem too. Likewise, if one can solve the CDH problem easily, he can easily
solve the DDH problem. However, the reverse of this reasoning does not generally
hold. Readers are referred to [80] and [25] for more detailed discussions on this
issue.

Note also that in practice, the group Q can be implemented using the subgroup of
Z* = {1,2, . . . , p — 1} of order q such that p = aq + 1 for primes p and q > p1//10,
or the group of points on certain elliptic curves of order q [73, 82] for efficiency.

As attack algorithms for the DL problem in a general group G (e.g., regardless
of whether G is the sub^oup of Z* or the group of points on elliptic curves),
Shank's "baby-step, giant step" and Pollard's "rho" methods are used. As a
subexponential algorithm for solving the DL problem in Z*, the "index calculus"
method is well known.

Finally, we remark that there have been a large number of cryptographic schemes
based on the above problems. Examples include the digital signature schemes
based on the DL problem such as ElGamal [49], Schnorr [104], and Digital Signa-
ture Standard (DSS) [86]; the public key encryption schemes based on the CDH
problem such as Pointcheval [95] and Baek-Lee-Kim [5]; the public key encryption
scheme based on the DDH problem such as ElGamal [49], Tsiounis-Yung [121],
and Cramer-Shoup [41].
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2.4 Security Notions

2.4.1 Steps to Achieving Provable Security

As discussed in Chapter 1, provable security evaluates the security of a given
cryptographic scheme by presenting a reduction between the properly defined
security notion for the scheme and the underlying primitive which is known to
be secure. (In fact, the concept of a reduction is originally from the theory
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of computation. Informally speaking, it is a way of converting one problem to
another problem in such a way that a solution to the latter problem can be used
to solve the former one [114].) In [14], Bellare explains precisely how to achieve
provable security, which can be summarized as the following steps:

1. Set up a security goal, e.g. confidentiality via encryption or authenticity
via signature;

2. Construct a formal attack model and define what it means for a crypto-
graphic scheme to be secure;

3. Show by a reduction that the only way to break the security of crypto-
graphic schemes is to solve computationally hard problems or break other
primitives.

Actually, setting up security goals and constructing relevant attack models, in
other words, formulating right definitions for the security of cryptographic schemes
is important by itself. Over the last two decades, researchers have been proposing
various security notions (definitions of security) for cryptographic schemes either
in public key or symmetric key setting. In the next two subsections, we survey
some important confidentiality and unforgeability notions widely used in public
key cryptography.

2.4.2 Confidentiality Notion

To begL, with, let us recall th^t the RSA encryption scheme described in Section
2.2.1 is secure in the "one-wayness" sense: Unless the attacker Marvin obtains
Bob's private key, he cannot recover the whole part of plaintext.

However, we are not too sure whether the RSA encryption scheme will still be
secure in situations where something more than one-wayness is required. In fact,
the RSA encryption scheme is not secure in the following situation: Assume that
members of a committee use a confidential on-line poll to decide on some course of
action and the RSA encryption scheme is employed to encrypt the members' votes.
But; there is an additional assumption that the committee members should use
one of the predetermined messages, "Yes" and "No", to create their ciphertext.
After encrypting one of those messages, each of the members sends over the ci-
phertext to a chairperson, who is not supposed to know who votes for "Yes'' or
"No". However, the corrupted chairperson will know who has voted for which by
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re-encrypting the guessed plaintext ("Yes" or "No") to see if the resulting cipher-
text matches the one in his hand since there are only two forms of ciphertexts
CYes and CNo which encrypt "Yes" and "No" respectively.

The above problem was actually the main motivation for Goldwasser and Micali's
[62] notion of confidentiality for public key encryption called "semantic security
, equivalents known as "(polynomial) indistinguishability of encryptions un-

der chosen-plaintext attack (IND-CPA) [16]". The implication of this notion is
that a ciphertext should not reveal any partial information about the plaintext
apart from Its length to any attacker whose computational power is polynomially
bounded.

Yet, one can imagine even a harsher situation where the attacker Marvin may be
provided with a decryption oracle (algorithm), from which he gets decryptions of
some ciphertexts of his choice even if he is not in possession of the decryption key.
This is .--called "chosen ciphertext attack", appeared and evolved in the series
of papers by Naor and Yung [85], Rackhoff and Simon [100], and Dolev, Dwork,
and Naor [48]. When conducting chosen ciphertext attack, Marvin's chance to
obtain useful information about a plaintext given its encryption which is called a
"target ciphertext" can be very high in some schemes. (Of course, it is assumed
that the attacker cannot get a decryption of a target ciphertext.)

In fact, the RSA encryption scheme described in Section 2.2.1 is very weak under y>M
this attack as demonstrated in the following: Assume that Bob's public and f | |
private keys are (N, e) and (p, q, d) such that N = pq, where p and q are large ! |fl
primes chosen at random, and ed = 1 mod <j>(N) where (p(N) = (p - l){q - 1). p ff[
Suppose that Marvin has obtained a target ciphertext C = Me mod N which ^: ^
encrypts M. Now, Marvin just chooses an arbitrary message R e TV, computes
C = ReC, and queries it to the decryption oracle (algorithm) and gets M' = C'd. c pp
Marvin then computes M'/R. Since • > < < ! £

M' = C'd = (ReC)d = RCd = RM, fit

M'/R is the message M which is the plaintext of C\

As seen from the above two attacks, the RSA encryption scheme in Section 2.2.1 : I'||i
as it is cannot be used on its own. In practice, RSA-OAEP, a converted version Itjfi
of the RSA encryption scheme using Bellare and Rogaway [18]'s "Optimal Asym-
metric Encryption Padding (OAEP)", is widely used. Indeed, OAEP fixes the k if
above two security problems of the RSA encryption scheme. More preci.se.'V) it ""
makes the RSA encryption scheme provably secure in the "indistinguishability of
encryptions under chosen ciphertext attack (IND-CCA)" sense under the random

iy.i
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oracle assumption which will be discussed in detail in Section 2.5. (We remark,
however, that the original proof given in [18] that OAEP applies to any one-way
trapdoor permutation was later found to be false by Shoup [110]. Shortly af-
ter Shoup's work, Fujisaki, Okamoto, Pointcheval, and Stern [56] confirmed that
OAEP in fact applies to the sole KSA function.)

Now, we look into the IND-CCA notion in the coutext of modern cryptography.
In the current literature, the IND-CCA notion is usually described in terms of the
following game in which the attacker and the "Challenger" interact each other:

Phase 1: The Challenger generates a private/public key pair and all the
necessary common parameters of a given public key encryption scheme in
the prescribed manner. The Challenger then gives the public key and the
common parameters to the attacker while teeps the private key secret.

Phase 2: The attacker queries a number of ciphertexts to the Challenger
to obtain their decryptions. Upon receiving each of the ciphertexts, the
Challenger decrypts it using the private key he generated in Phase 1 and
returns the resulting decryption to the attacker.

Phase 3: The attacker chooses two equal-length plaintexts (Mo, Mi) and
gives them to the Challenger. Upon receiving Mo and M\, the Challenger
chooses one of them at random and computes its encryption. The Chal-
lenger returns the resulting ciphertext (called a "target ciphertext") to the
attacker.

Phase 4: The attacker again queries a number of ciphertexts to the Chal-
lenger to obtain their decryptions, subject to the restriction that the at-
tacker cannot query the (target) ciphertext obtained in Phase 3. Upon
receiving each of the ciphertexts, the Challenger decrypts it using the pri-
vate key he generated in Phase 1 and returns the result (decryption) to the
attacker.

Phase 5: Finally, the attacker outputs his guess on which one of Mo and
Mi was chosen by the Challenger in Phase 3.

If no attacker can guess correctly with probability significantly greater than 1/2
in Phase 5, the given public key encryption scheme is said to be secure in the
IND-CCA sense.

We remark that it can be shown that the IND-CCA notion implies the IND-
CPA notion, that is, every public key encryption scheme meeting the IND-CCA
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notion also meets the IND-CPA notion. Hence, obtaining a public key encryption
scheme secure in the IND-CCA sense means that we have already obtained an
IND-CPA secure one. (Relationships among various notions of confidentiality of
public key encryption are formally discussed in [16].)

We also remark that the chosen ciphertext attack discussed in this section is
sometimes referred to in the literature as the ''adaptive chosen ciphertext attack" t

to emphasize that the attacker is allowed to query ciphertexts to decryption oracle
in an adaptive way before and after he obtains a target ciphertext. For this
reason, the IND-CCA notion described above is sometimes referred to as "IND-
CCA2r [16]. However, throughout this thesis, we simply use "chosen ciphertext ' t
attack" and "IND-CCA" to refer to "adaptive chosen ciphertext attack" and \
"IND-CCA2" respectively.

A final remark is that the above IND-CCA notion can be extended to the chosen
ciphertext security notion for identity-based encryption, called "IND-ID-CCA" ' \
[27]. In this Lotion, the attacker is not only allowed to make decryption queries, & '
but also to make a number of private key extraction queries to the PKG to obtain ,. \
private keys corresponding to some identities of his choice. An encryption scheme i t

should remain secure under this attack to be IND-ID-CCA secure. I ,

i

2.4.3 Unforgeability Notion t h

Care should be also ^.aken to evaluate the security of a digital signature scheme

since the attacker can mount "chosen message at tack". In this attack, the forger | t >
Marvin has access to Alice's signature generation oracle (algorithm) from which
Marvin gets signatures of any messages of his choice. At the end of the attack, r

H

he re turns a new message-signature pair as a forgery. (That is, the message has [
not been queried to the signature generation oracle before.) Note tha t this type ir{\
of forgery is called the "existential forgery".
Indeed,.the RSA signature scheme described in Section 2.2.2 is existentially forge-
able under chosen message attack: Assume that Alice's public and private keys
are (iV, e) and (p, q, d) such that N = pq, where p and q are large primes cho-
sen at random, ed = 1 mod <j>(N) where <j>(N) = (p - l)(q - 1). Now, Mar-
vin queries chooses two messages Mi G N and M2 e N and gets signatures [
ox = Mf and a2 = M* from the signature generation oracle. Marvin then com-
putes M' = M\Mi and a' ~ a\O2, and outputs (M',a') as a forgery. Since

;
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o' is a valid signature for the message M'\

One may, however, claim that the existential forgery is a too strong security
requirement since the output message is likely to be meaningless. However, in the
current computing environment, not only meaningful messages but also arbitrary
bit streams such as keys, image files, program code [94] can be signed, so the
existential forgery can cause serious damage.

We remark that in order to prevent the above attack on the RSA signature scheme,
we need a hash function to digest the message before it is signed. In [19], it
was shown that if the hash function is assumed to be a random oracle, the RSA
signature scheme can be "existentially unforgeable under chosen message attack
(UF-CMA)'".

Now, we look into the UF-CMA notion in the context of modern cryptography
as we previously did for the IND-CCA notion. The UF-CMA notion was first
formalized by Goldwasser, Micali, and Rivest [63] and is usually described in
terms of the following attack game in which the attacker and the "Challenger"
interact each other:

Phase 1: The Challenger generates a private/public key pair and all the
necessary common parameters of a given digital signature scheme in the
prescribed manner. The Challenger then gives the public key and the com-
mon parameters to the attacker while keeps the private key secret.

Phase 2: The attacker queries a number of messages to the Challenger
to obtain signatures on them. Upon receiving each of the messages, the
Challenger generates a signature using the private key he generated in Phase
1 and returns the resulting signature to the attacker.

Phase 3: The attacker outputs a new message-signature pair. (Note that
the message has not been queried to the Challenge for signature generation
in Phase 2.)

The signature scheme is said to be secure in the UF-CMA sense if no attacker
can succeed in Phase 3 with great probability.

Similarly to the case of IND-CCA, the above UF-CMA can be extended to the
unforgeability notion for identity-based signature, which we call "UF-IDS-CMA"
[34, 66]. In this notion, the attacker is not only allowed to make signature gen-
eration queries, but also to make a number of private key extraction queries to
the PKG to obtain private keys corresponding to some identities of his choice. If
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a signature scheme remains secure under this attack, it is said to UF-IDS-CMA
secure. (Note that the UF-IDS-CMA will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.)

The IND-CCA and UF-CMA notions rather informally introduced in the pre-
vious and this subsections serve as fundamental security notions in public key
cryptography. These notions will be used directly or further evolved to analyze
the various cryptographic schemes which will be presented in the rest of the chap-
ters. Before moving to the next chapter, we talk about the random oracle model,
which is a controversial but useful tool for designing efficient and provably secure
cryptographic schemes.

2.5 Random Oracle Model

After formulating security notions, the next step one should take in the provable
security approach is to show by a reduction that the only way to break the
security of a given cryptographic sclieme is to solve a related computationally
hard problem. However, this is not always easy unless hash functions used in
the construction of cryptographic scheme are assumed to behave as completely
random functions.

The random oracle model, first appeared in [51] and popularized by Bellare and
Rogaway [20], gives a mathematical model of such ideal hash functions. In this
model, a hash function h : X —> y is chosen at random from Sx'y which denotes
the set of all functions from X to y, and evaluation of h on inputs in X can be
done only by querying the random oracle. According to Anderson [3], the random
oracle can be compared with a black box in which an elf is sitting with a source
of randomness and some means of storage, which are represented as a dice and a
scroll respectively. The elf accepts inputs of a certain type from the outside, then
looks up .the scroll to see whether this query has been answered before. If so, the
elf returns the corresponding answer again; otherwise, he randomly generates an
answer by throwing the dice.

Hence, by the assumptions made in the random oracle model, we obtain the
following key property:

Assume that /;. G Sx'y is chosen at random. Fix x E X and y G
we have Pr[/i(z) = y] = / M

Then

However, a problem of the random oracle model is that the behavior of the
random oracles is so ideal that no realization is possible. What one can do is to
replace the random oracles by the conventional hash functions such as SHA-1 [87]

t i l
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or MD5 [102] when the cryptographic schemes that use them are implemented.
For this reason, the use of the random oracle model is somewhat controversial.
Canetti, Goldreich, and Halevi were even able to demonstrate that there exist
some special signature and encryption schemes which are secure in the random
oracle model but become insecure whenever the random oracles are specified [30].
However, there is also a strong trend that security proofs in the random oracle
at least give a certain level of security guarantees although not at the same level
as those of the. standard provable security approach, and more importantly, the
schemes designed in the random oracle are usually very efficient [14]. Actually, it
is becoming a consensus that today's standards should include the schemes with
proof in the random oracle model rather than those without.

In this thesis, we take this latter view on the random oracle model. So the
schemes presented in the rest of chapters are supported by proofs in the random
oracle model. However, we do support the criticism on the random oracle model
and agree with the opinion that more research should be done on the realization
of the random oracles or moving towards a more realistic model.
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Chapter 3

Security Analysis of Zheng and
Seberry's Public Key Encryption
Scheme

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Motivation

Since Diffie and Bellman [45] proposed the concept of public key encryption,
design of secure yet efficient public key encryption schemes has been a challenging
task for many cryptographers. In addition to security and efficiency, simplicity
of public key encryption schemes has been regarded as of particular importance
due to the fact that a number of cryptographic software packages are actually
implemented by application programmers who are not experts in cryptography.

For these reasons, the three earliest, surprisingly simple and efficient schemes
proposed by Zheng and Seberry at Crypto '92 [130] are still worth focusing, al-
though more than 10 years have passed since they were proposed. It is interesting
to notice that a number of recently proposed efficient and provably secure pub-
lic key encryption schemes, including DHIES [1] and REACT [91] bear a close
resemblance to one of the schemes proposed by Zheng and Seberry, which we
call a "Zheng-Seberry scheme". This particular scheme is the focus of this chap-
ter. In spite of its design simplicity and efficiency, a problem remaining with
the Zheng-Seberry scheme is that it could not be analyzed using the provable
security approach discussed in the previous chapters: As shown by Lim and Lee
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[77], known plaintext attack is applicable to the Zheng-Seberry scheme, which in
effect makes it impossible to prove that the scheme is secure under the IND-CPA
or IND-CCA notion, where two challenge plaintexts are assumed to be known to
the attacker. In the same paper, however, Lim and Lee proposed a countermea-
sure for the attack and this was reflected in the new descriptions of the scheme
by Zheng [128]. But, no formal security analysis for this was presented in neither
[77] -aor [128].

3.1.2 Contributions of This Chapter

The contributions of this chapter axe twofold. First, we show that Lim and
Lee's modified version of the Zheng-Seberry scheme is indeed provably secure
against chosen ciphertext attack in the random oracle model, relative to the Gap
Diffie-Hellman problem [90]. Second, we show, through a careful analysis, that
the security proof for the Zheng-Seberry scheme recently claimed by Soldera,
Seberry and Qu [115] is in fact false.

3,2 Preliminaries '

In this section, we review chosen ciphertext security for public key encryption.
Compared Avith Chapter 2, the definitions given in this section are more formal. ,

3.2.1 Chosen Ciphertext Security Notion for Public Key
Encryption

We first review the definition of a public key encryption scheme, which we denote
by "VIC£". i

t

Definition 1 (Public Key Encryption) A public key encryption scheme 'PKS j;

consists of the fo1 lowing algorithms: )

A randomized common parameter generation algorithm GK(fc): Given a t _
security parameter k G N, this algorithm generates a set of public common ]
parameters, e.g., descriptions of hash functions and a mathematical group.
The output of this algorithm denoted by cp includes such parameters as j
well as the security parameter k.

i

f r
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• A randomized key generation algorithm GK(cp): Given a security parameter
cp, this algorithm generates a key pair {sk,pk) where sk and pk denote the
private key and public key respectively.

• A randomized encryption algorithm E(cp,pk,m): Given a public key pk
and a plaintext m, this algorithm generates a ciphertext denoted by c.

• A deterministic decryption algorithm D(sA~,c): Given a private key sk and
a ciphertext c, this algorithm outputs a plaintext m, or a special symbol
"Reject".

We now review the IND-CCA (indistinguishability of encryptions under chosen
ciphertext attack) notion for public key encryption. (Note that this notion is
sometimes referred to as "IND-CCA2" [16].)

; Definition 2 (IND-CCA) Let VICE = (GC, GK, E, D) be a public key encryp-
! tion scheme. Let ACCA be an attacker modelled as a probabilistic Turing machine.
| Consider the following game in which the attacker ACCA interacts with the "Chal-

lenger" .

; Phase 1: Given a security parameter k, the Challenger runs the common
I parameter generation algorithm GC(/c) and obtains a common parameter cp.
i The Challenger then runs the key generation algorithm GK(cp) to generate

the receiver's private/public key pair (sk,pk). The Challenger gives cp and
pk to ACCA.

i Phase 2: ACCA submits a number of queries, each of which consists of a
| ciphertext c, to the decryption oracle. On receiving c, the Challenger runs
j D(cp, s/c, c) and gives the resulting output to ACCA.

| Phase 3: ACCA chooses two equal-length plaintexts (?n0, mi). On receiving
I these, the Challenger chooses (3 € {0,1} at random, computes a target

ciphertext c* = E{cp,pk,mp), and gives it to ACCA.

i Phase 4: ACCA continues to submit a number of queries to the decryp-
| tion oracle. As in Phase 2, each of the queries consists of a ciphertext c.

However, a restriction in this phase is that c ^ c*. On receiving c, the
Challenger runs D(cp, sk,c) and gives the resulting output to ACCA.

Phase 5: ACCA outputs a guess ft £ {0,1}.
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We define ACCA's success by the probability

(A,J = 2Pr[/3 = fi\ - 1.

We denote by Succ^P£
 CCA(/,Cc.4, go) the maximum of the attacker ACCA's suc-

cess over all attackers ACCA having running time tccA and making at most qD

queries to the decryption oracle. Note that the running time and the number of
queries are all polynomial in the security parameter k.

The VKS scheme is said to be secure in the IND-CCA sense if Succ£j£fCCA

{tccA,QD) is negligible in k. (Throughput this thesis, a probability function i
/ : N —> M[o,i] is said to be negligible in k if, for all c > 0, there exists k0 G N . '
such that f(k) < p whenever k > k0, where R[0,i] = {x G M|0 < x < 1}.) ,

3.2.2 Diffie-Hellman Primitives ; |

In this section, we review the definitions of the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) , I
and Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) problems, which we will use later in this chapter.

As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the DDH problem emerged from the difficulty
of proving the security of many Diffie-Hellman-based cryptographic schemes. In
what follows, we review the formal definition of the DDH problem. <

j

Definition 3 (DDH) Let Q be a cyclic group of order q > 2k generated by
g G G, where q is a prime and k is a security parameter. Let ADDH denote |
an attacker assumed to be a probabilistic Turing machine taking the security '
parameter k as input. Suppose that a and b are uniformly chosen at random f ^
from Z* and ga and gb are computed. j )

ADDH is to solve the following problem: ' |

• Given (Q, q, g, ga, gb, gc), outputs 1 if c = ab and 0 otherwise. ]
1

We define the attacker ADDH's success probability by ; * \

for random r ^ ab £ ~Z-
q.

t i

1 u
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We denote by Succ%DU{tDDH) the maximal success probability Succ°J$DH(fc)
over all attackers ADDH having running time tDD}I which is polynomial in the
security parameter k.

The DDH problem is said to be computationally intractable in the group Q if
SucCgDH(tDDW) is negligible in k.

In 2001, Okamoto and Pointcheval proposed another variant of the Diffie-Hellman
problem, called "Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH)". In this problem, the attacker is to
solve the Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem with the help of the DDH
oracle which tells whether a given tuple is Diffie-Hellman tuple or not. Note that
if the DDH oracle helped so much that the attacker can solve the CDH problem,
the GDH problem would not be meaningful. However, it has not been proven so
far that the DDH problem can be used to solve the CDH problem and hence the
GDH problem is a reasonable computational problem.

In fact, the GDH problem has been abls to prove various cryptographic schemes
which had not been proven before. Examples include the undeniable signature
[36], designated confirmer signature [35], and DHIES [1] schemes. Also, the new
public key encryption schemes based on this problem have emerged, e.g., REACT
[91] and GEM [40]. Below, we review the formal definition of the GDH problem.

Definition 4 (GDH) Let Q be a cyclic group of order q > 2k generated by
g E G- where q is a prime and k is a security parameter. Let AGDH denote
an attacker assumed to be a probabilistic Turing machine taking the security
parameter k as input. Suppose that a and b are uniformly chosen at random
from Z* and ga and gb are computed.

AGDH is to solve the following problem:

• Given (G, q, g, ga, gb), compute the Diffie-Hellman key gob of ga and gb with
the help of the Decisions! Diffie-Hellman oracle O£DH(-,-, •)> wh.ch, given
{gu, gv, gw) where g is the (fixed) generator of G, outputs 1 if w = uv and 0
otherwise.

We define AGDH's success probability by

*) = Pr[/kGD"(G,q,g,ga,gb) = ga%

We denote by Succ^UH(iGD//, qDDn) the maximal success probability SuccgJ$DH (fc)
over all attackers AGDH having running time tGon and the number of queries to
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the DDH oracle is bounded by qDDH. The running time tDDH and the number
of DDH oracle queries q]jD}l are polynomial in the security parameter A:.

The GDH problem is said to be computationally intractable if Succ£DH{tGDH,
QDDH) is negligible in k.

3.3 The Modified Zheng-Seberry Scheme

Recall that in the Zheng-Seberry scheme [130], a plaintext message m is encrypted
by creating a ciphertext

c=(gr,G(yr)®M\H(m)),

where G, H are hash functions and y is a public key such that y = gx for a private
key x G Z*. Throughout this paper, "||" denotes a concatenation.

The structure of the modified Zheng-Seberry scheme described in [77] is basically
the same as the original one described above. The only difference is that in the
modified scheme, the Diffie-Hellnian key yr as well as the message m is provided
as input to the hash function H. Intuitively, this seems to prevent the known
plaintext attack presented by Lim and Lee. Indeed, we show in a later section
that this intuition is correct.

t

i i-

3.3.1 Description of the the Modified Zheng-Seberry Scheme

Now, we describe the modified Zheng-Seberry scheme, which we denote by "MZS".
Note that in the description below, the plaintext message m is assumed to be
drawn from the space {0, l}fco for A:o € IN.

• A randomized common parameter generation GC(fc)

- Choose a group Q of prime order q>2k.

- Choose a generator g of Q.

- Find a real constant A > 1 such that Xk is an element of IN.

* Let k\ = Xk.

- Pick a hash function H : {0, l}ko x Q -> {0, l}fcl modelled as a random
oracle.

- Pick a hash function G : Q -* {0, l}fc°+/ci modelled as a random oracle.
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1

c.

Figure 3.1: Padding Method of the Modified Zheng-Seberry Scheme

- Output a common parameter cp = (Q, g, q, G, H, k, ko, fci).

• A randomized key generation algorithm GK(cp)

- Pick x uniformly at random from Z*.

- Compute y = gx.

- Output a public key pk = (cp,y) and a private key sk = {cp,x).

• A randomized encryption algorithm E(pk, rn)

- Pick r uniformly at random from 2*.
- Compute c\ = gr and n = yr.
- Compute fj, = G(K) and a = H(m||«).

- Compute c2 = n © {rn\\<r).

- Output a ciphertext c = (ci,c2).

• A deterministic decryption algorithm D(sk, c)

> I
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I Lemma 1 Let A1; A2, Bi and B2 be events defined over some probability space.
i / / Pr[Ai A -1B1] = Pr[Ao A -iB2] and Pr[Bi] = Pr[B2] = e then we have | Pr[Ai] -
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Parse c as (c),c2).

Compute K = cf and /x = G{K).

Compute t = c2 © //.

* Let [t]ko be the first Avbits of t, starting with the first bit.
* Let [t]k] be the remaining Avbits of t, starting with the (fco + l)-th

bit.

Compute a = H{[t]ko\\K).

K Wfci = CT> do the following:

* Define m as [t}k° and output m.

Else output "Reject".

j We refer readers to Figure 3.1 which illustrates the padding method of the MZS
I scheme.

3.4 Security Analysis of the Modified Zheng-
Seberry Scheme

In this section, we analyze the security of the MZS scheme. For careful analysis,
we use the proof methodology introduced by Shoup [110]: We start with the
real attack game where the attacker ACCA is to defeat the security of the Zheng-
Seberry scheme in the IND-CCA sense (Definition 2). We then modify this
game by changing its rules which describe how variables in the view of ACCA

are computed, and obtain a new game. We repeat the modification until we
simulate the view of ACCA completely and obtain a game related to the ability of
the attacker AGDH to solve the GDH problem (Definition 4). When a new game
is derived from a previous one, a difference of the views of the attacker in each
game might occur. This difference is measured by the technique presented in the
following lemma. < {' '•'

s

i

\
Pr[A2]|<£.
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The proof is a straightforward calculation and can be found in [110]. Now, we
state and prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1 The modified Zheng-Scberry scheme MZS is IND-CCA secure in the
random, oracle model, assuming the GDH problem, in group Q is computationally
intractable. More precisely, we obtain the following bound:

+\succl™-CCA(tccA,qG,qn,qD) < Succ£D»(

where tcDH = tccA + 9G + qn + 9D(<7C + qj{)(ToDH + 0(1)) and qoDn < <7G +

Note that qc, qn and q^ denote the number of queries m.ade by the IND-CCA
attacker having running time tccA to the random oracles G and H, and. the
decryption oracle respectively. Note also that qoon denotes the number of queries
made by the GDH attacker having running time ICDH to the DDH oracle O®DIi

whose running time is bounded by

Proof. Let ACCA be an IND-CCA attacker whose running time is polynomial in
a security parameter k. Also, let AGDH be an attacker trying to solve the GDH
problem, given (G,q,g,ga,gb)-

As mentioned earlier, we start with the following game which is equivalent to the
real attack game.

• Game Go: This game is actually the same as the real attack game described
in Definition 2.

First, we run the common parameter generation algorithm of the MZS scheme
taking the security parameter k as input and obtain a common parameter
cp. Then, we run the key generation algorithm on input cp and obtain
a private key (cp,x) and a public key (cp,y), where y -— gx. The public
key pk = (cp,y) is given to ACCA. After ACCA submits a pair of plaintexts
(mo, mi), we create a target ciphertext c* = (c\, c%) as follows.

where

K* — yr*:a* = H(m,p\\K*)

i i
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for r* and /3 picked uniformly at random from Z* and {0,1} respectively.
On input c*, ACCA outputs 0' G {0,1}. We denote by So the event /?' = /?
and use a similar notation S* for all G,.

Since this game is the same as the real attack game, we have

oJ — 2 9bUCCMZS,ACc^ W -

• Game Gi: In this game, we modify the encryption oracle (creation of a
target ciphertext) presented in the previous game. Our modification obeys
the following rules.

R l - 1 First, we choose n+ € Q, c£ G Q, v+ G {0,l}*°+fcl and CT+ e
{0,1}*1 uniformly at random. Then, we replace c], K*, G(K*) and
H(m./3\\K*) in the target ciphertext c* by cf, n+, //+ and a+ respec-
tively. Accordingly, we replace cjjj in c* by cj = fi+ © (m.p\\o+). A new
target ciphertext is {c^.c^) and is denoted by c*+.

R.l-2 Whenever the random oracle G is queried at K+ , v/e respond to
it with //+.

R l - 3 Whenever the random oracle H is queried at (m||K+) for some
m G {0, l}fco, we respond to it with o+.

r
i i

The attacker ACCA's view has the same distribution in both Game Go and
Game G] since we have replaced one set of random variables by another
set of random variables which is different, yet has the same distribution.

In this game, we assume that the decryption oracle is perfect. That is, j
receiving ACCA's decryption query, c = (ci,c2) which is different from the f
target ciphertext, we decrypt it in the same way as we do in the real attack \
game. We refer to this rule as "Rl-4". I

i
Accordingly, we have !

Prfr] = Pr[50].

• Game G2: In this game, we retain the rules R l - 1 and Rl-4 , renaming
them as "R2-1" and "R2-4" respectively. However, we drop the rules R l -
2 and R l - 3 . That is, /x+ and a+ are used only in the encryption oracle for !', J
producing the target ciphertext c*+ while in other cases when the decryption ^ j
oracle queries to the random oracles G and H, or ACCA directly queries to 1 . r
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them, answers from G or H are taken. We refer to these rules regarding
the random oracles G and H as 'R.2-2' and "R2-3" respectively.

Since we have dropped the rule R l ?, the input to ACCA follows a distribu-
tion that does not depend on 0. Hence, we get Pr[52] = 1/2.

Also, note thac Game d and Game G2 may differ if G is queried at K.+ or
H is queried at (m\\K+) for some m E {0, l}fc°. Let AskG2 V AskH2 denote
an event that, in Game G2, G is queried at n+ or H is queried at (m||/v+).
For notational convenience, let AskKey2 = AskG2 V AskH2. We will use an
identical notation AskKeyj for all the remaining games.

Now, we have

| Pr[52] - Pr[5,]| < Pr[AskKey2].

* Game G3: In this game, we again modify the target ciphertext c*+ =
(ctict)i where c j = //+ © (m,p\\a+) and //+ — G ( K + ) , produced by the
ruL? R2-1 in Game G2. We replace this rule by the following new rule
R3-1.

R3-1 First, we replace y the public key element given to ACCA by gb.
and c* by ga, where {ga.,gb) are the parameters given to the attacker
AGDH. Now, we define K+ as ya, y,+ as G(ya) and a+ as H(m0\\y

a).
That io, we use the same cj in c*+ for the second element of a new
target ciphertext CQH but we rename the values in it. Therefore, the

resulting target ciphertext denoted by c^H is (5a,c2
h), where cj =

G(ya)®(mp\\H(mp\\ya)).
i

However, we retain the rules R2-2, R2-3 and R2-4 in Game G2, renaming (

them as "R3-2", "R3-3" and "R3-4" respectively. : j

Thanks to the randomness of the oracle G and the uniformity of ga in the , [
group G, ACCA's view has the same distribution in both Game G2 and Game
G3. Hence, we have ! 1

Pr[AskKey3] = Pr[AskKey2]. : [ I

" f -I
From now on, we deal with the decryption oracle which has been regarded *,
as perfect up to this game. •• ' i

i

Game G4: We retain all the rules R3-1, R3-2 and R3-3, renaming them as , < _ f
"R4-1", "R4-2" and "R4-3", respectively. But we modify the rule R3-4 ^Jj
and obtain a new rule "R4-4" described in the following. , ' i
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We make the decryption oracle reject all ciphertext s c = (cuc2) such that
the corresponding value (m||K.) has not been queried to the random oracle
H by ACCA. If c is a valid ciphertext and G{K) has been queried then the
rule of this game causes a difference: If c is valid then we have [t]kl =
[c2 0 G(K)]fcl = H(m.\\K). But we have assumed that H{rn\\K,) had not
been queried and hence the event [c2 ® G(/v)]fc, = H{m\\K) happens with
probability 1/2*1 since the output of the random oracle / / is uniformly
distributed in {0,1 }kK

Summing up all the decryption queries, we have

|Pr[AskKey4] - Pr[AskKey3]| < ^ - .

Game G5: We retain all the rules R4-1, R4-2 and R4-3, renaming them
as "R5-1", "R5-2" and "R5-3'\ respectively. But we put the following
additional rule to R4-4 and obtain a new rule "R5-4".

We make the decryption oracle reject all ciphertexts c = (ci,c2) such that
the corresponding value K has not been queried to the random oracle G by
ACCA. If c is a valid ciphertext and H{W\\K) has been queried then the rule
of this game causes a difference: If c is valid, we have \t\ki = [c2 ©G(K)]/., =
H(m\\K). But we have assumed that G(K) had not been queried and hence
the event [c2ffiG(/c)]fcj = H(m.\\K) happens with probability l/2fcl assuming
that ACCA correctly guesses the last A^-bits of the output of the random
oracle G.

Summing up all decryption queries, we have

| Pr[AskKey5] - Pr[AskKey4]| < | £ .

Game G6: Note that the cases when H(m\\K.) or G(K) has not been queried
are excluded in this game since these cases were already dealt with in the
previous game. That is, we assume that H{m\\n) and G(K) have been
queried at some point.

We retain all the rules R5-1, R5-2 and R5-3, renaming them as "R6-1",
"R6-2" and "R6-3", respectively. But we add the following rule to R5-4
and obtain a new rule "R6-4".

We replace the decryption oracle by a decryption oracle simulator which
can decrypt a submitted decryption query c={c^.c2) without knowing the
private key.

! i

1

, i
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Before presenting the simulator, we define some conventions. We denote by
GListl a list which consists of simple "query-answer" entries for the random
oracle G of the form (re, //) where // = G(K). We also denote by GList2 a list
which consists of the special "query-answer" entries for the random oracle
G which are of the form c|| (?,//). The symbol // implicitly represents the
query-answer relation ft = G(re), although the input K is not explicitly stored
and hence is denoted by "?". Note that new entries in the list GList2 are
added by the decryption oracle simulator. Similarly, we denote a list of all
"query-answer" pairs for the random oracle H by HList. More specifically,
HList consists of the pairs ((m||re), a)), where a = H(m\\K). Notice that all
these lists are growing as ACCArs attack proceeds.

Now, we describe a complete specification of the decryption oracle Simula-
tor. Note in the following that the decryption oracle simulator can be con-
structed using AGDH's DDH oracle O^DI'(-, -, •) to check whether (cuy, tz)
is Diffie-Hellman tuple, where g is a generator of group Q, u is from the
submitted ciphertext c = (ci,c2) and y is the public key element replaced
by gb in Game G3.

— If there exists (K, //) G GListl such that

* Compute t — v © //.

* If there exists ((m||/c), a) G HList such that m = {t]ko and a = [t]kl

then output m, otherwise, reject c.

- Else if there exists c|| (?,//) G GList2

* Compute t = C2 © (J- _.
* If there exists ((m\\K.),a) G HList such that m = [t]ko and a = [t]kl -

then output m, and reject c otherwise. ;

- Else generate fi uniformly at random from {0, l}fco+fcl

* Compute t = c-2® £i- <fi

* Put c||(?,/i) into GList2. |,
* If there exists ((m||/c),<7> G HList such that O£Dli(ci,y,it) = 1 f

and m = [t]ka and o = [t]ki then output m, and reject c otherwise. ]

Note that the above decryption oracle simulator perfectly simulates the real '
decryption oracle since H(m\\K) and G{K) have been previously queried •
before the current game starts. Thus, we get ^

Pr[AskKey6] = Pr[AskKey5]. t

j

> I'I
r ' '
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As defined in Game G3, AskKey6 denotes the event that the Diffie-Hellman key
ya{= 9ab) n a s been queried to the random oracle G or H. At this stage, we can
check which one of the queries to the random oracles G and H is a Diffie-Hellman
key of gab using AGDH's DDH oracle OfDH. Also, note that we have used the
DDH oracle to simulate the decryption oracle. That is, we can solve the GDH
problem and hence we have

Pr[AskKey6] < S

Now, putting all the bounds we have obtained in each game together, we have

Note that since k^ = Xk G IN for some real constant A > 1 as defined in the
description of MSZ, the term 2ffit is negligible in k.

Finally, we work out the number of the calls to the DDH oracle 0®D" and ACCA's
running time. In worst case, all of the queries to the random oracles G and H
should be checked using the oracle O®DH to find the correct Diffie-Hellman key
of ga and gb. The number of these queries are bounded by qc + qn- Also, up
to qG + qn queries are made to the oracle O®D" per each decryption query in
the decryption oracle simulator. Therefore, the total number of calls to the DDH
oracle O®DH is bounded by

QDDH < QG + qn + qv{qc + qn)-

The total running time of AGDH is bounded by

t' = t + qG + qii + qo{qc + qn)(TDDIi + 0(1)),

where t and TDDn denote the running time of ACCA and the DDH oracle respec-
tively. D

\ \

t i

U '

< -!
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3.5 Implementation Issues

One important aspect of implementing the MZS schema is how to choose a suitable
group Q. The choice is quite flexible. A prime-order subgroup of the multiplica-
tive group Z* where p is prime would be a possible one. Also, one can choose a
group of points on suitable elliptic curves instead. As is widely known, properly
chosen elliptic curves can provide a highly secure public key cryptosystem with
relatively small block size.

The other important issue is the implementation of the hash functions G and H,
which are assumed to be random oracles [20]. Recall that the inputs of the hash
function H are of the form (m||K), where rn is a bit string of length A:o and n is
an element of the group Q, represented as an integer. Since applications usually
work with data represented as octet (byte) strings rather than bit strings, we need
to convert any bit strings or integers used as variables in the scheme into octet
strings. According to the IEEE P1363 standard [67], we can use the BS2OSP
function to convert a bit string to an octet string. Also, using the I2OSP function,
we can convert an integer to an octet string. Therefore, (m|J«;) in the scheme is
actually implemented as {BS2OSP{m)\\I2OSP{ti)).

Construction of the hash function H as a random oracle can be quite flexible
but we recommend the Key Derivation Function 1 (KDF1) defined in the IEEE
PI363 standard.

Using the KDFl, H can be implemented as follows.

H(M) = hash(M\\I2OSP(0))\\ • • • \\hash(M\\I2OSP(l - 1)),

where hash is a conventional hach function such as SHA-1 [87] with output length

hLen, Md= (BS20SP{m)\\ I2OSP(K)) and / = \ki/hLen~\.

The hash function G can be implemented in a similar manner except for using a
different conventional hash algorithm for hash, such as MD5 [102].

3.6 Discussions on SQS's Security Analysis

At ACISP 2002, Soldera, Qu, and Seberry (SQS) [115] proposed a slightly differ-
ent modification of the Zheng-Seberry scheme called "Secure ElGamal (SEG)",
which can be described as follows.
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Let pk = {G,g,q,y), whore y = g*. and sk = {G,g,q,x). Now. a plaintext-
message m is encrypted by creating a eiphertext

c= (m\\H(m\\yr)f),

where r is randomly chosen from 2* and H is a hash function modelled as a
random oracle. Decryption of c is similar to the MZS scheme, so we omit it here.

We MOW look into the proof of the SEG scheme. According to [115], the SEG
scheme described above is provably secure in the sense of IND-CCA in the random
oracle model assuming the DDH problem is intractable. However, we show that
the proof is incorrect.

Recall that in the DDH problem, given a tuple (ga, gb, gc) and a generator g, the
attacker is to decide whether c = ab. In the security proof of the SEG scheme, a
variant of the DDH is used. In this variation, the attacker is to distinguish the
distribution of random quadruples D = (gug2,uuu2) e G x G x G x G from the
distribution of quadruples R = (gi,g2,u1,u2) EGxQxGxQ, where gx and
g2 are random, and U\ = g\ and u2 = g2 for random r £ Z*. If we let gi = g
and g2 = gs then the distribution D becomes (g,gs, gr,gsr) and hence the above
"distinguishing D from R" problem becomes the standard DDH problem.

To show that the SEG scheme is secure in the sense of IND-CCA assuming that
the DDH problem is hard, we should simulate the view of the IND-CCA attacker
up to the point where we get the ability of the attacker solving the DDH problem
to achieve its goal.

In [115], the encryption oracle of the SEG scheme is simulated as follows: We
choose a private key Xn randomly from Z* and compute ysim = gXR. Then,
we give (G, g, q, ySim) as a public key to the IND-CCA attacker. On receiving
a plaintext pair (m.0,mi) from the IND-CCA attacker, we select p e {0,1} at
random and output a target ciphertext (ci,c2,c3), where c\ = uu c2 = u2 and
c3 = cx

x
R • c2 • (m/j\\H(m.fj\\c^R))2. Notice that u\ and w2 are from the distribution

D or R.

Obviously, there is a serious problem in the above simulation of the encryption
oracle. Note in the above simulation that the simulated target ciphertext has
an extra component c2. Since c2 is an element of the group G, the length of the
simulated target ciphertext (cuc2, c3) is always 1.5 times longer than that of the
target ciphertext in the real attack. Hence, with non-negligible probability, the
IND-CCA attacker can distinguish the target ciphertext in the simulation from
that in the real attack by telling which one is longer.
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To make the above simulation correct, we should convert (c,,c2,c3) to one that
has the same length of the target ciphertext in the real attack. But, how to
do this is not precisely mentioned anywhere in the proof except the very vague
statement that "the transformation back is obvious": Actually, throughout the
entire proof, they use the lengthened target ciphertext (ci.c2, :••*) as if it were a
correctly simulated one.

There is another problem. It is claimed in the proof that "cXRc2 is equivalent to
the output of the actual encryption oracle". However, we show in the following
that this is not the case.

In the real attack, the target ciphertext is of the form

(u,v)=(gr,yr.{m\\H(m\\yr))2),

where y = gx, hence, the component if yields a correct Diffie-Hellman key of
u = gr and y = gx since yr = gxr. On the other hand, in the simulation, even
if U\ and u2 are from the distribution D, cXfiC2 does not yield a Diffie-Hellman
key of any combination of ySim, C\ and c2: Suppose that g\ = g and g2 = g3 for
random s € Z*. Since U\ = g\ and u2 = g\, we have U\ = gT and u2 — gsr. Now,
we obtain

Ci c2
 : = Ui w2 -" g g ~~ g

Thus, the distribution {ySim,ci,c2,c
XRc2) is equivalent to {gx R, gr, gsr,gTXR+sr).

However, any three components of this distribution do not yield a Diffie-Hellman
tuple.

The implication of the above problem is even more serious: Since the combina-
tion (gT, gsr, grXR+sr) is not a Diffie-Hellman tuple, we cannot hope to solve the
problem of distinguishing D from R, that is, the DDH problem, using the ability
of the IND-CCA attacker.

-• : • t

So far, we have discussed the problem of SQS's security analysis of the SEG given . :: |j |j
in [115] rather informally. However, motivated by the work of Steinfeld, Baek, ; ;<;•,;;<;
and Zheng [117], it can be formally shown that the intractability of the "Strong j':«j
Diffie-Hellman (SDH)" problem, which is a variant of the GDH problem, is a ;-. [Ml
necessary condition for the scheme SEG to be IND-CCA secure in the random ; :0 \
oracle model, which in effect supports our claim given in the previous section: ?r;|
If the proof in [115] were true (that is, the SEG scheme were IND-CCA secure ••; g;-j
assuming that the DDH problem is computationally hard), it would be the case j ^ j
that there exists a reduction from the DDH problem to the SDH problem. But i|j |



We denote by Succ|DH (tsDii, Q/DDH) the maximal success probability SUCC|^DH (J
over all attackers ASDH having running time tsDH and the number of queries to
the fDDH oracle is bounded by qjDDii- The running time tfDDJ{ and the number
of fDDH oracle queries qjDDii are polynomial in the security parameter k.

The SDH problem is said to be intractable in the group Q if SuccgDU(tSDH, Q/DDH)

is negligible in k.

We now state and prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2 The intractability of the SDH problem is a necessary condition for
the scheme SEG to be IND-CCA secure in the random, oracle model. More pre-
cisely, we obtain the following bound:

Succfn(tSDH,qjDD1I) < Succ™tCCA(tecA,Qn, to) +

i '
£.
1
I
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this is impossible in that we are unable to simulate the DDH oracle that the
attacker for the SDH problem has access to [117].

As mentioned above, the SDH problem is a variant of the GDH problem defined
in Section 3.2.2. In the SDH problem, the attacker has access to the special DDH '
oracle which on receiving {gu,gw), tells whether w = vb for a fixed group element
gb. Given {g,ga,gb), the attacker's goal is, of course, to compute gab. Below, we
define the SDH problem more formally. '

j

Definition 5 (SDH) Let Q be a cyclic group of order q > 2k generated by g E Q, • !•
where q is a prime and k is a security parameter. Let ASDH denote an attacker '
assumed to be a probabilistic Turing machine taking the security parameter k as f '
input. Suppose that a and b are uniformly chosen at random from Z* and ga and j \
gb are computed. <

ASDH is to solve the following problem: f

4 !

1

• Given (G,q, g,ga, gb), compute the Diffie-Hellman key gab of ga and gb with r- !

the help of the fixed Decisional Diffie-Hellman (fDDH) oracle Of
g
D

gb
DH {•,•), , \ I

which, given (gu,gw) where g is the (fixed) generator of Q, outputs 1 if * (

w = ub and 0 otherwise.
I

We define ASDH 's success probability by '

-x>-<"sm(G,q,g,ga,gb) = gab}. • |

u.'l

I i,
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I

where tCCA = tSDn + f
the security parameter k IN.

+ (9(A:3), 9 / / - qJDD11 + 1, = gfDDlI for

iVoie /7»af g/DD// denotes the number of queries made by the SDH attacker having
running time tSDu to the fDDH oracle O1'™". Note also that qH and qD denote
the number of queries made by the IND-C'CA attacker having running time tCcA
to the random, oracle H and the decryption oracle respectively.

Proof Let ASDH denote an attacker for solving the Strong DifEe-Hellman prob-
lem (Definition 5). Let ACCA denote an attacker that defeats the IND-CCA
security of the SEG scheme. Assume that ASDH is given (G,q,g,ga,gb)-

We now define a game Go which is exactly the same as the game for SDH problem
described in Definition 5.

• Game Go: We denote by So the event that ASDH outputs the Difne-Hellman
key gab of ga and gb. Denote the same event in Game G; by St.

Sine this game is the same as the real attack game of the SDH problem, we
obtain

Game Gx: In this game, we first replace gb by ACCA's public key y = gx

of the SEG scheme. We then get ACCA's target ciphertext c* = \c\,c%) =
U r \ Vr' • (™-p\\H(mp\\yr'))2)i w n e r e P i s a random bit and replace ga by c\.
Since we have just replaced the set of random variables by another set of
random variables which is identically distributed, we obtain

Pr[5i] = Pr[50].

Game G2: In this game, we replace ASDH's fDDH oracle Of
g
D

gb
DH by the

following simulator which uses the decryption oracle of the SEG scheme
that ACCA has access to.

- For each of new query (gu,gw) where

* Set d = g".
* Choose m ^ ma arbitrarily from {0. l}ko.

* Compute a — H(m\\gw).
* Compute c-i = s(m\\a)'2.

V:'1 V f .

Pi
I":'" ! • ' !

'. f ' • ; : ( • :

I*
Ei'f t

• : 1 . . • • . ) • •

i ' i . " ' i -

• i l l
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- Query (cuc2) as a ciphertext to the decryption oracle of the SEG
scheme, which decrypts the ciphertext under the private key x.

- If the decryption oracle returns a "Reject" message then output. 0,
otherwise output 1.

Now, let DDHSimErr be the event that gw ^ cf, where x is a private key
corresponding to y, but the simulator described above outputs 1.

Unless DDHSimErr happens, there is no difference between game G2 and
d . Thus, we have | Pr[52] - Pr[5i]| < Pr[DDHSimErr].

It remains to upper bound DDHSimErr. Note that if the event DDHSimErr
occurs, it is the case that <r(= H(m\\gw)) = tf ([f]A'°||c?) where t = ^/c2/c{
and gw ^ cf, which happens with probability l/2fcl. Since AGDH makes
queries up to qJDDH, we have Pr[DDHSimErr] < 1

o Game G3: The rules of this game are the same as Game G2 except when
ASDH outputs K*. If that event happens, we perform the following:

- Compute t = y/c*/K*. (Let [t]k° be the first /co-bits of t, starting with
the first bit. Let [t]^ be the remaining A^-bits of t, starting with the
(A:o + l)-th bit.)

- Compute o* = H([t]k°\\K*).

- If [t]kl = a*, output /?' G {0,1} such that [t]k° = mp and ? = p.

- Otherwise, choose /?' at random from {0,1} and output it.

As in the previous game, we consider the event that a* = 7f([^]fco||K*) =
H{[t']ko\W), where n* ^ K!, which happens with probability l/2fcl. This
events makes differences between this game and the previous one, hence we
have

Now. splitting the even "/?' = (3", we get

pr[/5' = p) = P r ^ ' = P\S3] Pr[53] +
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Since Pr[/3' = /?|S3] = 1 and Pr[/? = p\~S.

Pr[/?' = /?] = Pr[S3] + IprhS3]
2

Thus, we have

Pr[53] = 2 Pr[/3' = / ? ] - ! =

2] = I , we have

\ + \ Pr[S3]\ + \

Putt ing all the bounds we have obtained in each game together, we get the
following.

SDH QfDDJi
—-j < —-^ (- buccSEG ACCA (A;)

Considering the running time tSD}, and the number of queries qjDDH to the fDDH
oracle, we obtain

where tccA = ^SD// + qfDDuO{\) + 0(k3), qH = qjDDn + 1 and gjr> = qfDDI{.

•

3.7 Brief Summary of the Results

In this chapter, we formally proved that the intractability of the GDH problem is
sufficient for the modified Zheng-Seberry scheme MZS to be secure against chosen
ciphertext attack in the random oracle model. Through informal and formal
arguments, we also pointed out the flaws in Soldera et al.'s [115] security analysis
of Zheng and Seberry's scheme.

, • r

l f \
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Chapter 4

Security Analysis of Signcryption

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Motivation

Over the last decades, a number of public key encryption schemes have emerged,
and evolved as demands for efficient schemes that meet a strong confidentiality
requirement such as chosen ciphertext security grow. The notable contributions
in this line of research include Zheng and Seberry's [129] practical approaches
to construct public key encryption schemes that resist chosen ciphertext attack;
Bellare and Rogaway's [18] padding method for giving the RSA function cho-
sen ciphertext security, which is known as "OAEP"; Fujisaki and Okamoto's [55]
transformation that converts any IND-CPA secure public key encryption schemes
to IND-CCA secure ones; and Cramer and Shoup's construction of a public key
encryption scheme provably secure against chosen ciphertext attack without re-
lying on the random oracle model [20].

Similarly to public key encryption schemes, constructing efficient digital signa-
ture schemes that meet a strong authenticity requirement such as unforgeability
against chosen message attack, has also been regarded as of prime importance.
Early constructions of the efficient digital signature schemes include "RSA" [103],
"ElGamal" [49], and "Schnorr" [104]. These schemes with some modifications
were later proved to be secure in the random oracle by Bellare and Rogaway
[19] (the RSA signature scheme from [103]), and Pointcheval and Stern [97] (the
ElGamal and Schnorr signature schemes from [49] and [104] respectively) under
the notion of existential unforgeablity against chosen message attack formalized
by Goldwasser, Micali, and Rivest

•\,v
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A natural question one can now ask is how to integrate public key encryption
and digital signature in an efficient way without sacrificing each other's security,
in other words, how to efficiently provide communicating messages with confi-
dentiality and authenticity simultaneously as one secure cryptographic function.
In 1997, Zheng [124] gave a positive answer to the above question: He proposed
a significantly efficient cryptography scheme called signcryption which combines
the functionality of discrete-logarithm based public key encryption and digital
signature schemes.

Although Zheng's original signcryption scheme has been focused by a number of
research works, e.g. [12. 58, 79, 106, 65, 126, 127], no security analysis of Zheng's
signcryption through a framework of the provable security approach, as far as
we know, has been. In this chapter, we present precise confidentiality and un-
forgeablity models for generic signcryption schemes and provide rigorous proofs,
based on these models, that Zheng's original signcryption scheme meets strong
security requirements with respect to message confidentiality and unforgeability
under known cryptographic assumptions.

4.1.2 Related Work

Compared with the public key setting, research on the integration of message
confidentiality and authenticity has been quite active in the symmetric setting.
A series of research works has appeared on using modes of block ciphers to give
both message confidentiality and integrity [70, 101]. Also, security issues related
to the composition of symmetric key encryption and message authentication code
(MAC) were considered by Bellare and Namprepre [17]. They concluded that only
"Encrypt-then-MAC (EtM)" composition is gcnerically secure against chosen
ciphertext attack and existentially unforgeable against chosen message attack.
Krawczyk [74] also considered the same problem when building a secure channel
over insecure networks. Interestingly, his conclusion was that the "MAC-then-
Encrypt (MtE)" composition is also secure, under the assumption that encryption
method is either a secure CBC mode or a stream cipher that XORs the data with
a random pad.

In the public key setting, Tsiounis and Yung [121] proposed a variant of the
ElGamal encryption scheme where Schnorr's signature is used to provide non-
malleability. However, the security goal of their scheme is to provide confiden-
tiality, consequently the strong origin authentication is not supported in their
scheme. We remark that this scheme was recently analyzed again by Schnorr and
Jakobsson [105] under the generic model plus the random oracle model. We also
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remark that the security proof of Tsiounis and Yung's scheme given in [121] was
later found to be flawed [111]: The Schnorr signature scheme that was used as a
"proof of knowledge" in their public key encryption scheme, makes it impossible
to efficiently simulate the responses to the chosen ciphertext attacker's decryption
queries. (Readers are referred to [112] for more details.)

The first attempt to provide a formal security analysis of signcryption schemes
was made by Steinfeld and Zheng [116]. They proposed a signcryption scheme
based on the integer factorization problem and provided a formal security model
and security proof for the unforgeability of their scheme. But, the same for the
confidentiality was not provided. (We remark, however, that following the work
presented in this chapter, the analysis of the factoring-based signcryption scheme
in [116] has been extended to cover both confidentiality and unforgeability in the
"Multi-User" setting [2] that will be discussed later in this chapter.)

Recently and independently of our work, similar security notions to ours were
denned by An, Dodis and Rabin (ADR) [2], who analyzed the security of generic
compositions of black-box signature and public key encryption schemes. Our
unforgeability notion FiSO-UF-CMA, which will be presented precisely in Sec-
tion 4.2.3, corresponds to the 'Two-User Insider" setting defined by ADR in [2],
whereas our confidentiality notion FSO/FUO-IND-CCA, which will be defined
precisely in Section 4.2.2, corresponds to the weaker "Multi-User Outsider" set-
ting of ADR. In Section 4.1.3, we discuss our models and their relationship to
those defined by ADR in greater detail.

4.1.3 Differences between Our Security Model and Other
Models

Differences between Symmetric and Public Key Models

To address the significant difference between security implication of the compo-
sitions of encryption and authentication in the symmetric setting and that in the
public key setting, we consider confidentiality of the "Encrypt-then-MAC (EtM)"
and "Encrypt-and-MAC (EaM)" compositions in the symmetric setting, and the
security of the directly corresponding simple public key versions "Encrypt-then-
Sign (EtS)" and "Encrypt-and-Sign (EaS)" (defined in the natural way, with the
signer's public key appended). We point out that while the symmetric composi-
tion EtM is secure against chosen ciphertext attack (indeed, EtM is generically
secure as shown in [17]), the simple public key version EtS is completely inse-
cure against chosen ciphertext attack, even if the underlying encryption scheme
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is secure against chosen ciphertext attack. The reason is that in the public key
versions, a ciphertext in the composed scheme contains an additional component
(which does not present in the symmetric versions), namely the sender's signature
public key. The fact that this component is easily malleable implies the insecurity
of the public key version EtS under chosen ciphertext attack.

As an example, assume that Alice encrypts and signs her message rn following
the EtS composition. That is, she encrypts the message rn using a public key
encryption algorithm Epkl3(-) and computes c = Epk[1(rn). Then she signs on
c using her digital signature algorithm 5skA(-) to produce a = SskA(c). Now
the ciphertext C is (c, a). However, an attacker Marvin now generates his own
public and private key pair (pkM, skm) and signs on c obtained by eavesdropping
the ciphertext C en route from Alice to Bob. Namely, she can produce C =
(c, Ss;tM(c)) where Sskli! is Marvdn's digital signature algorithm. Then he hands
in his public key pkM (which may be contained in Marvin's digital certificate)
to Bob. Now notice that C which is different from C is completely verified as
a valid ciphertext using Marvin's public key pk^i and Bob decrypts it into m.
Hence Marvin succeeds in his chosen ciphertext attack on the EtS scheme even if
the underlying public key encryption scheme is strong, say, secure against chosen
ciphertext attack.

Discussion of Our Models in the Context of Other Public Key Models

We now discuss the relationship between security models for signcryption schemes
defined by An, Dodis and Rabin (ADR) [2] and our security notions as defined in
Section 4.2. First, we review the classification of security models for signcryption
schemes defined by ADR [2].

Two- User and Multi- User Settings. The first classification of security models for
signcryption schemes depends on the assumed application setting. In the Two-
User setting, it is assumed that there are only two users of the scheme: a single
sender Alice with key pair (skA,pkA) and a single receiver Bob with key pair
(sk]3,pk,B)- Hence in this setting, the receiver's public key that Alice uses to
signcrypt all her messages is Bob's public key pkB which is fixed for the entire
session. Similarly, the sender's public key that Bob uses to unsigncrypt all his
signcryptexts Alice's public key pkA which is also fixed for the session. In contrast,
in the Multi- User setting, we assume that there are many users of the scheme
besides the attacked users Alice and Bob. Therefore in this setting, the receiver's
public key that Alice uses to signcrypt her messages can be any receiving party's
public key pkR (not necessarily Bob's pkB). Similarly, the sender's public key

< i
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that Bob uses to unsigncrypt his signcryptexts can be any sending party's public
key pks (not necessarily Alice's pkA). In particular, in this setting the attacker
is given the power to choose his own receiver and sender's public keys when
accessing Alice and Bob's signcryption and unsigncryption oracles respectively.
This power does not exist in the Two-User setting.

Insider and Outsider Settings. The second classification of security models for
signcryption schemes depends on the identity of the attacker. In the Outsider
setting, the attacker is assumed to be a third-party distinct from both the attacked
users Alice and Bob. In order to break confidentiality in this setting, the goal of
the attacker is to recover some information on a message signcrypted by Alice to
Bob, assuming the signcryptext has not been unsigncrypted by Bob. To break
unforgeability in this setting, the goal of the attacker is to forge a signcryptext
from Alice to Bob on a message which has not been signcrypted by Alice. Note
that in the outsider setting, since the attacker is a third-party, he only knows the
public keys of Alice and Bob. In contrast, in the Insider setting, the attacker is
assumed to be a second-party, meaning that the attacker is either Alice (attacking
Bob's confidentiality) or Bob (attacking Alice's unforgeability). To break Bob's
confidentiality in this setting, Alice's goal is to obtain some information on a
message signcrypted to Bob with Alice's public key as the sender's public key,
assuming the signcryptext has not been unsigncrypted by Bob with Alice's public
key as the sender's public key (note that in this setting, the attacker Alice may
know the sender's secret key). To break Alice's unforgeability in this setting,
Bob's goal is to forge a valid signcryptext from Alice to Bob on a message which
has never been signcrypted by Alice to Bob (note that in this setting, the attacker
Bob may know the receiver's private key).

Relation to Our Confidentiality Notion. One can easily notice that the strongest
confidentiality notion for signcryption schemes is the confidentiality in the "Multi-
User Insider" setting. However, Zheng's original signcryption scheme [124] is
completely insecure in this setting because the Diffie-Hellman key gXAXB (which
is easily recoverable by the sender Alice) from Alice and Bob's public keys gXA

and gXB suffices to unsigncrypt any signcryptexts from Alice to Bob. As also
discussed in [2], this model, however, is not of significant importance in normal
circumstances since it in effect assumes that the sender Alice is trying to decrypt
a signcryptext which was sent by herself. Hence, this model appears only useful
in special situations where an attacker who breaks into Alice's system obtains
her private key in order to decrypt a message previously signcrypted by Alice
to Bob. But, this insecurity can be considered as a positive feature, called past
message recovery by Zheng [125], whereby Alice can store past signcryptexts and
unsigncrypt them in the future when desired.
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From the discussions above, we believe that for most applications it suffices for a
signcryption scheme to achieve confidentiality in the "Multi-User Outsider" set-
ting. Our independently defined confidentiality notion "FSO/FUO-IND-CCA"
for this setting matches the corresponding definition by ADR [2].

Relation to Our Unforgeability Notion. Since signcryption offers unforgeablity of
signcryptext for the sender Alice, it is essential that even the receiver Bob cannot
impersonate Alice and forge valid signcryptexts from Alice to himself. To ensure
that our unforgeability notion for signcryption covers this aspect, we allow the
forger in our attack model to have access to Bob's private key as well as the
corresponding public key. That is, our unforgeablity notion corresponds to the
unforgeability in the "Insider" setting. In this thesis, we only consider the case
when two users are involved in the signcryption process, so our independently
defined unforgeability notion, which we call "FiSO-UF-CMA", matches the un-
forgeablity in the "Two-User Insider" setting of ADR. (We remark, however, that
in our recent paper [7], the FiSO-UF-CMA notion has been extended to the even
stronger notion that matches the unforgeability in the "Multi-User Insider" set-
ting, and has been shown that Zheng's original signcryption scheme is still secure
under this notion.)

Like the model proposed by ADR [2], our model also does not explicitly provide
non-repudiation, meaning the ability of a receiver of a valid signcryptext to con-
vince a third-party that a given sender has sent this signcryptext. However, as
also pointed out in [2], unforgeability in the FiSO-UF-CMA sense guarantees that
the receiver cannot forge any valid signcryptext by the sender, so non-repudiation
can always be achieved using a protocol running between the receiver and the
third-party, which convinces the third-party of the validity of a signcryptext with
respect to a given message and sender and receiver public keys. A solution which
does not compromise the receiver's private key to the third-party, is to use a zero-
knowledge proof of signcryptext validity. Specific protocols for Zheng's scheme
are presented by Zheng in [125].

On the Power of Attackers in the Multi-User Setting. The extra power given to
the attacker in the Multi-User setting is the ability to access flexible signcryption
oracle which allows the attacker to specify a receiver's public key in addition to
a message, and the flexible unsigncryption oracle which allows the attacker to
specify a sender's public key in addition to a signcryptext. In practice, such an
attack might be mounted by the attacker Marvin by requesting a new public key
certificate from the Certificate Authority (CA) each time he wants to query Alice's
signcryption oracle with a new public key of his choice. Hence, signcryption
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schemes that meet our confidentiality notion remain secure under such a strong
attack.

4.1.4 Contributions of This Chapter

One of the most attractive features of Zheng's original signciyption scheme might
be its efficiency in terms of computation. More precisely, the dominant cost in
both signciyption and unsigncryption algorithms is approximately only a single
exponentiation in the underlying subgroup. This high efficiency is achieved by
sharing this exponentiation for both the encryption and signature "portions" of
the computation, and is therefore at least 2 times more efficient than a generic
composition (using one of the generic compositions presented in [2]) of discrete-
logarithm based signature and encryption schemes, each of which would presum-
ably perform (at least) one separate exponentiation.

Our results demonstrate that despite its high efficiency, Zheng's scheme still meets
strong security requirements with respect to known cryptographic assumptions
and the random oracle model for the underlying hash functions. Specifically,
our main results can be summarized as follows. First, we prove, in the random
oracle model, that Zheng's original signcryption scheme meets our confidentiality
notion for signcryption schemes, "FSO/FUO-IND-CCA", which corresponds to
ADR's confidentiality notion in the "Multi-User Outsider" setting, under the
assumption that the Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH) problem [90] in a prime-order
subgroup of Z* for p prime is computationally intractable, and the assumption
that the underlying one-time symmetric encryption scheme is secure. Second, we
prove, in the random oracle model, that Zheng's scheme meets our unforgeability
notion, "FiSO-UF-CMA", which corresponds to ADR's unforgeability notion in
the "Two-User Insider" setting, assuming that the Discrete-Logarithm problem
in the underlying subgroup is computationally hard.

Of course, one should remark that a disadvantage of Zheng's scheme is its reliance
on specific number-theoretic computational complexity assumptions, and on the
random oracle model. These assumptions can both be avoided, at the cost of effi-
ciency, by using a generic encryption-signature composition scheme and applying
ADR's results in [2].
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4.2 Our Security Notions for Signcryption

4.2.1 Formal Definition of Generic Signcryption

First, we formally define a generic signcryption scheme, which we denote by
"SCIl".

Definition 6 (Generic Signcryption) A generic signcryption scheme SCR con-
sists of the following algorithms:

• A randomized common parameter generation algorithm GC(fc): Given a
security parameter k 6 N, this algorithm generates a set of public common
parameters, e.g., descriptions of hash functions and a mathematical group.
The output of this algorithm denoted by cp includes such parameters as
well as the security parameter k.

• A randomized user key-pair generation algorithm GK(ep): Given a security
parameter cp, this algorithm generates a single user's key pair (sk,pk) where
sk and pk denote the private key and public key respectively.

• A randomized signcryption algorithm SC(cp, skA,pkB, m): Given a common
parameters sequence cp, a sender's secret key sk^, a receiver's public key
pkB, and a message m £ SPm (SPm is the message space), this algorithm
generates a signcryptext C

• A deterministic unsigncryption algorithm \JSC(cp,skB,pkA,C): Given a
common parameters sequence cp, a receiver's secret key skB, a sender's
public key pkA, and a signcryptext C, this algorithm returns either a mes-
sage m or a "Reject" symbol.

Figure 4.1 illustrates a schematic outline of a generic signcryption scheme.

4.2.2 FSO/FUO-IND-CCA: Our Confidentiality Notion
for Signcryption

Following the discussions in Section 4.1.3, we provide an attack model for con-
fidentiality of the generic signcryption scheme SCR., which we call the "Flexi-
ble Signcryption Oracle/Flexible Unsigncryption Oracle (FSO/FUO)"-model. In
this model, the attacker Marvin's goal is to break the confidentiality of messages
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Figure 4.1: Generic Signcryption

between the sender Alice and the receiver Bob. Marvin is given Alice's pub-
lic key pk*A and Bob's public key pk*B, and has access to a flexible signcryption
oracle, as well as a flexible unsigncryption oracle: On receiving (pkn, m) where
pkn denotes a receiver's public key generated by Marvin at will (Marvin may
choose the receiver's public key as Bob's public key pk,B, say, pk^ = pkB.) and m
denotes a plaintext, the flexible signcryption oracle returns a signcryptext after
performing signcryption under Alice's private key sk*A. On the other hand, the
flexible unsigncryption oracle, on receiving (pks,C) where pfcs denotes a sender's
public key generated by Marvin at will (Similarly to the flexible signcryption
oracle, Marvin may choose the sender's public key as Alice's public key pkA, say,
pks = pkA-) and C denotes a signcryptext, returns a plaintext after perform-
ing unsigncryption under Bob's private key sk*B. In other words, the flexible
signcryption and unsigncryption oracles are not constrained to be executed only
under pkB and pk*A respectively - Bob and Alice's public key can be replaced by
the public keys generated by Marvin. Accordingly, the FSO/FUO-model gives
Marvin the full chosen ciphertext power with the ability to choose the sender and
receiver's public key as well as the signcryptext.

Using the notion of indistinguishability (abbreviated by "IND") of encryptions
[62], we formalize the security against chosen ciphertext attack for signcryption
with respect to the FSO/FUO-model. Following the presentation style in [16],
we call our notion "FSO/VllO-IND-CCA". Below, we formally define FSO/FUO-
IND-CCA.

Definition? (FSO/FUO-IND-CCA) Let SCTl = (GC,GK,SC, USC) be a
generic signcryption scheme. Let ACCA be an attacker modelled as a probabilistic
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Turing machine taking the security parameter k as input. Consider the following
game in which the attacker ACCA interacts with the Challenger".

Phase 1: The Challenger runs the common parameter generation algo-
rithm GC(A;) and obtains a common parameter cp. The Challenger then
runs the user key-pair generation algorithm GK(cp) twice to generate Al-
ice's private/public key pair (sk*A,pkA) and Bob's private/public key pair
{sk*B,pk*B). The Challenger gives cp, pk*A, and pkB to ACCA.

Phase 2: ACCA submits a number of queries to the signcryption and un-
signcryption oracles. Each of the queries to the signcryption oracle consists
of a receiver's public key and a plaintext, which we denote by (pkn, m). On
the other hand, each of the queries to the unsigncryption oracle consists
of a sender's public key and a signcryptext, which we denote by (pks, C).
On receiving (pkn,m), the Challenger runs SC(cp, skA,pkn,m) and gives
the resulting output to ACCA. On receiving (pks, C), the Challenger runs
USC(cp, sk*B,pks,m) and gives the resulting output to ACCA.

Phase 3: ACCA chooses two equal-length plaintexts (mo, mi). On receiving
these, the Challenger chooses f3 £ {0,1} at random, runs SC(cp, skA,pk*B,mp),
and gives ACCA the resulting target signcryptext C*.

Phase 4: ACCA continues to submit a number of queries to the signcryption
and unsigncryption oracles. As Phase 2, each of the queries to the sign-
cryption oracle consists of a receiver's public key and a plaintext, which
we denote by (pkn,m). Each of the queries to the unsigncryption ora-
cle consists of a sender's public key and a signcryptext, which we denote
by (pks-,0). However, a restriction here is that (pks,C) ^ (pkA,C*).
On receiving (pkH,m), the Challenger runs SC(cp,skA,pkR,m) and gives
the resulting output to ACCA. On receiving (pks, C), the Challenger runs
[)SC(cp, skB,pks,m) and gives the resulting output to ACCA.

Phase 5: ACCA outputs a guess p e {0,1}.

We define ACCA's success by the probability

SuccFSO/FUO-IND-CCA/, \

ACC/5CK (k) =(k) = ft] 1

= p\ - 1.

We denote by Succ^ / F U O~ I N D""C C A(^c/i ,^c,9(/5c) the maximum of the at-
tacker ACCA's success over all attackers ACCA having running time tCcA and mak-
ing at most qSc signcryption queries and qusc unsigncryption queries. Note that



the running time and the number of queries are all polynomial in the security
parameter A'.

The SCR scheme is said to be FSO/FUO-IND-CCA secure if SuccJ?J /FU°- IND-CCA

(tccA, Qsc, Qusc) is negligible in k.

4.2.3 FiSO-UF-CMA: Our Unforgeability Notion for
Generic Signcryption Schemes

We now present our unforgeability notion of generic signcryption. We call this
notion "FiSO-UF-CMA", which represents the unforgeability against chosen mes-
sage attack for signcryption with respect to the a fixed signcryption oracle model.

More precisely, the attack model for FiSO-UF-CMA can be described as fol-
lows. The forger Marvin's goal is to forge a valid signcryptext from Alice to
Bob. Marvin is given Bob's private/public key pair (skB,pkB) as well as Alice's
public key pk*A. In addition, Marvin is given access to signcryption oracle which
performs signcryption under Alice's private key and Bob's public key, namely
SC(cp, skA,pkB, •). Marvin can choose any message m. and query the signcryp-
tion oracle to get a signcryptext by Alice on message 7??. to Bob. At the end of
the attack, Marvin is considered successful in his forgery if he produces a forgery
message m* and a forgery signcryptext C* and such that: (1) Marvin did not
query the forgery message rn* to the signcryption oracle SC(cp, skA,pkB, •), and
(2) C* is a valid signcryptext from Alice to Bob, that is, \JSC(cp, sk*B,pkA, C*)
does not reject. A formal definition for this follows.

Definition 8 (FiSO-UF-CMA) Let SCn = (GC, GK, SC, USC) be a generic
signcryption scheme. Let ACMA be an attacker (a forger) modelled as a proba-
bilistic Turing machine taking the security parameter k as input. Consider the
following game in which the attacker ACMA interacts with the "Challenger".

Phase 1: The Challenger runs the common parameter generation algo-
rithm GC(/c) and obtains a common parameter cp. The Challenger then
runs the user key-pair generation algorithm GK(cp) twice to generate Al-
ice's private/public key pair (skA,pkA) and Bob's private/public key pair
(sk*B,pkB). The Challenger gives cp, pk*A, and (sk*B,pk*B) to ACMA.

Phase 2: ACMA submits a number of queries to the (fixed) signcryption
and unsigncryption oracles. Each of the queries to the signcryption oracle
consists of a message rn. On the other hand, each of the queries to the
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unsigncryption oracle consists of and a signcryptext C. On receiving m,
the Challenger runs SC{cp,skA,pkB,rn) and gives the resulting output to
ACMA. On receiving (pks, C), the Challenger runs USC(c/>, sk*B,pkA, C) and
gives the resulting output to ACMA.

Phase 3: ACMA outputs a forgery (m*,C*) such that: such that: (1) m*
was not queried to the signcryption oracle SC(cp, sk*A,pkB, •), and (2) C* is
a valid signcryptext, from Alice to Bob, that is, \JSC(cp,skB,pkA,C*) does
not reject.

We define ACMA's success by the probability

*) = Pr[ACMA outputs (m*,C*)].

We denote by Succ£c£~UF~CMA(£CAf.4, qsc) the maximum of the attacker ACMA's
success over all attackers ACMA having running time tcMA a n ( i making at most
qsc signcryption queries. Note that the running time and the number of queries
are all polynomial in the security parameter k.

The SCTZ scheme is said to be FiSO-UF-CMA secure if S u c c ^ - U F " C M A (tCMA, qsc)
is negligible in k.

Note that the FiSO-UF-CMA notion is the unforgeability notion given in [6]. If
one uses An et al.'s term, our unforgeability notion can be said to defined in
"Two-User Insider" setting, as explained in Section 4.1.3.

Finally, we remark that the reason why we do not give the attacker access to the
sender's unsigncryption oracle is that we implicitly assume the well-established
practice that users generate independent key-pairs for sending and receiving. In
this setting, it is clear that the sender's unsigncryption oracle cannot help a forger
because the forger can simulate such an oracle by himself.

4.3 Zheng's Original Signcryption Scheme

In this section, we give a full description of Zheng's original signcryption scheme
[124].



4.3.1 Bijective One-time Symmetric Key Encryption

As a preliminary, we define a bijective one-time symmetric key encryption scheme
which is used in Zheng's original signcryption scheme. Normally, one time sym-
metric key encryption schemes are used in building hybrid public key encryption
schemes [42]. The one-time symmetric key encryption in Zheng's signcryption
scheme plays the same role as the one used in hybrid public key encryption: A
symmetric key is used only once to encrypt a single message.

Definition 9 (Bijective One-time Symmetric Key Encryption) A bijec-
tive one-time symmetric key encryption scheme, denoted by "OTSE" consists of
the following algorithms:

• A deterministic encryption algorithm E(k, r. m): Given a security parame-
ter A;, a symmetric key r € SPT1 and a message m G SPm , this algorithm
generates a ciphertext c G SPC. (Note that SPm, SPT, and SPC denote re-
spectively the message, key, and ciphertext spaces whose size varies as the
security parameter k. Note also that the function defined by E is one-to-one
on SPm and onto SPC.)

• A deterministic decryption algorithm D(/c, T, C): Given a security parameter
k, a symmetric key r G SPT, and a ciphertext c G SPC, this algorithm
returns a a message m G SPm. (Note that the function defined by D ;s also
one-to-one on SPC and onto SPm.)

Note that we do not need the security against chosen plaintext attack for the
one-time symmetric key encryption scheme to prove the confidentiality of Zheng's
signcryption scheme. An appropriate security notion for the one-time symmetric
key encryption scheme will be given in a later section. Note, however, that we will
use in our proof of security the fact this scheme is bijective, meaning in particular
the decryption function is one-to-one on the ciphertext space SPC (and hence also
encryption is deterministic).

We remark that the one-time pad is a good candidate for implementing the above
bijective one-time symmetric encryption in that it is computationally efficient and
unconditionally secure. In this case, the key size can be reduced by expanding a
short key using a pseudorandom generator.
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4.3.2 Description of Zheng's Original Signcryption Scheme

Now, we describe Zheng's original signcryption scheme, known as "Shorthand
Digital Signature Scheme (SDSSl)" [124]. To simplify the security analysis, how-
ever, we have slightly modified it. The change is that in our description, the
Dime-Hellman Key K is directly hashed by the hash function H rather than be-
ing hashed by the other hash function G first and hashed again by H as described
in [124].

Zheng's original signcryption scheme, which we denote by "ZSCR", consists of the
following algorithms:

• A common parameter generation algorithm GC(/c)

- Choose at random primes p and q such that \p\ — k, q > 2lq^-k\ and
q\(p — 1), where | • | denotes the number of bits in the binary repre-
sentation of an input; lq : IN —> IN denotes a function determining the
length of q.

- Choose a random g G Z* such that Ordp(5) = q, where Ordp(5)
denotes the order of g in the multiplicative group Z*.

- Choose a hash function G : {0,1}* -> {0, l}'c ( f c ) . (ZG : N -+ IN is a
function determining the length of the output of G.)

- Choose a hash function H : {0,1}* —» 7Lq.

- Choose a bijective one-time symmetric key encryption scheme OTSE =
(E, D) with message/key/ciphertext spaces SPm/{0, 1}1G/SPC.

- Return cp = (k,p, q,g, G, H, OTSE)

• A key-pair generation algorithm GK(cp)

- Choose x uniformly at random from Z*.

- Compute y = gx

- Set sk = (x, y) and pk = y.

- Return (sk,pk).

• A Signcryption algorithm SC(cp,skA,pkB,m)

- Parse skA as {xA,yA)\ Parse pkB as yB.

- If yB $ (g), then return "Reject".

- Choose x uniformly at random from 2!7.
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- Compute K = y* and r = G(A').

- Compute c = ET(m) and r = W{m,yA,yB,K).

- If T + xA = 0, then return "Reject". Otherwise, compute s = x/{r +
XA)-

- Set C = (c,r,s).

- Return C.

A Unsigncryption algorithm \JSC(cp,skB,pkA,C)

- Parse skB as (xB,yB); Parse pkA as yA.

- N VA £ (g), then return "Reject".

- Parse C as (c,r,s).

- If r ^ Zg or s ^ Z* or c ^ 5PC, then return "Reject". Otherwise, do
the following.

* Compute u = (yAgr)s ; K = vXB; r = G(A').
* Compute rn <— DT(c).
* If H(m,,yA,yB,K) = r, then return m. Otherwise, return "Re-

ject".

Note that the hash functions G : {0,1}* -> {0, l}'c ( f c ) and H : {0,1}* -> Zg are
modelled as random oracles [20] in the security analysis. Note also that the key
length of the symmetric encryption is actually /G(*0-

We remark that another type of Zheng's signcryption scheme, SDSS2, can be
described and analyzed in a very similar manner presented in this chapter, so we
only deal with the SDSSl-type of Zheng's signcryption scheme in this thesis.

4.4 Security Analysis of Zheng's Original Sign-
cryption Scheme

In this section, we prove the confidentiality and unforgeability of Zheng's sign-
cryption by providing reductions from known cryptographic assumptions. Al-
though we provide a concrete analysis of our reductions, our main goal is to
demonstrate the security of signcryption against polynomial-time attackers. Hence
we did not attempt to optimize the insecurity bounds for our reductions.

In what follows, we review the computational primitives that will be used in our
confidentiality and unforgeability proofs for Zheng's original signcryption scheme.
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4.4.1 Computational Primitives

The Generalized Gap-Diffie Hellman Problem

As already introduced in the previous section, the "Gap problem" is a computa-
tional problem proposed by Okamoto and Pointcheval [90], in which an attacker
is to solve an inverting problem with the help of an oracle that solves a related
decisional problem.

For our proof of confidentiality of Zheng's original signcryption in FSO/FUO-
IND-CCA sense, we will need a "generalized Gap Diffie-Hellman (gGDH)" prob-
lem [90] which is a slightly generalized version of the GDH problem defined in
Chapter 3 in a sense that in the gGDH problem, the attacker is given, in addi-
tion to the group element ga and gb for random a, b £ 2*, access to a Decisional
Diffie-Hellman (DDH) oracle ODDU that given (g, gu, gv, z) e (g) x (g) x {g) x (g)
checks whether z = guv or not. That is, in the gGDH problem, the DDH oracle
that the attacker has access to takes a DifBe-Helhnan tuptle with respect to an
unfixed generator g rather than the fixed generator g in the GDH problem de-
fined in the previous chapter. (However, it is possible that g = q, gu = g°, and
9v = 9b-)

A precise definition of gGDH problem is as follows.

Definition 10 (gGDH) Let p and q are primes such that \p\ = k, q\(p — 1),
and q > 2lq(k\ where lq : IN —» IN denotes a function determining the length of q.
Assume that 5 6 Z * satisfies Ovdp(g) = q. Let AgGDH denote an attacker assumed
to be a probabilistic Turing machine taking the security parameter k as input.
Suppose that a and b are uniformly chosen at random from Z* and ga and gb are
computed.

AgGDH is to solve the following problem:

« Given (k,p,q,g,ga,gb), compute the Diffie-Hellman key gab of ga and gb

with the help of the Decisional Diffie-Hellman oracle ODDH{-, •, •, •), which,
given {g,gu, gv, z), outputs 1 if z = guv and 0 otherwise.

We quantify AgGDH's success in solving the gGDH problem by the probability

SuccJg»iZ.(fc) = Pr[AgGDH outputs f*\.

We denote by Succ|°D1I(£9cw/, <7o»'J") t l i e maximum of the attacker AgGDH's
success over all attackers AgGDH having running time tgGo/i and making at most
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q0DDH queries to the oracle ODDH. Note that the running time and the number
of queries are all polynomial in the security parameter it.

The gGDH problem is said to be computationally intractable if Succ|c:DH(tgG/)H,
qODDH) is negligible in k.

The Discrete-Logarithm Problem

For our proof of unforgeability of Zheng's original signcryption scheme, we will
need the following "Discrete-Logarithm (DL)" problem.

Definition 11 (DL) Let p and q are primes such that \p\ = k, q\{p - 1), and
q > 2'«(fc) where lq : IN -» IN denotes a function determining the length of
q. Assume that g e Z* satisfies Ordp(p) = q. Let ADL denote an attacker
modelled as a probabilistic Turing machine taking the security parameter k as
input. Suppose that y is uniformly chosen at random from Z*.

ADL is to solve the following problem:

• Given (k, p, q, g, y), find a G Z* such that y = ga-

We quantify ADL's success in solving the DL problem by the probability
def

Succ$L)2;(A:) = Pr[ADL outputs a E Z*].

We denote by S U C C ^ ^ D L ) the maximum of the attacker ADL's success over all
attackers ADL having running time tjji. Note that the running time and the
number of queries are all polynomial in the security parameter k.

The DL problem is said to be computationally intractable if ^
negligible in k.

is

4.4.2 Security Notion for Bijective One-time Symmetric
Encryption

We now define a security notion for the one-time symmetric key encryption
scheme OTSS presented in Section 4.3.1. As mentioned earlier, we do not need
the security against chosen-plaintext attacks for OTSS. We merely need the se-
curity against a passive attack which we call "indistinguishability under passive
attack (IND-PSA)". We now formally define IND-PSA as follows.
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Definition 12 (IND-PSA) Let OTS£ = (E, D) be a bijective one-time sym-
metric key encryption scheme. Let APSA be an attacker modelled as a probabilistic
Turing machine taking the security parameter k as input. Consider the following
game in which the attacker APSA interacts with the "Challenger'1.

Phase 1: Given a security parameter k. the Challenger picks key T at
random from SPT.

Phase 2: APbA chooses two equal-length plaintexts (vio,m.i). If these are
given to the encryption algorithm then the Challenger chooses /3 € {0,1} at
random, computes ET(m/3), and gives APSA the resulting target signcryptext
c*.

Phase 3: APSA outputs a guess (3 e {0,1}.

We define APSA's success by the probability

A;) = 2

We denote by Succi^fPSA(tpsA) the maximum of the attacker APSA's success
over all attackers APSA having running time tpsA- Note that the running time
and the number of queries are all polynomial in the security parameter k.

The OTS8 scheme is said to be secure in the IND-PSA sense if
is negligible in k.

4.4.3 Confidentiality Proof

For confidentiality proof of Zheng's original signcryption scheme ZSCR, we adopt
Shoup's methodology presented in [110]: We start with the real attack game
where the attacker ACCA tries to defeat the security of the ZSCR scheme in the
sense of FSO/FUO-IND-CCA defined in Section 4.2.2. We then modify this game
by changing its rules and obtain a new game. Note here that the rales of each
game are to describe how variables in the view of ACCA are computed. We repeat
the modification until we obtain games related to the ability of the attackers
APSA and AgGDH to defeat the security of the one-time symmetric key encryption
scheme OTS£ and to solve the gGDH problem respectively. When a new game
is derived from a previous one, a difference of the views of the attacker in each
game might occur. This difference is measured by the technique presented in the
following lemma.
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Lemma 2 Let A1? A2, Bj and B2 fre events defined over some probability space.

//Pr[Ai A -iBi] = Pr[A2 A ^B2] and Pr[Bi] = Pr[B2] - e then we have | Pr[Aa] -
Pr[A2]|<c.

The proof is a straightforward calculation and can be found in [110]. We now
state and prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3 If the gGDH problem, is computationally intractable and the bijective
one-time symmetric key encryption scheme OTSE used in Zheng's original sign-
cryption scheme is IND-PSA secure then Zheng !s original signcryption scheme
ZSCR is FSO/FUO-IND-CCA secure in the random, oracle model. Concretely, the
following bound holds:

c FSO/FUO-IND-CCA , , N

bucc Z S C R ( tec A , Qsc, qusc, QG, qn)

tOTSE(qsc + Qusc), <7ODDH = {qsc + qusc) (qc + qn) and tOrsE — 0(tgGDH). Note
that qG and qn) denote the number of queries made by the FSO/FUO-IND-CCA
attacker to the random oracles G and H used in ZSCR. Other parameters are
as defined in the definitions of FSO/FUO-IND-CCA, IND-PSA, and the gGDH
problem.

Proof. Our aim is to keep modifying the real attack game of FUO/FSO-IND-
CCA presented in Definition 7 until we get to the stage where one can defeat the
IND-PSA of OTSS (Definition 12) and solve the gGDH problem (Definition 10).

We denote the FSO/FUO-IND-CCA attacker by "ACCA" and use denote the at-
tacker for the gGDH problem by "AgGDH". Given (k,p,q,g,ga,gb) for random
a,b e Z*, AgGDH's goal is to compute the Diffie-Hellman key gab with the help of
the DDH oracle ODDH{-, -,-,•)•
We start with the following game.

• Game Go: This game is the same as the real attack game presented in
Definition 7.
First, we run the common parameter/oracle generation algorithm GC of
ZSCR on input a security parameter k and obtain a common parameter cp =
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(j>, q, 9-. G, H, DTSE), where p and q are primes such that \p\ = k, q > 2'"(fc),
and q\(p - 1); g is an element in 2* such that Ordp{g) = q; G : {0,1}* -»
{0, l}'c(*) and H : {0,1}* -» 2 g are hash functions modelled as the random
oracles [20]; OTSE is the bijective one-time symmetric key encryption scheme
that consists of the encryption function E and the decryption function D.
We then run the key generation algorithm GK on input cp and k twice,
and obtain Alice and Bob's (fixed) private/public key pairs. Here, Alice's
private key consists of (x*A,yA) where yA = g1'*, and her public key is yA

itself. Similarly, Bob's private key consists of {x*B, y*B) where y*B = gx'o, and
yB itself is his public key.

We give the public key pair (y*A,yB) to ACCA. Once ACCA submits a pair
of plaintexts (mo,mi) where \mo\ = \mi\, we pick /? G {0,1} uniformly at
random and create a target signcryptext C* = {c*,r*, s*) as follows.

c* = ET . r* = , y*A, y*B, K*); s* = x*/(r* + xA),

where

for x* picked uniformly at random from 2*. On input C*, ACCA outputs
ft' E {0,1} at the end. We denote by So the event ft' = ft and use a similar
notation Si for all games G,.

Since this game is the same as the real attack game, we have

O TCI 1 . 1 o , FSO/FUO-IND-CCA/M
pr[-Sb] = o + o SUCC

ACCA ZSCR («)•

Game d : In this game, we modify the target signcrytext C* presented in
the previous game. The modification obeys the following rules.

Rl-1 First, we choose r+ e {0, 1}'G(A:), r+ G Z,, and s+ e 2*
uniformly at random. We then compute c+ = Er+(m7) for random
7 e {0,1} and replace c*, r*, s*, and G(/^*) in the target signcryptext
C* by c+, r+ , s+, and r + respectively. A new target signcryptext is
now (c+,r+,s+) and is denoted by C+.

Rl-2 Whenever the random oracle G is queried at K* = {yB)s+{r++x"A)

(as defined by r+ and s+), we respond with r + .
Rl-3 Whenever the random oracle H is queried at {mp,y*A,yB,K*),
where K* = (y%)s+{r++X'A\ we respond with s+.
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R l - 4 We assume that the signcryption and unsigncryption oracles
are perfect. That is, on receiving ACCA's signcryption query {yR, m) or
unsigncryption query (y5, C) ^ {y*A, C*), where ys and yR respectively
denote sender and receiver's pubic keys arbitrarily selected by ACCA,
and m and C denote a message and a signcryptext respectively, we
signcrypt (yR, rn) using the private key x*A or unsigncrypt (ys, m) using
the private key x*B in the same way as we do in the real attack game.

Since we have replaced one set of random variables by another set of random
variables which is different, yet has the same distribution, the attacker
ACCA's view has the same distribution in both Game G o and Game Gi
except for the event that (m0,y*A,y*B,K*) is queried to H in Phase 3 (of the
real attack game of FSO/FUO-IND-CCA) because we only know m.g at the
end of Phase 3. The error is however small and is at most qjf/21"^ because
K* is independent of the attacker's view in find stage.

Accordingly, we have

• Game G2: In this game, we retain the rules R l - 1 and Rl-4 , renaming
them as "R2-1" and "R2-4" respectively. However, we drop the rules R l -
2 and R l - 3 meaning that r + and .s+ are used only in producing the target
signcryptext C+ while in other cases when the signcryption or unsigncryp-
tion oracle queries to the random oracles G and H, or ACCA directly queries
to them, answers from G or H are taken. We refer to these rules regarding
the random oracles G and H as "R2-2" and "R2-3" respectively.

Since we have dropped the rule Rl -2 , r+ is not used anywhere in Game
G2 except in computing c*. Hence if /?' = /? then ACCA has broken the
IND-PSA security of the bijective one-time symmetric encryption scheme.
Hence, we have

Pr[52] = - + -Succ\psiToTS£(k).
Z A '

Now, let AskKey2 denote an event that, in Game G2, G is queried at K*
by ACCA (rather than by the signcryption or unsigncryption oracles) or H
is queried at (m, y', y", K*) for some (m, y\ y") by ACCA (again, rather than
by the signcryption or unsigncryption oracles). We will use an identical
notation AskKeŷ  for all the remaining games.
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Notice that_Game Gx and Game G2 may differ if G is queried at K\ where
K" = (VBY (r '+x'*\ or H is queried at {mp,yA,yB, K*). Therefore, besides
AskKey2, we need to consider the following events for which A's view may
differ in Game G2.

- SCBad: G is queried at K* or H is queried at {m-p,yA,yB,K*) by the
signcryption oracle.

- USCBad: G is queried at K* or H is queried at {mp,yA, yB, K") by the
unsigncryption oracle.

But, SCBad has a negligible probability in Game G3: Namely due to the
uniform distribution of K computed by the signcryption in the group (<?),
the probability that K hits K* is less than l/2'"(fc) per each signcryption
query. Consequently we have Pr[SCBad] < qScl^lq{k)-

We now show that ACCA's view is not changed from Game Gx to Game G2

except for a negligible subset of the USCBad event as well. For each un-
signcryption query (ys, c, r, s) processed by the unsigncryption oracle there
are two cases to consider (Analysis of these events are given right after the
description of each event.):

- Case 1: In processing (ys, c, r, s), the unsigncryption oracle queries K*
to G and (m0, yA, y*B, K*) to H, but ACCA did not query (nip, y*A, y*B, K*)
toH.

* In Game G\: such unsigncryption queries (ys,c,r,s) are always
rejected by the unsigncryption oracle. The reason is that mailing
with the target signcryptext is impossible: if such a query (ys, c, r, s)
was accepted then it would have to be equal to the challenge
(yA, c+, r+, s+), which is disallowed from being queried. To show
this result, we note that by validity, we must have r = r+. Then
from equality of the H-queries we must have ys = y*A and K* =
(y*BY+{r++x'A) = (y*B)^r++x*A)i w h i c n implies that also s = s+ be-
cause y*B has order q. Finally, from equality of the H-queries
we have DTH-(C) = Dr+(c+) = mp, which implies that also c =
c+, thanks to the one-to-one decryption function D of the bi-
jective symmetric encryption scheme. Thus we conclude that
(T/S, C, r, s) = (y*A, c+, r+ , s+), so mailing is impossible, as claimed.

* In Game G2, since ACCA did not query (mp,yA,yB,K*) to H, we
know that H was not previously queried at, (mp,y*A, yB, K*) so H's
response is independent of r* and uniform in Zg, and hence the
unsigncryption oracle accepts only with probability \/2l*(k\
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Case 2: In processing (ys, c, r, s), the unsigncryption oracle queries K*
to G and {m,ys,yB,K*) to H for some for some {m,ys) ^ (™p,y*A),
but ACCA did not query (m,ys,yB,K*) to H.

* In Game Ga, since ACCA did not query (m,ys,yB,K*) to H, we
know that H was not previously queried at (m,ys,y*B,K*) so H's
response is independent of r+ and uniform in Z9 , and hence the
unsigncryption oracle accepts only with probability l/2'"(fc). If
accepted, ACCA gets DT+(c).

* In Game G2 : since ACCA did not query {m,ys,y*B,K*) to H, we
know that H was not previously queried at (m,ys,yB,K*) so H's
response is independent of r+ and uniform in 7Lq, and hence the
unsigncryption oracle accepts only with probability 1/2'"^. If
accepted. ACCA gets D

In either case 1 or case 2, the unsigncryption query (ys, c, r, s) is an-
swered differently in Game G2 compared to Game Gi for only a subset
of outcomes in USCBad of probability at most l/2'«(fc), and hence at
most qusc/2l<1^ o v e r aU unsigncryption queries.

Thus, finally we get

| Pr[52] - Pr[5i]| < Pr[AskKey2]
Qsc + lusc

Game G3: We replace the rule R2-1 in Game G2 by the following new rule
R3-1.

R3-1 First, we define K* as r+ as G((ifB)a), and s+ as H(m/3, y*A,
y*B, K+). We then replace Bob's public key y*B by gh and replace Alice's

public key y*A by (ga g ~r+s+ , where (ga,gb) for random a,beH.* arep A

the parameters given to the attacker AgGDH. (Note that we get the
same target signcryptext C\ = (c+,r+,s+) from this rule, but its
components are redefined.)

However, we retain the rules R2-2, R2-3 and R2-4 in Game G2, renaming
them as "R3-2", "R3-3" and "R3-4", respectively.

Thanks to the randomness of the oracle G and the uniformity of ga and gb

in (g), ACCA's view has the same distribution in both Game G2 and Game
G3. Hence, we have

Pr[AskKey3] = Pr[AskKey2].
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• Game G4: In this game, we modify the rule R3-4 and obtain a new rule
R4-4. However, we retain the rules R3-1, R3-2 and R3-3 in Game G3,
renaming them as "R4-1", "R.4-2" and "R4-3" respectively.

R4-4 In this rule, we replace the random oracles G and H by the ran-
dom oracle simulators GSim and HSim. Note that two types of "query-
answer" lists GListl and GList2 are maintained for the simulation of
the random oracle G. GListl consists of simple "input-output" entries
for G of the form (K, r) . GList2 (whose new entries are added by either
the signcryption oracle simulator) consists of the special input-output
entries for G which are of the form ?//j||a>||(?, T). This implicitly rep-
resents the input-output relation r = G{uj]oe9yn), although the input
kjioggj/R is n o t explicitly stored and hence is denoted by "?". Simi-
larly to GSim, the simulator HSim also maintains two input-output
lists HListl and HList2. HListl consists of simple input-output entries
for H, which are of the form (//, r). HList2 (whose new entries arc
added by either the signcryption or unsigncryption oracle simulators
in later games) consists of the special input-output entries for H which
are of the form 7/fl||o;||((m, ys,yn, ?),r) and implicitly represents the
input-output relation H(m,ys,yii, K) = r, where K = u/og»?;i? is not
explicitly stored and hence is denoted by "?". Complete specifications
for GSim and HSim are as follows.

Random Oracle Simulator GSim

GSim(/0
IfODDli(g,uj,yR,K) = l
forsomejtelMK?,?-) e GList2

Return r
Else if (K, T) exists in GListl

Return r

Else r £ {0, l}taW

Return r
Add (K,T) to GListl
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Random Oracle Simulator HSim

,7/.s-,y/f, K)

Vn\\u\\{m,ys,yIU'!),r) e HList2
Return r

Else if {{m,ys,yH,K),r)
exists in HListl Return r
Else choose r at random from Zg

Return r
Add ({m,ys,yH,K),r) to HListl

Notice that the above simulation for the random oracles G and H are perfect.
Hence, we have

Pr[AskKey4] = Pr[AskKey3].

Game Gr,: We retain all the rules R4-1, R4-2 and R4-3, renaming them
as "R5-1", "R5-2" and "R5-3" respectively. But we further modify R4-4
and obtain a new rule "R5-4".

R5-4 In this rule, we replace the signcryption oracle by the signcryp-
tion oracle simulator SCSim. On the other hand, we assume that the
unsigncryption oracle is perfect.

Signcryption Oracle Simulator SCSim

SCSim(y4, (?;;{,/??))
If yn £ (()) Return "Reject"
Choose r at random from {0, l}lc{k)

Choose ?• at random from Z ,
Compute c = ET(m)
Choose s at random from Z*
Compute LC = {y*\gr)f

Add .i/H|kll(?-r)'to G L i s t 2

\ 1) I f i ! I / ^ » > i 1 » * <»• '?\ T

Cr-'(c.r.s)
Return C

to HList2
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Note that in the above signcryption oracle simulator,if neither {K,T) nor
((m,y*AiynJ<):r) exists in GListl and HListl respectively, the simulated
signcryptext is distributed the same as the signcryptext in Game G4, but
a simulation error occurs otherwise.

Thanks to the uniform distribution of K in the subgroup of Z*, whose
order is q, and since GListl and HListl contain all queries to G and H both
by the attacker,and the signcryption and unsigncryption oracles, we have
P r p , r ) G GListl] < ™+%t?"™ and Pr[((m,^,y f i , K),r) E HListl] <

there is an error because in this game all signcryption2Mfc» •^ s o there is an error because in this game all signcryption
queries are random but in the previous game, those with r + x*A caused a
"Reject" to be output by t.he signcryption oracle. Hence, we have Pr[r

0]< ^
Since there are up to qsc signcryption queries, the total probability of
outcomes leading to signcryption oracle simulation error is upper-bounded
by:

fqG±qn qsc qusc
qsc\ 2W

+ 1 \

Summing up all decryption queries, we have

| Pr[AskKey5] - Pr[AskKey4]| < qsc

Game G6: We retain all the rules R5-1, R5-2 and R.5-3, renaming them
as "R6-1", "R6-2" and "R6-3" respectively. But we modify R5-3 and
obtain the following new rule "R6-4".

R6-4 We replace the unsigncryption oracle by a unsigncryption oracle
simulator USCSim which can unsigncrypt a submitted unsigncryption
query (ys,C) where C = (c,r,s), without knowing the private key.
Notice that the unsigncryption oracle simulator makes use of AgGDH's
DDH oracle ODDH to check whether a given tuple is Diffie-Hellman
one.
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Unsigncryption Oracle Simulator USCSim

USCSim(j/S,,ys,C)
If y £ {g) Return "Reject"
Parse C as (r. >..s)
Compute u> — (ysyr)s

UUJ = ga Return "Reject"
If there exists (A'.r) 6 GListl such that

n r-\ i f .

(?, r) € GList2 such thatthere exists
( y , y B )

Compute ni = DT(c)
Else Choose r at random from {0, l}'G(fc);

Addy^|H|(?,T)toGlist2;
Compute m = Dr(c)

If there exists ({m,ys,yB,K),r) £ HListl such that
ODD"(g,u;,yB,K) = lor
there exists yn\\u;'\\((m,ys,yji,?),r) G HList2 such that

Return m
Else Return "Reject"

In the above simulation, if /£"(= {ys9r)sx'B) has not been queried to G and
("*) 2/s) V*BI K) n a s no^ been queried to H but C is a valid signcryptext then
a difference between Game G5 and Game Go occurs: If C = (c, r, s) is
valid, we have m = DG(/C)(C) where /f = (ys9T)s, and r = H(m,2/5,2/5,#)•
Since we have assumed that G(K) or H(m, ys, y*Bi K) has not been queried,
the event r = H(m, ys,y*B>K) happens with probability l/2^fc) since the
output of the random oracle H is uniformly distributed in 7Lq.

Summing up over all the unsigncryption queries, we have

|Pr[AskKey6] - Pr[AskKey5]| <

Since Game G3 , AskKey6 has denoted the event that the Diffie-Hellman key
(yB)a(= gab) has been queried to the random oracle G or H. At this stage, we can
check which one of the queries to the random oracles G and H is a Diffie-Hellman
key of gab using AgGDH's DDH oracle ODDH. Furthermore, note that we have
used the DDH oracle to simulate the unsigncryption oracle. That is, we have
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now reached the stage where we can solve the gGDH problem and hence we have

Pr[AskKey6] <

Putting all the bounds we have obtained in each game together, we obtain

-buccACCAzscR {k) =

JIL. . l q , , r r I N D - p S A (1\ 4- QsC

2 W + 2 APSA'DTSE ^ '
qusc

qusc

The advantage bound claim of the theorem follows upon taking maximums over
all attackers with the appropriate resource parameters. The running time counts
can be readily checked.

D

4.4.4 Unforgeability Proof

We now show that Zheng's original signcryption scheme ZSCR is FiSO-UF-CMA
(Definition 8) secure.

As a proof methodology, we use Ohta and Okamoto's [88] "ID reduction tech-
nique" : We first convert a forger that conducts chosen message attack against
ZSCR to an attacker that conducts passive attack against an identification scheme
derived from ZSCR. We then use this attacker to construct a matrix which con-
tains a heavy row which will be defined later. Using the heavy row, we can
construct an attacker that finds a discrete-logarithm of the Alice's public key
with non-negligible probability.
Now, we present the following identification scheme I ZSCR derived from ZSCR.
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Suppose that a common parameter cp = (k,p,q,g), where k is a security pa-
rameter; p and q are random primes such that \p\ = k, q > 2'«(fc), and q\(p - 1)
(/, : IN -» IN is a function determining the length of q); g is an element of Z*
such that Ordp(y) .= q, is given to the Prover and the Verifier.

The Prover then chooses xP at random from Zg, computes yP = gXp, and pub-
lishes yP. Similarly, The Verifier randomly chooses xv from 7Lq and computes
Vv = 9XV, and publishes yv. Now the Prover and the Verifier perform the follow-
ing protocols.

Step 1: The Prover randomly chooses x from Zg, computes K = yy and
sends K to the Verifier.

Step 2: On receiving K from the Prover. the Verifier randomly chooses r
from Zg and sends r to the Prover.

Step 3: The Prover computes s = x/(r + xP) € 7Lq and sends s to V.

Step 4: The Verifier computes K' = {ypgr)SXv and returns "Accept" if
if' = K, otherwise, returns "Reject".

Now we define a security notion for IDZSCR similar to the one defined in [88].
We call our notion "SI-PSV (security of an identification scheme against passive
attack)".

Definition 13 (SI-PSV) Let IDZSCR be an identification scheme derived from
Zheng's original signcryption scheme. Let AIDPSV be an attacker modelled as a
probabilistic Turing machine modelled as a probabilistic Turing machine taking
the security parameter k as input. Consider the following game in which the
attacker AIDPSA interacts with the "Challenger" that controls the Prover and the
Verifier.

Phase 1: The Challenger runs the common parameter generation algo-
rithm GC(fc) of IDZSCR, and obtains a common parameter cp — (k,p, q,g).
The Challenger then runs the user key-pair generation algorithm GK(cp)
twice to generate private/public key pairs (xp,yp) and (xy,yv), where
yp = gx'p and yv = gxv. The Challenger gives cp and (x*P,yP) to the
Prover, and gives cp and (xv,yv) to the Verifier. Finally, the Challenger
gives cp, yp, and (x*v, y*v) to AIDPSV.
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Phase 2: Given {cp,y*p,x'v,y\,), A1DP5V acts as a Prover as follows. In
Step 1 of IDZSCR, AIDPSV sends arbitrary value drawn from 7L*p to the Chal-
lenger. The Challenger then forwards this value as a message in Step 1 of
IDZSCR to the Verifier. On receiving a response to this message from the
Verifier, the Challenger just sends that response back to AIDPSV. In Step 3
of IDZSCR, AIDPSV sends arbitrary value drawn from Z* to the Challenger.
The Challenger then forwards this value as a message in Step 3 of IDZSCR
to the Verifier.

We define AIDPSV's success by the probability

fc) = Pr[The Verifier outputs "Accept"].

We denote by Succflz^ (tjopsv) the maximum of the attacker AIDPSV's success
over all attackers AIDPSV having running time tjopsv- Note that the running time
and the number of queries are all polynomial in the security parameter k.

The IDZSCR scheme is said to be secure in the SI-PSV sense if SUCC^ZSCR1^\^IDPSV)

is negligible in k.

We now show that the scheme ZSCR is FiSO-UF-CMA secure assuming that the
DL problem (Definition 11) is computationally intractable.

As a first step, we reduce the SI-PSV security of IDZSCR to the FiSO-UF-CMA
security of ZSCR.

Lemma 3 Suppose that an FiSO-UF-CMA attacker for the scheme ZSCR, whose
running time is bounded by tcMAi issues up to qsc queries to the signcryption
oracle, qc and qn to the random oracles G and H respectively. Using this attacker
as a subroutine, we can construct a SI-PSV attacker for the scheme IDZSCR,
whose running time is bounded by tIDPSv- Concretely, we obtain the following
advantage bound:

~ (Succ™°-VF-CMA(tCMA, qsc, go, qu) - ^ ) < Succ^™(tWPSv),

where tJDPSv = ICMA + O(qsc + qc + Qu) + O(k3) for a security parameter k.

Proof. Let ACMA denote an attacker (forger) that defeats the FiSO-UF-CMA
security of the ZSCR scheme. Assume that the common parameter cp = (k, p, q,
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g, G, H, OTSE) of ZSCR, Alice's public key y*A and Bob's public and private V<y
pairs {y*B, x*B) are provided as input to ACMA.

Our aim is to simulate the view of ACMA in the real attack game denoted by
Go until we obtain a game in which the attacker AIDPSV for the IDZSCi; scheme
defeats the SI-PSV security of IDZSCR.

• Game Go: As mentioned, this game is identical to the real attack game
described in Definition 8. We denote by 50 the event that ACMA succeeds in
forging a signcryptext and use a similar notation S, for all games G*. Since
Game Go is the same as the real attack game, we have

- «5i irrF i S°-U F -C M Aa-^
- a u c c .CMA [K).

c Z S C R ACMA

• Game d : We modify the previous game Go and obtain a new game Gx

as follows:

We respond to ACMA's queries in accordance with the following rules.

R l - 1 If ACMA makes a new query Ku to the random oracle G, we
choose ru uniformly at random from {0, l}'G'fc) and respond with ru.
We then update the entry of "query-answer" list GList with {KU,TU}.

If the same query Ku is asked, we search for the corresponding value
TU in GList and respond with it.

R l -2 We choose j uniformly at random from [1 , . . . ,<?//], where qH

denotes the maximum number of queries to the random oracle H. If
ACMA makes a query fij to the random oracle H, we respond with
H(/ij). On the other hand, if ACMA makes a new query fa where i ^ j
to the random oracle H, then we choose r* uniformly at random from
Z g and respond with n. We then update the entry of "query-answer"
list HList with (m, r,). If the same query fa is asked, we search for the
corresponding answer for r, in HList and respond with it.

R l - 3 If ACMA makes a query (y*B,mv) to its signcryption oracle, then
we run SC(cp,x*A,y*B,mv) and give the resulting output to ACMA.

R l - 4 Once ACMA submits a forgery (rn*,C*) where C* = (c*,r*,s*),
we check if there exists (Ku',ru'), where v! G [l,...,qG] (QG denotes
the number of queries to the random oracle G). in the entries in GList
such that (yAfjr')s"x» = Ku>. If there exists such an entry, we set
K* = Ku>. Otherwise, we choose K* at random from Z*.
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Having obtained K*, we check if (m*, yA,y*B, K*) = ih and r* = H(pj).
If this test holds, we return (m*. C*), otherwise, we return "Abort" and
terminate the game.

Now, we define the following event.

- AskH: There exists i £ [l,...,gH] such that (m,yA,yB,K) = m for
some m £ SPm and random K £ Z*. (Or equivalently, (rn, yA, y*B, K)
has been asked to the random oracle H).

From the rules defined above, we obtain

in

Pr[5j] > ^2 P r[(^ = 3') A A<=MA outputs (m*, C*) A AskH]

QH

= ^T P r [ * = 3'] pr[ACMA outputs (m\ C*) A AskH]

9i/
= p r[i = j] ^ Pr[ACMA outputs {m*,C*) A AskH]

= J _ C Pr[ACMA outputs (m*, C*)]

- Pr[ACMA outputs (m*, C*) A -AskH])

Note that Pr[ACMA outputs (m*, C*) A -.AskH] =
of outputs of the random oracle H.

^ 7 due to the uniformity

• Game G2: In this game, we retain the rules R l - 1 , Rl-2 , and Rl-4, re-
naming them as "R2-1", "R2-2", and "R2-4" respectively. But we modify
R l - 3 and obtain a new rule "R2-3".

R2-3 If ACMA makes a new query {y*B,rrii) to its signcryption oracle,
then we search HList for an entry ([M, r*) such that & — (rrH, y*A,y%, I<i)
for some K{ € Z*. If there exists one, we do the following.

* Search GList for an entry {Kun). If there exists one, compute
d = ETi(mi). Otherwise, choose r, at random from {0, l}'c(fc) a n d
compute Ci = ETi(mj).

* Choose Si at random from Z,.
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If there does not exist (//,,;, H) such that //; = (m^y^y^Ki) in HList,
we do the following.

* Choose Ti at random from Zg and put (/z^n) into HList.
* Extract K{ from ^ . Then, search GList for an entry (Kun). If

there exists one, compute a = ETi(r7?.j). Otherwise, choose T,- at
random from {0, l}'cW a n d c o m p u t e c. = Eri(mj).

* Choose Si at random from 7Lq.

Note that either case, we obtain Q = (ci,rusi). We then return this
as an answer for the query (y*B, nii). Finally, we put ((y*B,mi),Ci) into
a "query-answer" list SCList for the signcryption oracle SC. Of course,
the same query (yB,m.i) is asked to the signcryption oracle twice, we
search SCList for the corresponding entry {(yB,rrii),Ci) and answer
with d.

Note that the above rule makes no change in ACMA's view in Game Gi-
Hence, we get

Pr[52] =

Game G3: In this game, we further modify the rules of the previous game
to'obtain a game in which AIDPSV conducts a passive attack on the IDZSCR
scheme.

We now describe the modification as follows: We retain the rules R2-1 and
R2-3, renaming them as "R3-1", "R3-2" respectively. But we modify
R2-2 and R2-4 obtain new rules "R3-2" and "R3-4" respectively.

R3-2 We choose j uniformly at random from [l,...,qH]. If ACMA

makes a query [ij to the random oracle H, then we perform the follow-
ing.

* Parse Hj as (mj,y*A,yB,Kj).
* Send Kj to the Verifier of IDZSCR.
* When the Verifier makes a random challenge f € Zq, forward it

to ACMA as an answer to its query fij (to the random oracle H).

On the other hand, if ACMA m"kp° a new query /M where i ^ j to
the random oracle H, then wo choose r{ uniformly at random from Z9

and respond with rt. We then update the entry of "query-answer" list
HList with {ni,Ti). If the same query & is asked, we search for the
corresponding value r; in HList and respond with it.
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R3-4 Once ACMA submits a forgery (m*,C*) where C = (c*.r*,s*),
we check if there exists {Ku., ru>), where v! e [ 1 , . . . , qG], in the entries
in GList such that {y*Atir'Y'x'B = #„•• If there exists such entry, we set
K* — Ku1- Otherwise, we chooss A'* at random from Z*.
Having obtained K*, we check if (m*,yA,y*B,K*) = ^ and r* = f.
If this test holds, we send s* to the Verifier of IDZSCR, otherwise, we
return "Abort." and terminate the game.

If ACMA outputs a valid signcryptext, then the Verifier accepts AIDPSV's
proof. Hence, we have

Pr[53] =

Putting all the bounds we have obtained in each game together, we obtain

— fSnrrFiS°-UF-c-MAa-l —^ < qnr r S I - p s v (k-\
n,, V ZSCR,ACMA \*>) 7nJk)J - O U C C A ' D P S V I I D Z S C R ( A J -

D

We now proceed to show that one can construct an attacker that finds discrete-
logarithm of Alice's public key yA = gx~* using AIDPSV as a subroutine. We first
define a "Heavy Row" as follows.

Definition 14 (Heavy Row) Assume that there is an attacker AIDPSV that con-
ducts the passive attack against the IDZSCR scheme with SuccA|^v^r2SCR(^) >

f, where k and lq(k) are as defined in the description of the ZSCR scheme. Let
$(RA,r) be a boolean matrix whose rows and columns correspond to AIDPSV's
private random strings and the Verifier's all possible choices of random challenge
r respectively. Its entries are 0 if the Verifier rejects AIDPSV's proof, and 1 if
the Verifier accepts AIDPSV's proof. A row of <&(iL4, r) is said to be heavy if the
fraction of l's along the row is at least | ^ ^ J

We now state and prove the following lemma called the "Heavy Row Lemma"
[88].

Lemma 4 The l's in <&(RA,r) are located in heavy rows of $(RA,r) with a
probability of at least | .

Proof. By definition of heavy row, the fraction of 1 's in a row which corresponds
t l i t l t S ^ (&)

f y
to one column is at least ^

IDZSCR
(&)-
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Now, let LocHeavyRow denote an event that the l's in *(/L4,r) are located
in heavy rows of $(7L4,r). Since "1" appears l/Succ^P^DZSCR(fc) times in
$(RA, r), we have

Pr[LocHeavyRow] > — s l J , v (k) • ^ S u c c g ! ^ (fe) = 1
JDZSCRV I " *

D

Now, suppose that a FiSO-UF-CMA attacker for ZSCR succeeds in forging sign-
cryptext with the probability greater than (4g7/+l)/2'«(fc), where gy/ is the number
of queries to the random oracle H. Then, by Lemma 3, we have

(t]DPSV) >

It just remains to show that using the SI-PSV attacker for IDZSCIi, whose suc-
cess probability is at least A/2lq^k\ one can construct an attacker that finds the
discrete-logarithm a;* € Z* of Alice's public key y* = gx* G Z* with non-negligible
probability.

Lemma 5 Using a SI-PS V attacker for the scheme IDZSCR, whose success prob-
ability is at least (greater than or equal to) 4/2'<I'fc) anc[ running time is bounded
by t/DPsv, GS a subroutine, we can construct an attacker that finds the discrete-
logarithm x* G 2* of gx" G Z* Concretely, we obtain the following bound:

f (tWpsv) <

where tDL = 0{tWPSv) + 0{k3).

Proof. Let AIDPSV denote an attacker that defeats the SI-PSV security of the
IDZSCR scheme. Assume that the common parameter cp - (k,p, q, g) of IDZSCR,
the Prover's public key yp and the Verifier's public/private key pair (yv, Xy) are
provided as input to AIDPSV.

Our aim is to simulate the view of AIDPSV in the real attack game denoted by Go

to obtain a new game Gx in which the attacker ADL finds the discrete-logarithm
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Game Go: As mentioned, this game is the real attack game in which an
attacker AIDPSV attacks the scheme IDZSCR in the SI-PSV sense. We denote
by So the event that AIDZSCR succeeds in masquerading itself as the Prover
of IDZSCR and making the Verifier accept AIDZSCR's outputs. Since Game
Go is the same as the real attack game, we have

Pr[50] =

• Game Gj : In this game, we modify the previous game as follows.

- Replace the Prover's public key y*P that AIDPSV has access to by y* =
gx' which ADL tries to find its discrete-logarithm.

- Form $(/L4,r) as AIDPSV attacks IDZSCR in SI-PSV sense. More pre-
cisely, we record all the (/<", r, s)'s where K, r, and s are the values
exchanged from AIDPSV and the Verifier and give 1 if the Verifier out-
puts "Accept'' and give 0, otherwise.

- Search for an entry ao(= (Ko, r0, s0)) with 1 in <&(RA, r). By <L>0(RA, r),
denote the entry do is located.

- Search for an entry d\{= {K\,TQ,SQ)) with 1 in <bo(RA,r).

- Compute x* = s"rP~siri £ Z* and return x* as ADL's answer.

Note that for a0 = (Ko,ro,so), KQ = {ypgr°)soxv = {y*gr°)s°xv. Similarly,
for d[ = (Ki,r:,si), K\ = (yPgri)SlX'v = (y*gTl)SiX'v- Since a0 and d[ are
the entries with 1, both of which are in $0(RA, r), we have Ko = K\. Thus
we can obtain the discrete-logarithm x* of y*(= gx') by computing,

Now, let Eo denote an event that the entry a0 is found in $(RA,r). Since
this happens whenever AIDPSV succeeds, we have

Pr[E0] > Pr[S-0].

We then denote by Ej an event that the entry d\ is found in $>0(RA, r) . By
Lemma 14 (heavy row lemma) and the fact that the fraction of l's along a
heavy row is at least \ Pr[50], we have
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Hence, if we denote by Si the event that ADL outputs x* in this game, we
obtain

Succ$t,2.(/c) = Pr[Eo]Pr[E,] > I Pr[50]
2 = \{

Considering the running time, we obtain the bound in the lemma statement. D

Combining the results of Lemmas 3 and 5, we finally obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 4 If the DL problem is computationally intractable, then Zheng's orig-
inal signcryption scheme ZSCR is FiSO-UF-CMA secure in the random oracle
model Concretely, for a FiSO-UF-CMA attacker for ZSCR succeeds in forging
signcryptext with the probability greater than (4qu +1)/2 '«^. the following bound
holds:

±Succ™tVF-CMA(tcMA, Qsc, qc, qH) < 2 A / S u c c ^ ( ^ / J + — L _
qu V * P V q}i2

li(k>

where qsc is the number of queries to the signcryption oracle SC; qc and qu are
the number of queries to the random oracles G and H; tDL = O(tCMA -f qsc +

4.5 Brief Summary of the Results

In this chapter, we extensively discussed issues related to the integration of mes-
sage confidentiality and authenticity in the symmetric and public key settings. We
then proved that Zheng's original signcryption scheme is "FSO/FUO-IND-CCA"
secure in the random oracle model, relative to the (generalized) GDH problem.
Although our FSO/FUO-IND-CCA notion is similar to the well known "IND-
CCA" notion defined for standard public key encryption schemes, it is stronger
than the direct adaptation of IND-CCA to the setting of signcryption, since we
allow an attacker to query both the signcryption oracle and the unsigncryption
oracle in a flexible way. We also proved that Zheng's 's original signcryption
scheme satisfies our strong unforgeability notion called "FiSO-UF-CMA" in the
random oracle model assuming that the standard DL problem is computationally
intractable.
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Chapter 5

Identity-Based Threshold
Decryption from the Bilinear
Map

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1. Motivation

Threshold decryption is particularly useful where the centralization of the power
to decrypt is a concern. And the motivation for identity (ID)-based encryption
originally proposed by Shamir [108] is to provide confidentiality without the need
of exchanging public keys or keeping public key directories. A major advantage
of ID-based encryption is that it allows one to encrypt a message by using a
recipient's identifiers such as an email address.

A combination of these two concepts will allow one to build an "ID-based thresh-
old decryption" scheme. One possible application of such a scheme can be con-
sidered in a situation where an identity denotes the name of the group sharing a
decryption key. As an example, suppose that Alice wishes to send a confidential
message to a committee in an organization. Alice can first encrypt the message
using the identity (name) of the committee and then send over the ciphertext.
Let us assume that Bob who is the committee's president has created the iden-
tity and hence has obtained a matching private decryption key from the Private
Key Generator (PKG). Preparing for the time when Bob is away, he can share
his private key out among a number of decryption servers in such a way that
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any committee member can successfully decrypt the eiphertext if, and only if,
the committee member obtains a certain number of decryption shares from the
decryption servers.

Another application of the ID-based threshold decryption scheme is to use it
as a building block to construct a mediated ID-based encryption scheme [46].
The idea is to split a private key associated with the receiver Bob's ID into two
parts, and give one share to Bob and the other to the Security Mediator (SEM).
Accordingly, Bob can decrypt a eiphertext only with the help of the SEM. As
a result, instantaneous revocation of Bob's privilege to perform decryption is
possible by instructing the SEM not to help him any more.

5.1.2 Contributions of This Chapter

The contributions of this chapters are twofold. First, we construct an ID-based
threshold decryption scheme which can be well-applicable to the situations de-
scribed in the previous section. Our scheme has two advantages over the schemes
appeared in the literature previously, which will be discussed in detail in Section
5.3: 1) Our scheme meets a strong security requirement, that is, our schemes
gives chosen eiphertext security which is proven in the random oracle model [20],
assuming the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem [27] is computationally intractable;
2) Our scheme has a useful feature that the private key associated with an ID
rather than the master key of the PKG is shared among decryption servers. Sec-
ond, we apply our ID-based threshold decryption scheme to design a mediated
ID-based encryption scheme secure against more powerful attacks than those
considered previously in the literature.

5.2 Preliminaries

5.2.1 The Admissible Bilinear Map

To begin with, we review the admissible bilinear map which payed the central
role in Boneh and Franklin's ID-based encryption scheme [27].

The admissible bilinear map, which we denote by e, is defined over two groups of
the same prime-order q denoted by Q and T in which the Computational Diffie-
Hellman (CDH) problem is hard. We will use an additive notation to describe
the operation in Q while we will use a multiplicative notation for the operation
in T. In practice, the group Q is implemented using a group of points on certain
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elliptic curves, each of which has a small MOV exponent, [81] while the group T
will be implemented using a subgroup of the multiplicative group of a finite field,
that is, using the Weil pairing (whose elementary property is described in [21])
or the Tate pairing [53]. The admissible bilinear map e : Q x Q -> T has the
following properties.

• Bilinear: e(aRl,bR2) = e(R1,R2)
ab, where Ru R2 G Q and a , 6 e Z*.

• Non-degenerate: e does not send all pairs of points in Q x Q to the identity
in T. (Hence, if R is a generator of Q then e{R, R) is a generator of T.)

• Computable: For all Ri,R2 G Q, the map e(/?1)i?2) is efficiently com-
putable.

Throughout the rest of this thesis, we will simply use the term "Bilinear map"
to refer to the admissible bilinear map defined above. We remark that the recent
results [13, 57] show that the Bilinear map implemented using the Tate pairing
offers better performance than the one implemented using the Weil pairing.

5.2.2 Boneh and Franklin's ID-Based Encryption Scheme

We now describe Boneh and Franklin's basic version of ID-based encryption
scheme called "Basicldent" which only gives semantic security (equivalently known
as iiidistinguishability under chosen-plaintext attack). Below, we denote G\{0}
where O is the identity element of Q, and Zq \ {0} by Q* and Z* respectively.
Also, we denote a security parameter by k G IN.

• A randomized key/common parameter generation algorithm GC(fc): This
algorithm is run by the PKG to generate its master/public key pair and all
the necessary common parameters.

- Choose a group Q of prime order q, whose generator is P. Specify the
Bilinear map e : Q x Q —» JF.

- Pick a master key s uniformly at random from Z* and compute Pvui =

sP.

- Choose two hash functions Hj : {0,1}* -» Q* and H2 : T ~> {0,1}',
where / denotes the length of a plaintext.

- Keep s as secret and publish a common parameter cp= (Q,q, P, Ppub,

e, Hi, H2).
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• A deterministic private key extraction algorithm EX(cp, ID): This algorithm
is run by the PKG on receiving a private key extraction query from any
user who wants to extract a private key that matches to an identity ID.

- Given ID, compute QID = Hi (ID) and DID = sQID.

- Output £>ID.

• A randomized encryption algorithm E(cp, ID, M): This algorithm is run by
any user who wants to encrypt a message M using the receiver's identity
ID.

- Compute QID = H^ID).

- Pick r uniformly at random from Z*.

- Compute U = rP and V = H2(e(QID, yPKG)r) © M-

- Return a ciphertext C = (U, V).

• A deterministic decryption algorithm D(cp, DID, C): This algorithm is run
by the user who possesses a private key associated with an identity ID, to
decrypt C.

- Parse C as (U,V).

- Compute M = V © H2(e(£>iD, U)).

- Return M.

Note that in [27], Boneh and Franklin converted Basicldent into "Fullldent" using
the Fujisaki- Okamoto transform [55] to give chosen ciphertext security.

5.3 Related Work and Discussions

5.3.1 Threshold Decryption in the Non-ID-Based Setting

Earlier Constructions. The first construction of a threshold decryption scheme in
the non-ID-based setting dates back to 1989. In [44], Desmedt and Fomkei pro-
posed a threshold decryption scheme based on the ElGamal encryption .scheme
[49]. Later, De Santis et al. [43] proposed a scheme based on the RSA problem
[103]. However, the problem of those schemes is that they seem to be secure
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against chosen-plaintext attack but not known to be secure against chosen ei-
phertext attack.

Chosen-Ciphertext- Security for Threshold Decryption. In 1993. Lim and Lee [77]
made an important observation on the security of threshold decryption that it is
difficult to build a threshold decryption scheme withstanding chosen ciphertext
attack without making it publicly checkable.

However, it was Shoup and Gennaro [lllj's work that first formalized a chosen
ciphertext security notion for threshold decryption schemes and constructed two
provably secure yet practical threshold decryption schemes. According to [112],
they had tried to build up a publicly checkable threshold decryption scheme,
which is necessary to construct a threshold decryption scheme secure against
chosen ciphertext attack, by making the IND-CPA secure ElGamal-type thresh-
old scheme publicly checkable using a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of
knowledge of discrete-logarithm which is similar to the Schnorr signature [104].
In fact, this method had been used by Tsiounis and Yung to design their public
key encryption scheme [121]. But Shoup and Gennaro soon realized that it is dif-
ficult to prove such publicly checkable schemes (including Tsiounis and Yung's)
are secure against chosen ciphertext attack, even in the random oracle model,
due to the exponential blowing up of running time of rewinding the attacker to
extract a knowledge. (For a more detailed account on this, readers are referred to
[112].) They finally used a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of membership
to fix the problem, but this made their schemes somewhat less efficient.

After Shoup and Gennaro's work, Canetti and Goldwasser [29] proposed a thresh-
old decryption scheme derived from Cramer and Shoup [41] 's famous public key
encryption scheme provably secure against chosen ciphertext attack without de-
pending on the random oracle model. Even though Cramer and Shoup's scheme
is not publicly checkable, Canetti and Goldwasser used the algebraic property of
the scheme that the receiver can check the validity of a ciphertext by using one
part of the private key, before decrypting the ciphertext using the second part of
the private key. However, the problem of their approach is that the servers must
keep a large number of pre-shared secrets.

More recently, Fouque and Pointcheval [52] proposed a generic method to convert
any public key encryption which is indistinguishable [62] against chosen-plaintext
attack (IND-CPA) to the threshold decryption scheme secure against chosen ci-
phertext attack in the random oracle model. They observed that Naor and Yung
[85]'s twin-encryption technique and the random oracle can yield an efficient
non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of membership and as a result, threshold
decryption schemes can be constructed. The main advantage of Fouque and
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Pointcheval's conversion method is its generic nature that, can be applied to vari-
ous computational primitives such as integer factorization, but it has a drawback
in that the converted threshold decryption schemes are complex and suffer a sig-
nificant increase of the size of ciphertexts due to the use of the twin-encryption
method.

5.3.2 Threshold Decryption in the ID-Based Setting

Boneh and Franklin's "Distributed PKG". In order to prevent a single PKG from
full possession of the master key in ID-based encryption, Boneh and Franklin [27]
suggested that the PKG's master key should be shared among a number of PKGs
using the techniques of threshold cryptography, which they call "Distributed
PKG". More precisely, the PKG's master key x is distributed into a number of
PKGs in such a way that each of the PKG holds a share xt G ZJ of a Shamir's
(t, n) secret-sharing [107] of x G Z* and responds to a user's private key extraction
request with D\D = XiQID, where Qw = Hi (ID). If the technique of [60] is used,
one can ensure that the master key is jointly generated by PKGs so that the
master key is not stored or computed in any single location.

As an extension of the above technique, Boneh and Franklin suggested that the
distributed PKGs should function as decryption servers for threshold decryption.
That is, each PKG responds to a decryption query C = (U, V) in Basicldent with
e(xiQza, U). However, we argue that this method is not quite practical in practice
since it requires each PKG to be involved at all tim.es (that is, on-line.) in the
generation of decryption shares because the value "£/" changes whenever a new
ciphertext is created. Obviously, this creates a bottleneck on the PKGs and also
violates one of the basic requirements of an ID-based encryption scheme, "the
PKG can be closed after key generation", which was envisioned by Shamir in his
original proposal of ID-based cryptography [108]. Moreover, there is a scalability
problem when the number of available distributed PKGs is not matched against
the number of decryption servers required, say, there are only 3 available PKGs
while a certain application requires 5 decryption servers.

Therefore, a better approach would be sharing a private key associated with an
identity rather than sharing a master key of the PKG. In addition to its easy
adaptability to the situation where an identity denotes a group sharing a decryp-
tion key as described in Section 5.1, an advantage of this approach is that one can
fully utilize Boneh and Franklin's Distributed PKG method without the above-
mentioned scalability problem, dividing the role of "distributed PKGs'" from that
of "decryption servers". That is, an authorized dealer (a representative of group,
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such as ''Bob" described in Section 5.1, or a single PKG) may ask an identity to
each of the "distributed PKGs" for a partial private key associated the identity.
Having obtained enough partial private keys, the dealer can construct the whole
private key and distribute it into the "decryption servers" in his domain at will
while the master key remains secret from any parties.

Dodis and Yung, and Libert and Quisquiter's Work. To our knowledge, other
papers that have treated "threshold decryption" in the context of ID-based cryp-
tography are [47] and [75].

Dodis and Yung observed in [47] how threshold decryption can be realized in
Gentry and Silverberg [61] 's "hierarchical ID-based encryption" setting. Inter-
estingly, their approach is to share a private key (not the master key of the
PKG) obtained from a user at a higher level. Although this was inevitable in the
hierarchical ID-based encryption setting and its advantage in general ID-based
cryptography was not mentioned in [47], it is more sound approach than sharing
the master key of the PKG as we discussed above. However, their threshold de-
cryption scheme is very-sketched and chosen ciphertext security for the scheme
was not considered in [47].

More recently, Libert and Quisquater [75] also constructed an ID-based threshold
decryption scheme. However, their approach was to share a master key of the
PKG, which is different from ours. Moreover, our scheme gives chosen ciphertext
security while Libert and Quisquater's scheme does not.

Other Related Work. Although not being directly related to "ID-based threshold
decryption", there have been interesting applications of Boneh and .franklin's
Distributed PKG.

Recently, Chen, Harrison, Soldera, and Smart [38] illustrated how the distributed
PKGs in Boneh and Franklin's ID-based encryption can be applied to the real

' world situations. Furthermore, they dealt with general cases of disjunction and
conjunction of the multiple PKGs/identities exploiting, the algebra of the Bilinear
maps. Subsequently, more complicated cases of the disjunction and conjunction
of the multiple PKGs and their applications to access controls were discussed by
Smart [113].

Khalili, Katz and Arbaugh [71] also discussed the use of the distributed PKGs
in Boneh and Franklin's scheme, especially focusing on its application to ad-hoc
networks.
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5.4 Security Notion for ID-based Threshold De-
cryption

5,4.1 High Level Description of ID-based Threshold De-
cryption

We denote a generic (t,n) ID-based threshold decryption scheme by "XVTHV",
which consists of algorithms GC, EX, DK, E, D, SV, and SC.

Like other ID-based cryptographic schemes, we assume the existence of a trusted
PKG. The PKG runs the key/common parameter generation algorithm GC to
generate its master/public key pair and all the necessary common parameters.
The PKG's public key and the common parameters are given to every interested
party.

On receiving a user's private key extraction request which consists of an identity,
the PKG then runs the private key extraction algorithm EX to generate the
private key associated with the requested identity.

An authorized dealer who possesses the private key associated with an identity
can run the private key distribution algorithm DK to distribute the private key
into n decryption servers. DK makes use of an appropriate secret-sharing tech-
nique to generate shares of the private key as well as verification keys that will
be used for checking the validity of decryption shares. Each share of the private
key and its corresponding verification key are sent to an appropriate decryption
server. The decryption servers then keep their private key shares secret but pub-
lish the verification keys. It is important to note here that the entity that runs
DK can vary flexibly depending on the cryptographic services that the PKG can
offer. For example, if the PKG has an only functionality of issuing private keys,
the authorized dealer that runs DK would be a normal user (such as Bob in the
example given in Section 5.1) other than the PKG. However, if the PKG has
other functionalities, for example, organizing threshold decryption, the PKG can
run DK.

Given a user's identity, any user that wants to encrypt a plaintext can run the
encryption algorithm E to obtain a ciphertext. A legitimate user that wants
to decrypt a ciphertext gives it to the decryption servers requesting decryption
shares. The decryption servers then run the decryption share generation algo-
rithm D taking the ciphertext as input and send the resulting decryption shares
to the user. Note that the validity of the shares can be checked by running the

• • . ! •
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Bob's ID:
Bob@monash.edu.au

Bob's private
key associated

with his ID Decryptioivshares

Message Ciphertext Ciphertext

Network

Alice
Any 3 decryption
shares can
recover Alice's
message

Figure 5.1: (3,4)-Identity-Based Threshold Decryption

decryption share verification algorithm SV. When the user collects valid decryp-
tion shares from at least t servers, the plaintext can be reconstructed by running
the share combining algorithm SC.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the scenario of (3,4)-ID-based threshold decryption. Below,
we formally define XVTKD.

Definition 15 (ID-Based Threshold Decryption) The XVTUV scheme con-
sists of the following algorithms.

• A randomized key/common parameter generation algorithm GC(/c): Given
a security parameter k G N, this algorithm computes the PKG's mas-
ter/public key pair (skpKcl'kpKG)- Then, it generates necessary common
parameters, e.g., descriptions of hash functions and mathematical groups.
The output of this algorithm denoted by cp includes such parameters and
the PKG's public key pfcpKG- Note that cp is given to all interested entities
while the matching master key sk\-KG of P^PKG is kept secret.

• A private key extraction algorithm EX(cp, ID): Given an identity ID, this
algorithm generates a private key associated with ID, denoted by skTD.
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• A randomized private key distribution algorithm DK(cp,sfcID,n,t): Given
a private key sfcID associated with an identity ID, a number of decryption
servers n and a threshold parameter t, this algorithm generates n shares
of sfcID and provides each one to decryption servers Fj, F 2 , . . . , FTl. It also
generates a set of verification keys that can be used to check the validity
of each shared private key. We denote the shared private keys and the
matching verification keys by {sfcj}i<j<n and {vki}i<i<n, respectively. Note
that for each 1 < i < n, the pair (ski, vki) is sent to the decryption server
Fj, then Fj publishes vki but keeps ski as secret.

• A randomized encryption algorithm E(cp, ID, M): Given a public identity
ID and a plaintext M, this algorithm generates a ciphertext denoted by C.

• A decryption share generation algorithm D(cp, skt, C): Given a ciphertext
C end a shared private key ski of a decryption server F*, this algorithm
generates a decryption share 8i<C- Note that the value of c^c can be a
special symbol "Invalid Ciphertext".

• A decryption share verification algorithm SV(cp, {i>/ci}i<i<n, C, $i,c)'- Given
a ciphertext C, a set of verification keys {vki}\<i<n,

 and a decryption share
5i£, this algorithm checks the validity of S^c- The output of this \gorithm
is either " Valid Share" or "Invalid Share".

• A share combining algorithm SC(cp, C, {Si,c}ie*)'- Given a ciphertext C and
a set of decryption shares {5itc} where $ C { 1 , . . . ,n} such that |<&| > t
(| • | denotes the cardinality), this algorithm outputs a plaintext M. Note
that the combining algorithm is allowed to output a special symbol "Invalid
Ciphertext", which is distinct from all possible plaintexts.

5.4.2 Chosen-Ciphertext Security for ID-Based Thresh-
old Decryption

We now define a security notion for the TDTHV scheme against chosen ciphertext
attack, which we call "IND-IDTHD-CCA".

Definition 16 (IND-IDTHD-CCA) Let ACCA be an attacker assumed to be
a probabilistic Turing machine. Suppose that a security parameter k is given
to ACCA as input. Now, consider the following game in which the attacker ACCA

interacts with the "Challenger".
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Phase 1: The Challenger runs the PKG's key/common parameter gener-
ation algorithm taking a security parameter k as input. The Challenger
gives ACCA the resulting common parameter cp which includes the PKG's
public key pkPKG. However, the Challenger keeps the master key sfcPKG
secret from ACCA.

Phase 2: ACCA issues a number of private key extraction queries. We
denote each of these queries by ID. On receiving the identity query ID,
the Challenger runs the private key extraction algorithm on input ID and
obtahio a corresponding private key sk1D. Then, the Challenger returns sfcID

t o ACCA.

Phase 3: ACCA corrupts t — 1 out of n decryption servers.

Phase 4: ACCA issues a target identity query ID*. On receiving ID*, the
Challenger runs the private key extraction algorithm to obtain a private
key sfcID- associated with the target identity. The Challenger then runs
the private key distribution algorithm on input sfcID. with parameter (£, n)
and obtains a set of private/verification key pairs {(sfcrD.^vfcirrJ}, where
1 < i < n. Next, the Challenger gives ACCA the private keys of corrupted
decryption servers and the verifications keys of all the decryption servers.
However, the private keys of uncorrupted servers are kept secret from Ac CA.

Phase 5: ACCA issues arbitrary private key extraction queries and arbitrary
decryption share generation queries to the uncorrupted decryption servers.
We denote each of these queries by ID and C respectively. On receiving ID,
the Challenger runs the private key extraction algorithm to obtain a private
key associated with ID and returns it to ACCA. The only restriction here is
that ACCA is not allowed to query the target identity ID* to the private key
extraction algorithm. On receiving C, the Challenger runs the decryption
share generation algorithm taking C and the target identity ID* as input
to obtain a corresponding decryption share and returns it to ACCA.

Phase 6: ACCA outputs two equal-length plaintexts (Mo, Mi). Then the
Challenger chooses a bit /3 uniformly at random and runs the encryption
algorithm on input cp, M& and ID* to obtain a target ciphertext C* =
E(cp,ID*,Mfj). Finally, the Challenger gives (C*,ID*) to ACCA.

Phase 7: ACCA issues arbitrary private key extraction queries and arbitrary
decryption share generation queries. We denote each of these queries by ID
and C respectively. On receiving ID, the Challenger runs the private key
extraction algorithm to obtain a private key associated with ID and returns
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it to ACCA. As Phase 5, the only restriction here is that ACCA is not allowed
to query the target identity ID* to the private key extraction algorithm. On
receiving C, the Challenger runs the decryption share generation algorithm
on input C to obtain a corresponding decryption share and returns it to
ACCA. Differently from Phase 5, the target ciphertext C* is not allowed to
query in this phase.

Phase 8: ACCA outputs a guess /? G {0,1}.

We define the attacker ACCA's success by

C C C {K) — Z • L I[p — P\ - L.

We denote by S u c c ^ ^ p T H D ~ C C A (i/Bcc^ QE, QD) the maximum of the attacker
ACCA's success over all attackers ACCA having running time tioccA and making
at most qp private key extraction queries and qu decryption share generation
queries. Note that the running time and the number of queries are all polynomial
in the security parameter k.

The ID-based threshold decryption scheme TDTHV is said to be IND-IDTHD-
CCA secure if Succ^D

T-7^THD-CCA
 {IWCCA^E^D) is negligible in fe.

5.5 Our ID-Based Threshold Decryption Scheme

5.5.1 Building Blocks

First, we present necessary building blocks that will be used to construct our ID-
based threshold decryption scheme. We remark that since our ID-based thresh-
old decryption scheme is also of the Diffie-Hellman (DH)-type, it follows Shoup
and Gennaro [112]'s framework for the design of DH-based threshold decryption
schemes to some extent. However, our scheme has a number of features that
distinguishes itself from the schemes in [112] due to the special property of the
underlying group Q.

Publicly Checkable Encryption

Publicly checkable encryption is a particularly important tool for building thresh-
old decryption schemes secure against chosen ciphertext attack as discussed by
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Lim and Lee [77]. The main reason is that in the threshold decryption, the at-
tacker has decryption shares as additional information as well as a ciphertext,
lience there is a big chance for the attacker to get enough decryption shares to
recover the plaintext before the validity of the ciphertext is checked. (Readers
are referred to [77] and [112] for more detailed discussions on this issue.)

Note that public checkability of ciphertexts in threshold decryption schemes is
usually given by non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs, e.g., [112, 52].
However, we emphasize that in our scheme, this can be done without a NIZK
proof, by simply creating a tag on the ElGamal [49] ciphertext as follows.

Let M G {0,1}' be a message. Then, encrypt M by creating a ciphertext
C = (U,V,W) = (rP,H2(/v) ®M,rH3{U,V)) where K = etH^ID^ypKc)7" for i
hash functions Ha : {0,1}* -» Q\ H2 : F -+ {0,1}', and H3 : Q* x {0,1}' - • Q*.
Without recovering M during the decryption process (that is, leaving the cipher-
text C intact), the validity of C can be checked by testing if e(P, W) = e(U, H3), I
where H3 = H3(C7, V) G Q*. Note that this validity test exploits! the fact that the
Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem can be solved in polynomial time in
the group Q, and passing the test implies that (F, [/, H3, W) is a Diffie-Hellman
tuple since (P, U, H3, W) = (P, rP, sP, rsP) assuming that H3 = sP eR Q* for
some s G Z*.

We remark that using the above property of the Bilinear map, we could develop
the non-ID-based threshold decryption scheme which is simple and provides short
ciphertexts [9].

i

Secret-Sharing over Q '
1

Recall that the distributed PKGs of Boneh and Franklin's ID-based encryption (

scheme can be achieved by sharing the PKG's master key x. Indeed, this can be i
done using Shamir's secret-sharing technique [107] as the master key £ is a single ',
element in Z* and hence Shamir's technique can directly be used to distribute
an element in 2*. \,
However, in order to distribute a private key DID G G, we need some trick. In
what follows, we show one can easily share a point on Q by modifying Shamir's 1
(t, n) secret-sharing scheme. (Note that although "Shamir's secret-sharing over
G" was mentioned in [47], how to realize it was not described. So we explicitly i
describe it for clarity.) >
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Distribution Phase: Let q be a prime order of a group Q of points on
elliptic curve. Let S G Q* be a secret-point to share. Suppose that uv have
chosen integers /. and n satisfying 1 < 1. < n < q.

First, we pick Ru R2,..., 7?,_] at random from Q*. Then, we define a
functio- F : IN U {0} -> Q such that F{u) = S + £ f l j ulR{.

Now, we compute 5,- = F(i) G £ for 1 < i < n and send (i, 5,) to the z-th
member of the group of cardinality r(. Note that when i = 0, we obtain the
secret itself, that is, S = F(0). (We assume that the "multiplication-by-m
map for a positive integer m" denoted by mP is extended to all integer
77?, G Z by defining OP = O where O is the identity element of Q, and
(-77?)P — -(mP) [21].) Note that in practice, "picking Rt at random from
£*•' can be implemented by computing riP for randomly chosen o e Z*,
where P G (7* is a generator of Q.

Reconstruction Phase: Let <& C { l , . . . , n} be a set such that |$ | > t,
where | • | denotes the cardinality of the given set. The function F(u) can
be reconstructed by computing

where c

Notice that c^ G Z^ is the Lagrange interpolation coefficient used in Shamir's
secret sharing scheme: If we write 5 = sP and Ri = rLP for for some s, r; G Z*
and 1 < / < / , — 1 (but, we do not know s and ?•*), we have F(u) = sP +
ur-[P + = (s + T\U + • • • + rt~]Ut~l)P. Hence, the Lagrange
coefficients c^'s reconstruct the original function F(u). In practice, we recover
the secret S directly (without reconstructing F(u)) by computing 2J€4> COJSJ

where c^ = flte* <•#' 7^- ^T° t e t^ i a t t ' i e computation of c*- G Zg can be done in
polynomial time.

Zero Knowledge Proof for the Equality of Two Discrete-Logarithms
Based on the Bilinear Map

To ensure that all decryption shares arc consistent, that is, to give robustness
to threshold decryption, we need a certain checking procedure. In contrast to
the validity checking method of ciphertexts discussed in Section 5.5.1, we need a
non-interactive zero-knowledge proof system since the share of the key K is the
clement of the group T, where the DDH problem is believed to be hard.
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Motivated by [37] and [112], we construct a zero-knowledge proof of membership

system for the language £EDLOB£P
 d= {(/•*,£) G T x T\ \oggti = logs/i} where

g = e(P, P) and g = e(P, P) for generators P and P of Q (the groups 0 and T,
and the Bilinear map e are as defined in Section 5.2.2) as follows.

Suppose that (P, P, g, g) and (n, R) e ÊDLoĝ  - a r e given to the Prover and the
Verifier, and the Prover knows a secret S G Q". The proof system which we call
"ZKBM" works as follows.

• The Prover chooses a non-identity element T uniformly at random from Q
and computes 7 = e(T, P) and 7 = e(T, P). The Prover sends 7 and 7 to
the Verifier.

• The Verifier chooses h uniformly at random from Z* and sends it to the
Prover.

• On receiving h, the Prover computes L — T + hS E Q and sends it to
the Verifier. The Verifier checks if e{L, P) = -yn'1 and e(L, P) = 7/c'1. If
the equality holds then the Verifier returns "Accept", otherwise, returns
"Reject".

We state the following lemma regarding the security of ZKBM.

Lemma 6 The ZKBM protocol satisfies completeness, soundness and zero-knowledge
against the honest Verifier.

Proof. As preliminaries, we first prove the following two claims.

Claim 1 Let P and P be generators ofQ. Then e(P, P) is a generator of'T'.

Proof. The proof will use the basic fact from the elementary abstract algebra
that if a is a generator of a finite cyclic group G of order n, then the other
generators of G are the elements of the form ar, where gcd(r,n) = 1.

First, note that the two groups Q and J7 are cyclic because their ordej: q is a
prime. Since P is another generator of Q by assumption, we can write P = uP,
where gcd{u,q) = 1. Then, by the bilinear property of e, we have e(P, P) =
e(P,uP) = e(P,P)u. Also, by the non-degenerate property of e,e(P,P) is a
generator of T. Hence, e(P, P) is also a generator of T since e(P, P) = e(P, P)u

and gcd(u,q)=l. D
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Claim 2 Let P and P be generators ofQ. Then, (/.-., R) E LEDLog^ if and only if

there exists a non-identity element S EG such that K = e(S, P) and k = e(5, P).

Froof. By Claim 1, g and g are generators of T. Now, suppose that (n,R) E
ÊDLoĝ p- T h e n ' b.Y definition of LEDLog£ , there exists x E 7Lq such that gx = gx.

Since g = e{P,P) and g = e(P,P), p* = 51 implies e(P, P)x = e{P,P)x. But,
since e(P, P j * = e(xP, P) and e(P, P j* = e(xP, P) by the bilinear property of e,
we obtain K. = e(5, P) and K = e(S, P) by letting S = xP. The proof of converse
is also easy. •

Now, we show that the protocol is complete. That is, if the Prover and the
Verifier follow the protocol without cheating, the Verifier accepts the Prover's
claim with overwhelming probability: Assume that (K, k) E LEDl r . By Claim

2, we have K = e(S, P) and k = e(S, P) for some 5' E Q. Assume that the Prover
sends (7,7) where 7 = e(T, P) and 7 = e(T, P) for random T E Q to the honest
Verifier. Now, observe from the above protocol that e(L, P) = e(T + hS, P) and
that 7/ch = e(T, P)e(S, P)h = e(T, P)e{hS, P). By the bilinear property of e, we
have e{T,P)e(hS,P) = e{T + hS,P). Thus, we obtain e(L,P) = ~/K'1 and this
implies that the above protocol satisfies completeness property.

Second, we show the soundness of the protocol: Assume that (K, k) ^ LEDLosr ..

Namely, we have K = e(S, P) and k = e(S', P) for some S ^ S' E Q. Assume that
a cheating Prover sends (7,7) where 7 = e(T, P) and 7 = e(T", P) to the honest
Verifier. If the Verifier is to accept this, we should have that e(L, P) = JKH and
1(1, P) = ik!\ which implies T + hS = T' + hS'. Now suppose that T = tP,

and S' = x'P for E Z*. Then, T +
. = T' +V = t'P; S =

implies (i —t') + /i(x- —x') = 0. However, this happens with probability l/q, since
we have assumed that S' ^ S which implies x' ^ x.

Finally, we can construct a simulator which simulates the communication between
the Prover and the Verifier provided that the Verifier behaves honestly. More
precisely, the simulator chooses h and L uniformly at random from Z* and Q
respectively. Then, it computes 7 = e(L, P)//c/l and 7 = e(L, P ) / K \ The output
of the simulator is a tuple (7,7, h, L). It can be easily verified that the simulated
values are identically distributed as those in the real communication if the Verifier
behaves honestly. As a result, the above protocol becomes a zero-knowledge proof
against a honest Verifier. D
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Notice that ZKBM can easily be converted to a NIZK proof, making the random
challenge an output of a random oracle [20]. Note that the above protocol can
be viewed as a proof that (g, g,«, k) is a Diffie-Hellman tuple since if (K, k) E
£,EDLogjr then K = gx and k = gx for some x E Z* and hence (g, </, n, k) =

(<7,5,<£V) = (9,9y-.9x,9xy) for some y E 7Tq.

5.5.2 Description of Our ID-Based Threshold Decryption
Scheme

We now describe our ID-based threshold decryption scheme. We call our scheme
"IDTHDBM", meaning "ID-based threshold decryption scheme from the bilinear
map". The IDTHDBM scheme consists of the following algorithms.

• GC(A:): Given a security parameter k, this algorithm generates two groups
Q and J- of the same prime order q > 2k and chooses a generator P of
Q. Then, it specifies the Bilinear map e : Q x Q —> T and the hash
functions Hi, H2, H3 and H4 such that W\ : {0,1}* -> G*; H2 : T -> {0,1}';
H 3 : e * x { 0 , l } ' ^ e * ; H 4 : f x f x J ^ Z ; , where / denotes the length of
a plaintext. Next, it chooses the PKG's master key x uniformly at random
from Z* and computes the PKG's public key FPKG = xP- Finally, it returns
a common parameter cp = (G, q, P, e, H^ H2, H3, H4, YPKG) while keeping
the master key x secret.

• EX(cp, ID): Given an identity ID, this algorithm computes QID = Hi (ID)
and Dio — xQiD. Then, it returns the private key DID associated with ID.

• DK(cp, ID, jDiD,t,n) where 1 < t < n < q: Given a private key DiD, the
number of decryption servers n and a threshold parameter t, this algorithm
first picks J?1? 7?2 , . . . , i?t_i at random from G* and constructs F(u) = £>ID+

52'=1 ujRj for u E {0} U IN. It then computes each server IVs private key
Si = F(i) and verification key yt = e{Su P) for 1 < z < n. Subsequently, it
secretly sends the distributed private key Si and the verification key yi to
server Ti for 1 < i < n. Fj then keeps Si as secret while making y, public.

• E(cp, ID,m): Given a plaintext M E {0,1}' and an identity ID, this algo-
rithm chooses r uniformly at random from Z*, and subsequently computes
Q-m = Hi (ID) and K = e{Qw,YpKG)r• It then computes

= H2(K) 0 M; W = rH3([/, V)
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and returns a ciphertext C = (U. V",

D(cp, Sj.C): Given a private key St of each decryption server and a cipher-
text C = (17, V,TV), this algorithm computes H3 = H3(U,V) and checks if
e(P.W)=e{U,H3).

If C has passed the above test, this algorithm computes Kt = e{S{,U),
Ki = e{Ti,U), m = e(TuP), A,- = H4(/Cj,/Cj,yj), and U = T{ + A ^ for
random T{ E Q, and outputs 8UC = {i, KU KU yu \ u Li). Otherwise, it returns
8tc ={h "Invalid Ciphertext").

SV(cp, {yi}i<i<n, C, <5,-,c): Given a ciphertext (7 = (£/, V, W), a set of veri- t

fication keys {y\,..., y,,}, and a decryption share 8itc, this algorithm com-
putes H3 = H3([/, V) and checks if e(P, TV) = e(C/, H3). ^

If C has passed the above test then this algorithm does the following: t
J

- If 8i.r is of the form (j, "Invalid Ciphertext") then return "Invalid
Share".

- Else parse 8iC as (z, «j, K*, y"j, A;, Lj) and compute Â  = H4(K.J, Ki,y~i).

- Check if A'j = Aj, e(Lj, U)/KJ ' = Kj and e(Lj, P ) / ^ i = Vi- f

- If the test above holds, return " Valid Share", else output "Invalid '
Share".

Otherwise, does the following:

- If 8tic is of the form (i, "Invalid Cipheriext"), return "Valid Share",
else output "Invalid Share".

SC(cp, C, {<5j,c}je*): Given a ciphertext C and a set of valid decryption
shares {<5j,c}je* where |* | > t, this algorithm computes H3 = H3(C/, V)
and checks if e(P, IV) = e(U, H3).

If C has not passed the above test, this algorithm returns "Invalid Cipher-
text" . (In this case, all the decryption shares are of the form (i, "Invalid

Ciphertext").) Otherwise, it computes K = l\je(i, K%3 and M = H2(K) © V,
and returns M.

It is easy to see that if C is a valid ciphertext and |$ | > t then SC(C, {^}j
m: Indeed, if C = (U, V, W) has passed all the validity checks above,
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= e(DID, P)T = e(xQm, P)r = £(QID, xP)r

= e(QiD, YPKGY = & = >>",

where cjy is the Lagrange coefficient defined in Section 5.5.1. Hence, H 2 ( K ) © K =
H2(K) 0 ( H j ( c T ) M ) M

5.5.3 Security Analysis of Our ID-Based Threshold De-
cryption Scheme

Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem

Before analyzing our scheme, we review the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) prob-
lem, which is a new class of computational problem introduced by Boneh and
Franklin [27].

Definition 17 (BDH) Let Q and T be two groups of a prime order q > 2fc,
where k is security parameter. Let P G Q* be a generator of Q. Suppose that
there exists a bilinear map e : Q x Q ~-> T. Let ABDH be an attacker modelled as a
probabilistic Turing machine taking the security parameter k as input. Suppose
that a, b, and c are uniformly chosen at random from Z* and aP, bP, and cP
are computed.

ABDH is to solve the following problem:

• Given (£, q, e, P, aP, bP, cP), compute e(P, P)abc.

We define ABDH's success by
e) = Pr[ABDH outputs e(P,P)a6c].

We denote by SuccjPH(tBDH) the maximal success probability SUCC^BDH (fe) over
all attackers having running time bounded by tBDH which is polynomial in the
security parameter k.

The BDH problem is said to be computationally intractable if SucCgDU(tBDH) is
negligible in k.
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Proof of Security

Regarding the security of the IDTHDBM scheme, we obtain the following theorem
implying that the IDTHDBM scheme is IND-IDTHD-CCA secure in the random
oracle model assuming that the BDH problem is computationally intractable.

Theorem 5 Suppose that an IND-IDTHD-CCA attacker for the scheme IDTHDBM
issues up to qE private key extraction queries, qD decryption share generation
queries, q\\lt qy\2, qn3. and q^4 queries to to the random oracles H1; H2, H3, and
H4 respectively. Using this attacker as a subroutine, we can construct an attacker
for solving the BDH problem, in the group Q, whose running time is bounded by

Concretely, we obtain the following advantage bound:

<2Succ£UH(tBDH)-t- Qp

where £BDH = t}DCCA +
security parameter k.

:3) + qHl + qH20(k3) 4- for a

To prove the above theorem, we derive a non-ID-based threshold decryption
scheme called "THDBM" from the IDTHDBM scheme, which will be described shortly.
We then show in Lemma 7 that the IND-THD-CCA security of the THDBM scheme,
which will be defined after the description of THDBM, implies the IND-IDTHD-
CCA security of the IDTHDBM scheme. Next, we show in Lemma 8 that the
intractability of the BDH problem implies the THD-IND-CCA security of the
THDBM scheme. Combining Lemmas 7 and 8, we obtain Theorem 5.

As mentioned, we describe the THDBM scheme. Actually, THDBM is very similar to
IDTHDBM except for some differences in the key/common parameter generation
and encryption algorithms. We only describe these two algorithms here.

• GK(/c, t, n): Taking a security parameter k as input, this algorithm generates
two groups Q and T of the same prime order q > 2h and chooses a generator
P of Q. Then, it specifies the Bilinear map e : Q x Q —> T and the
following hash functions H2, H3, and H4 such that H2 : T -* {0,1}'; H3 :
G* x {0,1}' -*• G*; H4 : T -> ZJ, where I denotes the length of a plaintext.
Next, it chooses x uniformly at random from Z* and computes Y = xP.
Then, it chooses Q uniformly at random from g* and computes D = xQ.
Note that (Y, D) will be a public/private key pair. Now, given a private key
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D, the number of decryption servers n and a threshold parameter /,, this
algorithm picks RUR2,..., /?-_] at random from Q and computes F[x) =
D + YL%\ x3Rj- Then, it computes each server's private key Si = F(i) for
1 < ?: < n and verification key Vi = e{SuP) for 1 < i < n. Finally, it

j outputs a common parameter cp = (£, q, P, e, H2, H3, H4, Y, Q), and sends
' the verification/private key pair ('(/,, Si) to each decryption server I\ for

1 < i < n. Upon receiving (z/j,£j), each decryption server publishes yt

where 1 < i < n.

: • E(cp,m): Given a plaintext message m e {0,1}', this algorithm chooses r
I uniformly at random from Z* and computes d = e(Q,Y), K = dT in turn. L k

Then, it computes U = rP, V = H2(K) © m and W = rH3(U,V), and ^ j
outputs a ciphertext C = ([/, \

We now review the chosen ciphertext security notion of (non-ID-based) threshold i
decryption. First, we denote a generic (t, n) threshold decryption scheme in the
non-ID-based setting by "TUV". The TKD scheme consists of a key/common
parameter generation algorithm GK, an encryption algorithm E, a decryption
share generation algorithm D, a decryption share verification algorithm SV, and
a share combining algorithm SC.

By running GC, a trusted dealer generates a public key and its matching private <
key, and shares the private key among a n decryption servers. The dealer also
generates (public) verification keys that will be used for share verification. Given
the public key, a sender encrypts a plaintext by running E. A user who wants
to decrypt a ciphertext gives the ciphertext to the decryption servers requesting
decryption shares. The decryption servers then run D to generate corresponding >
decryption shares. The user can check the validity of the shares by running f
SV. When the user collects valid decryption shares from at least t servers, the
ciphertext can be decrypted by running SC.

We now review the security notion for the threshold decryption scheme against <
chosen ciphertext attack, which we call "IND-THD-CCA", defined in [112]. ;

Definition 18 (IND-THD-CCA) Let BCCA be an attacker assumed to be a
probabilistic Turing machine. Suppose that a security parameter k is given to
BCCA as input. Now, consider the following game in which the attacker BCCA

interacts with the "Challenger".

Phase 1: BCCA corrupts a fixed subset of t - 1 servers.
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Phase 2: The Challenger runs the key/common parameter generation al-
gorithm GK taking a security parameter k as input, The Challenger gives
BCCA the resulting private keys of the corrupted servers, the public key, the
verification key and the common parameter. However, the Challenger keeps
the private keys of uncorrupted servers secret from BCCA.

Phase 3: BCCA adaptively interacts with the uncorrupted decryption servers,
submitting ciphertexts and obtaining decryption shares.

Phase 4: BCCA chooses two equal-length plaintexts (M0,Mi). If these are
given to the encryption algorithm then the Challenger chooses P 6 {0,1}
at random and returns a target ciphertext C* = E(cp,pk, Mp) to BCCA.

Phase 5: BCCA adaptively interacts with the uncorrupted decryption servers,
submitting ciphertexts and obtaining decryption shares. However, the tar-
get ciphertext C* is not allowed to query to the decryption servers.

Phase 6: BCCA outputs a guess (3 G {0,1}.

We define the attacker BCCA's success by

fc) = 2 • Pr[/3 = fl-l.

We denote by Succ^^"THD~CCA(icc^,9L») the maximum of the attacker BCCA's
success over all attackers BCCA having running time tccA and making at most qo
decryption share generation queries. Note that the running time and the number
of queries are all polynomial in the security parameter k.

The scheme TKD is said to be IND-THD-CCA secure if S U C C J ^ T H U ~ C C A ( £ C C M ,

qo) is negligible in k.

We now prove the following lemma.

Lemma 7 Suppose that an IND-IDTHD-CCA attacker for the IDTHDBM scheme
issues up to qE private key extraction queri.es, qD decryption share generation
queries, qui; qu2, qn3) and </H4 queries to the random oracles Hi, H2, H3, and
H4 respectively. Using this attacker as a subroutine, we can construct an IND-
THD-CCA attacker for the THDBM scheme, whose running time and the number
of decryption share generation queries and the random oracle queries to H2, H3,
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and H4 are bounded by tCcA, q'D and q'H3, q'^, and q'Hi respectively. Concretely,
we obtain the following advantage bound:

1

9H,

where tCcA = tIDCCA +

-IND-CCA/
IBM

q'D q'H2 = qn2, QH3 = <7H3 and
2 H3 3

q'H4 = qn4 for a security parameter k. Here, t-wccA denotes the running time of
the IDTHD-IND-CCA attacker.

)
E Z*. We also assume that ACCA has access to its

Proof. For notational convenience, we assume that the same group parameters
{Q, q, e, P} and security parameter k are given to attackers for IDTHDBM and
THDBM.

Let ACCA denote an attacker that defeats the IND-IDTHD-CCA security of the
IDTHDBM scheme. We assume that ACCA has access to the common parameter
CPIDTHDBH = (£, Q, P, e, Hi, H2, H3, H4, VPKG) of the IDTHDBM scheme, where
YPKG = x'P for random x'
decryption servers and a set of verification keys.

Let BCCA denote an attacker tha t defeats the THD-IND-CCA security of the
THDBM scheme. We assume tha t BCCA has access to the common parameter cpTWDBK

= (g, q, P, e, H2, H3, H4, Y, Q) of the THDBM scheme, where Y = xP for random
i g Z ' and Q has been randomly chosen from Q. Also, we assume that BCCA has
access to its decryption servers and a set of verification keys.

Our aim is to simulate the view of ACCA in the real attack game denoted by Go
until we obtain a game denoted by G1, which is related to the ability of the
attacker BCCA to defeat the THD-IND-CCA security of the THDBM scheme.

• Game G o : As mentioned, this game is identical to the real attack game
described in Definition 16. We denote by Eo the event that ACCA's output
P E {0,1} is equal to (5 E {0,1} chosen by the Challenger. We use a similar
notation Ei for all Games Gj . Since Game G i is the same as the real attack
game, we have

2 2
-CCA

(*)•

• Game Gi: First, we replace YPKG of ACCA's common parameter cpimmm

by Y of BCCA's common parameter cpiwm setting VpKG = Y. We also
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replace ACCA's decryption servers by BCCAis decryption servers. We then
randomly choose an index // from the range [1,2,. . . , qHl] where gHl denotes
the maximum number queries to the random oracle Hj made by ACCA. By
ID,,, we denote the //-th query to the random oracle Hi. We hope ID,,
would be a. target identity ID* that ACCA outputs in Phase 4 of the real
attack game of IND-IDTHD-CCA described in Definition 16.

Now, we simulate ACCA's random oracle Hi, which can be queried at any
time during the attack. Whenever Hi is queried at ID, we perform the
following:

- If the query ID exists in the entry ((ID, r), QID) 6 HxList, return QiD to
ACCA. (Note that HiList is the "input-output" list for the simulation
of Hi.)

- Otherwise, do the following.

* If ID = ID,,, set QID = Q and return QID to ACCA. (Note that Q
is from BCCA's common parameter CPTHDBM-)

* Else (ID ^ ID,,), do the following.
• Choose r uniformly at random from Z*.
• Compute Q1D = rP and return QID to ACCA.

If ACCA issues ID as a private key extraction query, we perform the following:

- If the query ID exists in the entry {(ID, QID),T)) € HxList, extract r
from it, compute Dw = TY, and return DZD to ACCA.

- Otherwise, do the following.

* If ID = ID,,, terminate the whole game. (Note, however, that if
IDM = ID*, this query is not allowed.)

* Else (ID ^ ID,,), do the following.
Choose r uniformly at random from Z*.

• Compute QID - rP and save ((ID, r), QiD) into Hi List.
• Compute DID = rY and return DID to ACCA.

If ACCA corrupts t - \ decryption servers during the attack, that is, ACCA

obtains private keys {Si}i<i<t-i of corrupted decryption servers, we give
them to BCCA.
If ACCA submits a pair of two equal-length plaintexts (Mo, Mi), we give it to
BCCA, then BCCA uses (MQ,M\) as its plaintext-pair to be challenged. BCCA
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queries (Mo, M\) to its Challenger, and obtains a target ciphertext C* such
that

C* = (U,V,W) = {rP,Mp®H2{e{Q,Y)r),rH3{U,V)),

where r and /3 are chosen uniformly at random from Z* and {0,1} respec-
tively. We simply return the C* to ACCA as a target ciphertext.

If ACCA issues decryption share generation queries after it submits the target
identity, BCCA uses its decryption servers to answer those queries. Note,
however, that ACCA is not allowed to query C* to any of the uncorrupted
decryption servers.

Finally, if ACCA submits its guess J3, we give it to BCCA.

Note that due to the randomness of r in Z* and Q, the above simulation of the
random oracle Hi is perfect. Note also that -DID = TYPKG = TY = TXP = xrP =
xQia and that

C* =
= (rP, H2(e(Q

ID.
r ) , rH3{U, V))

Hence, as long as ID^ = ID*, the private keys associated with IDs and the target
ciphertext C* that ACCA obtain in the simulation are identically distributed as
those ACCA obtain in the real attack. (Note that if IDM = ID*, we do not terminate
the game.)

Since \i has been uniformly chosen from [1, qHl] and the bit (5 is uniformly chosen
from {0,1}, we have

Thus, by definition of Pr[£0] and Pr[Ei], we obtain

SuccS-^cD
A-CCA(fc) > — S u c c ^ M

D
A ™

Finally note that the running time tccA of an arbitrary IND-THD-CCA attacker
for the scheme THDBM is lower-bounded by tWCcA + vaax(qE, gH1)O(/i;3). Note also
that the number of queries to the random oracles H2, H3, H4 and the decryption
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servers made by BCCA are the same as the number of those ACCA has made. Hence,
we obtain the bound in the lemma statement. •

Next, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 8 Suppose that an IND-THD-CCA attacker for the THDBM scheme issues
up to qD decryption share generation queries. qH2, qH3, and (?H4 queries to the
random oracles H2. H3, and H4 respectively. Using this attacker as a subroutine,
we can construct a BDH attacker for the group Q, whose running time is bounded
by tsDH- Concretely, we obtain the following advantage bound:

BM

where £BDH = *CCA + QH2 + 9H3O(/C3) + for a security parameter k.

Proof. For notational convenience, we assume that the same group parameters
{Q, q, e, P} and security parameter k are given to attackers for THDBM and the
BDH problem.

Let BCCA be an attacker that defeats the THD-IND-CCA security of the THDBM
scheme. Let ABDH be an attacker for the BDH problem. Suppose that (Q, q, e, F,
aP, bP, cP) is given to ABDH. Also, suppose that the (same) security parameter
k is given to BCCA.

We start with Game Go which is the same as the real attack game associated
with BCCA. Then, we modify this game until we completely simulate the view of
BCCA and obtain a game in which ABDH is able to solve the BDH problem.

• Game Go: This game is actually the same as the real attack game. However,
we repeat it for cleaning up notations.

First, we run the key/common parameter generation algorithm of the THDBM
scheme on input a security parameter k, a threshold parameter t and a num-
ber of decryption servers n. We give BCCA the resulting common parameter
CPTHDBM = (G, q, e, P, H2, H3, H4, Y, Q) where Y = xP for random x € Z* and
the set of verification keys {&}, where 1 < i < n. But we keep the private
key D = xQ as secret.

If BCCA submits a pair of plaintexts (Mo, Mi), we choose a bit /? uniformly
at random and create a target ciphertext C* = {U*, V*,W*) as follows.

U* = r*P, V* = H*2 0 Mp, and W* = r*H3*,
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where K* = e{Q,Y)r' for random r* e 7L*q, H*2 = H2(K*) and H* =

Once all the decryption servers are set up, BCCA can issue decryption share
generation queries at its will. We denote those queries by C = (U,V,W).
Note that C is different from the target ciphertext C*.

On input C*, BCCA outputs /?. We denote by Eo the event 0 = 0 and use a
similar notation Et for all G,. Since game Go is the same as the real attack
game, we have

THD-lND-CCA

Game Gx: First, we replace replace Y and Q in CPTHDBM by fcP and cP respec-
tively, all of which are given to ABDH. We denote bP and cP by VBDH and
QBDH respectively. Now, we assume that a subset of t — 1 decryption servers
have been corrupted without loss of generality. Let $' = {0,1, . . . , i — 1}.
Then, we choose S\, 52, • • •, 5/-i uniformly at random from Q and compute

1-1

Vi =

where t <i <n and c*-' denotes a Lagrange coefficient with respect to the
set $'. We send 5̂  where 1 < i < t — 1 to each of the corrupted servers
and send yi where t < i < n to each of the uncorrupted decryption servers.
Then, BCCA obtains access to {Si} and {yi\-

Now, we modify the target ciphertext C* - (U*,V*,W*) as follows. First,
we choose K+ uniformly at random from T and replace K* by n+. We also
choose H} uniformly at random from {0,1}', replace H% by H? and V* by
V+ = H} @ Mp. Accordingly, whenever the random oracle H2 is queried at
K+, we respond with H^ •

Summing up, we obtain a new challenge ciphertext denoted by C*+ such
that C ; = (U*,V+,W*), where V+ = H2

+ © Mp and H2
+ = H 2 (K + ) for

random K+ £ F.

Note that the attacker BCCA's view has the same distribution in both Game
Go and Game Gi, since we have replaced one set of random variables
by another set of random variables which is different, yet has the same
distribution.
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Thus, we have

Game G2: In this game, we restore the queries to the random oracle H2.
That is, if H2 is queried at K,+ , we do not respond with H^ any more but
respond with an answer from the random oracle H2 instead. We assume
that this rule applies to all the forthcoming games.

By the above rule, n+ and H£ are used only in the target ciphertext C*+.
Accordingly, the distribution of input to BCCA does not depend on (3. Hence,
we get Pr[£2] = 1/2.

Note that Game G2 and Game Gi may differ if the random oracle Hi is
queried at K*. Let AskH22 denotes the event that, in game G2, H2 is queried
at K*. We will use the same notation AskH2, to denote such events in all
other games.

Now, we have

• Game G3: In this game, we further modify the target ciphertext C+ =
{U*,V+,W*). First, we replace U* by aP. We keep V+(= H+ © Mp =
H2(K+) © Mp) as it is, but define K+ as the BDH key e(P, P)abc. Then, we
choose s+ uniformly at random from Z* compute s+aP and replace W*
by s+aP. Finally, we modify the computation of the random oracle H3 as
follows. Whenever H3 is queried at (aP, V+), we compute H£ = s+P and
respond with H% , Namely, we set H% = H2(aP, V+).

Summing up, we have obtained a new target ciphertext denoted by
= (̂ BD.11, VBDH, ^ B D H ) such that

'BDH W
BDU

- s+aP,

where V+ = H2(e(P, P)abc) © Mp. Moreover, we have H3(([/BDH, VBDH) =
Ht = s+P.
Note that we have replaced one set of random variables {£/*, W*} by another
set of random variables {aP, s+aP} which is different, yet has the same
distribution. Note also that C^DII is a valid ciphertext since e(P, WBDH) =
e(£/BDH,#3~) by the construction of Hf and WBDH- Hence, the attacker
BCCA's view has the same distribution in both Game G2 and Game G3,
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and we have

Pr[AskH23] = Pr[AskH22]

• Game G4: In this game, we modify the random oracle H3. Note that we
have already dealt with the simulation of the random oracles H3 appeared
in the target ciphertext CBDH, namely, the case when H3 is queried at
(UBDH, VB DH). In the following, we deal with the rest of simulation.

Whenever H3 is queried at {U,V) ^ {UBDH,VBDH)> we choose s uniformly
at random from Z*. computes H3 = sY and respond with H3. Let H3List
be a list of all "input-output" pairs of the random oracle H3. Specifically,
H3List consists of the pairs ((U, V), H3) where H3 = H3(U, V) = sY. Notice
that this list grows as BCCA's attack proceeds.

Because H3 is assumed to be a random oracle, the above generation of the
outputs of H3 perfectly simulates the real oracle. Hence, BCCA's view in this
game remains the same as that in the previous game. Hence, we have

Pr[AskH2J = Pr[AskH23].

Note that the decryption oracle has been regarded as perfect up to this
game. The rest of games will deal with simulation of the decryption oracle.

• Game G5: In this game, we make the decryption oracle reject all ciphertexts
C = (U, V, W) such that H3 = H3(f/, V) has not been queried. If C is a
valid ciphertext while H3(£/, V) has not been queried, BCCA's view in Game
G5 and Game G4 may differ.

Note that if a ciphertext C is valid then it should be the case that e(P, W) =
e(U, H3). However, since we have assumed that H3 has not been queried
in this game, the above equality holds with probability at most l/2fc since
output of the simulated random oracle H3 is uniformly distributed in Q.
Adding up all the decryption queries up to qo, we have

|Pr[AskH2o]-Pr[AskH2J|<!£.

• Game G6: In this game, we modify the decryption oracle in the previous
game to yield a decryption oracle simulator which decrypts a submitted
decryption query C = (U, V, W) without the private key. Note that the
case when H3(J7, V) has not been queried are excluded in this game since
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it was already dealt with in the previous game. Hence, we assume that
^3{U,V) has been queried at some point.

Now we describe the complete specification of the decryption oracle simula-
tor. On input a ciphertext C = {U,V,W), the decryption oracle simulator
works as follows.

- Extract ({U,V),H3) from H3List.

* Compute K = {l/s)W. (Note here that (l/s)W = {l/s)rsY =
rY ^ rxP.)

* Compute K, = e(Q, K)

* For t < i < n, compute K{ = nc* Y\%\ e(Sj, U)ct.
* Return Kj.

- Else reject C.

Note in the above construction that

t-\

n , =

t - i

= e(Q, = e(Q, x
t-\

^ JJ

Hence, ^ is a correct i-th share of the BDH key K = e(Q, Y)T. However, we
need more efforts to simulate a decryption share <5j containing Kj completely.
This can be done as follows.

First, we simulate the random oracle H4 in a classical way. That is, if
H4 is queried, we choose H4 uniformly at random from Z* and respond
with it. As usual, we maintain an "input-output" list H4List for H4 whose
entry is of the form {(K,k,y),H4). Next, we choose Lt and Xt uniformly
at random from Q and Z* respectively, and compute /q = e(Lt, U)/^*
and iji = e(Li7 P)/z/f\ Then, we set Xt = H4(/Ci, «*,&). Finally, we check
whether there exists? an entry {(K, K, y), HA) in H4List satisfying HA = A* but
{K,K,y) T (Ki,Ki,y~i). If such entry exists then we return "Abort" message
to BCCA. Otherwise, we return the simulated value ^ — (i,Ki,Ki,iji,Li) to
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BCCA as a decryption share corresponding to C and save ({itu Huyu), A,-) to
H4List.

Since H3 are assumed to have already been queried in this game (i.e., these
case were already dealt with in the previous game), the above simulated
decryption share generation server perfectly simulates the real one except
the error (collision) in the simulation of H4 occurs. Note that this happens
with probability gH4/2

fc, considering up to qn4 queries to H4. Adding up all
the decryption queries up to QD, we have

|Pr[AskH26]-Pr[AskH25]|<
2k

Now, recall that the target ciphertext used so far is CgDH that constructed in
Game G3. Accordingly, AskH2fl denotes an event that the BDH key e(P,P)abc

has been queried to ti e random oracle H2. Note also that we have used the
easiness of the DDH problem in the group Q to simulate the decryption oracle.

Therefore, at this stage, ABDH can solve the BDH problem by outputting the
queries to the random oracle H2. That is. we have

Pr[AskH26] < SUCC^DH(/C).

Thus, putting all the bounds we have obtained in each game together, we have

\ ) = |Pr[£;o]-Pr[£;2]|<Pr[AskH22]<Pr[AskH25] + |f

Considering the running time £BDH and queries of an arbitrary BDH-attacker for
the group Q, we obtain the bound in the lemma, statement. •
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5.6 Application to Mediated ID-Based Encryp-
tion Schemes

5.6.1 Security Issues in Mediated ID-Based Encryption

The main motivation of mediated cryptography [26] is to revoke a user's privilege
to perform cryptographic operations such as decrypting ciphertexts or signing
messages instantaneously. In [26], Boneh et al. constructed the first mediated
encryption and signature schemes using the RSA primitive. Their idea was to
split a user's private key into two parts and give one piece to the on-line Security
Mediator (SEM) and the other to the user. To decrypt or sign, the user must
acquire a message-specific token which is associated with the SEM part of private
key from the SEM. As a result, revocation is achieved by instructing the SEM
not to issue tokens for the user.

Recently, the problem of realizing mediated encryption in the ID-based setting
was considered by Ding and Tsudik [46]. They proposed an ID-based medi-
ated encryption scheme based on RSA-OAEP [18]. Although their scheme offers
good performance and practicality, it has a drawback which stems from the fact
that a common RSA modulus is used for all the users within the system pnd
hence anyone obtained a single private/public key pair can factor the modulus
by compromising the SEM. Therefore, to guarantee the security of Ding and
Tsudik's scheme, one should assume that the SEM's private key must be pro-
tected throughout the life of the system.

As an alternative to Ding and Tsudik's scheme, Libert and Quisquater [75] pro-
posed a new mediated ID-based encryption scheme. Due to its structural prop-
erty (mainly because Boneh and Franklin's ID-based encryption scheme is used),
their scheme does not suffer from the "common modulus" problem of Ding and
Tsudik's scheme. That is, a compromise of the SEM's private key does not lead
to a break of the whole system. In contrast to this positive result, Libert and
Quisquater, however, observed that even though the SEM's private key is pro-
tected, their scheme as well as Ding and Tsudik's scheme are not secure against
"inside attack" in which the attacker who possesses the user part of private key
conducts chosen ciphertext attack. As a result, it should be strictly assumed in
those schemes that users' private keys must be protected to ensure chosen ci-
phertext security. In practice, this assumption is fairly strong in that there may
be more chance for users to compromise their private keys than the SEM does
since the SEM is usually assumed to be a trusted entity configured by a system
administrator.
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According to Libert and Quisquater [75], the reason why the mediated . cherries
proposed so far (including their scheme) are not secure against inside attack
is that in the SEM architecture of those schemes, there is no mechanism for
checking the validity of a ciphertext before generating a token from it. (That is,
"publicly checkable" validity test for a ciphertext is missing.) To get an intuition
for this, let us examine Libert and Quisquater's scheme which can be described as
follows. In the setup stage, the common parameters including the PKG's public
key YPKG = xP where x is the master key and hash functions Hj, H2, H3, and H4

are generated. In the key generation stage, the PKG computes QID = Hi (ID) and
.DID = %QTD on receiving a user's identity ID. Then, it chooses a random point
Dw,user from G* and computes DiD,sem = D1D - Dzt)tUseT. The PKG gives the
partial private key Dx^useT to the user and D10,sem to the SEM. Given the user's
identity ID and the common parameter, a sender can encrypt a message M G
{0,1}' by computing C = (U, V, W) where U = rP, V = a ® H2(e{YPKG, QID)r),
W = M © H4(a), and r = H3(cr, M) € Z* for random a G {0.1}'. On receiving
C = (U,V,W), the user forwards it to the SEM. Then, the SEM and the user
perform the following in parallel.

• SEM (We call this procedure "SEM oracle"): Check if the user's identity
ID is revoked. If it is, return "ID Revoked'". Otherwise, compute gsem =
e(U, Di^sem) and send it to the user.

• User (We call this procedure "User oracle"): Compute guser = e(U, DIDiUser).
When receiving gsem from the SEM, compute g = gSem9user- Then, compute
a = V ®H2(g) and M = W ® H4(a). Finally, check U = r'P for r' =
H3(cr, M). If it is, return M, otherwise, return "Reject".

Now, let us assume that a "strong" attacker has a target ciphertext C* =
(U*,V'*,\¥*) which encrypts a message Mp where (3 is chosen at random from
{0,1}, a target identity ID*, and a private key Dw.tUSer associated with ID*.
The attacker can easily defeat the indistinguishability of C* by conducting a
simple chosen ciphertext attack as follows. The attacker just changes C* into
C = {U\V*,W) for W ^ W*, and queries this to the SEM oracle. Upon
receiving C", the SEM oracle will simply return g*sem = e(U*, Dm<sem). The
attacker then computes g* = g*semg*user where g*nser = e(L/*,DID.,user) using the
user's private key .DID-,user- Obviously, this problem is caused by the fact Inat
the validity of queried ciphertexts is not checked in the SEM oracle.
Libert and Quisquater remained the removal of this drawback as an open problem,
only providing a proof that their scheme is secure against chosen ciphertext attack
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ill a trrokrr sense attackers are not allowed to obtain the user part of private
key.

However, in the following section, we present a new mediated ID-based encryption
scheme which is secure against eiphcrtext attack in a slwvq sense, that is. secure
against chosen eiphertcxt attack conducted by the stronger attacker who obtains
the user part of private key.

5,6.2 Description of Our Mediated ID-Based Encryption
Scheme

In what follows, we describe our mediated ID-based encryption scheme "MIDEBM".
which is based on the IDTHDBM scheme described in Section 5.5.2. MIDEBM consists
of the following algorithms.

• A randomized key/common parameter generation algorithm GC(A-): Given
a seenrily parameter k. the PKG runs the key generation algorithm of
IDTHDBM. The output of this algorithm cp — [0. q. P. t\ Hi, H2. Hs, H.,.
Vpi\<;) i* rt-s defined in the description of IDTHDBM. Note that cp is given to
all interested parties while the master key .r is kept secret within the PKG.

• A private key extraction algorithm EX(cp. ID): This algorithm is run by the
PKG on receiving a private key extraction query from any user who wants
to extract a private key t.hat matches to a.n identity ID.

- Given ID. compute Qm = Hi (ID) and Dm — •<(?nv

- Output Dm.

• A randomized private key distribution algorithm DK(rp. D r o): Given Dm
which is a private key associated with a.n identity ID. the PKG splits DTD

using (2.2) secret-sharing technique as follows.

- Pick R. ai random from Q' and construct- F{v) = DID -f uR for v £

Ooinpnte DTD>ir.m =- F( l ) ;=i.nd /?Tn.-,,̂ r =-"- ̂ ( - ) -

The PKG gives /)Tn.wm 1'"> 1-Iî  SFA1 a.nd DrnMfirr t-o the user.
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• A randomized encryption algorithm E(cp, ID, M): Given a plaintext M e
{0,1}' and a user's identity ID, a user creates a ciphertext C = ([/, V, W)
such that

U = rP;V= H2(AC) © M; W = rH3{U, V),

where K = e(Hi(ID),yPKG)r for random r e Z*.

• A decryption algorithm D(cp,DIDiSeTn, D1VlyUSer,C): When receiving C =
(U,V,W), a user forwards it to the SEM. The SEM and the user perform
the following in parallel.

- SEM (We call this procedure "SEM oracle"):

1. Check if the user's identity ID is revoked. If it is, return "ID
Revoked".

2. Otherwise, do the following:
* Compute H3 = H3{U, V) and check if e(P, W) = e{U, F3). If

C has passed this test, compute Ksem = e(£)ID)Sem, U) and
send 5iD,sern,c = (sem, Kscm) to the user. Otherwise, send
<5iD,sem,c = {sem., "Invalid Ciphertext") to the user.

- User (We call this procedure "User oracie"):

1. Compute Hz = H3{U,V) and check if e{P,W) = e{U,H3). If C
has passed this test, compute ftuser = e(Di^user, U). Otherwise,
return "Reject" and terminate.

2. Get 5iD)Sem,c from the SEM and do the following:
* If îDsemC is of the form (sem, "Invalid Ciphertext"), return

"Reject" and terminate. Otherwise, compute K = K^emiwier
where cfr and CQ2 denote the Lagrange coefficients for the set
$ = {1,2} and M = H2(K) © V, and return M.

Notice that in the SEM oracle of our scheme, the validity of a ciphertext is checked
before generating a token in the same way as the decryption share generation
algorithm of IDTHDBM does.

V

t I
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5.6.3 Security Analysis of Our Mediated ID-Based En-
cryption Scheme

In this section, we show that the chosen ciphertext security of the above scheme
against the strong attacker that obtains the user part of private key is relative to
the IND-IDTHD-CCA (Definition 16) security of the (2,2)-IDTHDBM schen.e.

To begin with, we define IND-mlD-sCCA (indistinguishability of mediated ID-
based encryption against strong chosen ciphertext attack), which is similar to
IND-mlD-wCCA ("w" stands for "weak") defined in [75] but assumes the stronger
attacker that can corrupt users to get their private keys.

Definition 19 (IND-mlD-sCCA) Let ACCA' be an attacker that defeats the
IND-mlD-sCCA security of an mediated ID-based encryption scheme MXVS
which consists of GK, EX, DK, E, and D. (For details of these algorithms, readers
are referred to [461, [75] or the description of MIDEBM given in Section 5.6.2.) We
assume that ACCA is a probabilistic Turing machine taking a security parameter
k as input. Consider the following game in which the attacker ACCA' interacts
with the "Challenger".

Phase 1: The Challenger runs the Setup algorithm taking a security pa-
rameter k. The Challenger then gives the common parameter to ACCA'.

Phase 2: Having obtained the common parameter, ACCA' issues the follow-
ing queries.

- "User key e^«cation" query ID: On receiving this query, the Chal-
lenger runs the Keygen algorithm to obtain the user part of private
key and sends it to ACCA .

- "SEM key extraction" query ID: On receiving this query, the Chal-
lenger runs the Keygen algorithm to obtain the SEM part of private
key and sends it to ACCA .

- "SEM oracle" query (ID,C): On receiving this query, the Challenger
runs the Keygen algorithm to obtain a SEM part of private key. Taking
the resulting private key as input, the Challenger runs the SEM oracle
in the Decrypt algorithm to obtain a decryption token for C and sends
it to ACCA'.

- "User oracle" query (ID,C): On receiving this query, the Challenger
runs the Keygen algorithm to obtain a User part of private key. Taking
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the resulting private key as input, the Challenger runs the User oracle
in the Decrypt algorithm to obtain a decryption token for C and sends
it to ACCA'.

Phase 3: ACCA' selects two equal-length plaintexts (M0,Mi) and a target
identity ID* which was not queried before. On receiving (Mo, Mi) and ID*,
the Challenger runs the Keygen algorithm to obtain User and SEM parts of
the private key associated with ID*. The Challenger then chooses /3 E {0,1}
at random and creates a target ciphertext C* by encrypting Mp under the
target identity ID*. The Challenger gives the target ciphertext and the User
part of the private key to ACCA'.

Phase 4: ACCA' continues to issue "User key extraction" query ID ^ ID*,
"SEM key extraction" query ID ^ ID*, "SEM oracle query" (ID,C) ^
(ID*, C*), and "User oracle" query (ID, C) + (ID*, C*). The details of these
queries are as described in Phase 2.

Phase 5: ACCA' outputs a guess j3 G {0,1}.

We define the attacker ACCA 's success by

^ ) = 2 = 0\-l.

We denote by Succ^jp™ID~sCCA{tccA,QE,user,QE,scm,qD,sem,qD,user) the maxi-
mum of the attacker ACCA''s success over all attackers ACCA' having running time

and making at most qE,user "User key extraction" queries, qE,Sem "SEM
key extraction" queries, qD,sem "SEM oracle" queries, and q^user "User oracle"
queries. Note that the running time and the number of queries are all polynomial
in the security parameter k.

The mediated ID-based encryption scheme MTDE is said to be IND-mlD-sCCA
secure if Succ^^™ID~sCCA(iccM,<Z£,«Ser, 9K,Sem,9£>,sem, to.uaer) is negligible in k.

We now state and prove the following theorem which implies if the IDTHDBM
scheme is IND-IDTHD-CCA secure then the MIDEBM scheme is IND-mlD-sCCA

secure.

Theorem 6 Suppose that an IND-mlD-sCCA attacker for the MIDEBM scheme
issues up to qE,nser "User key extraction" queries, qE,SCm "SEM key extraction"

„•„„ „ "crpfl/f n^nlr," «-n/7 /•>„ "TLvpr nrnrl.p." mw.ri.ps. Ilsina this at-quenes, qD,scm "SEM oracle", and qDtUSeT "User oracle" queries.
tacker as a subroutine, we can construct an IND-IDTHD-CCA attacker for the
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IDTHDBM scheme with (t,n) = (2,2), whose running time and the number of
private key extraction and decryption share generation queries are bounded by
twee A: QE, and qD respectively. Concretely, we obtain the following advantage
bound:

[tcCAiE.user , QE,sem^QD,semi 9D,u.ser)

IDTHDBM {tlDCCAiQEiQDJi

where tjDccA = tccA+raax(qEtUscr,qEtSem,qD^em,qDuser)O{k3)! qE = 0{l){qEjUser+
QE,sem + QD,sem + QD^user), QD = 0{l)(qD,sem + QD,USCT) for a security parameter k.
Here, tCcA denotes the running time of the ID-mlD-sCCA attacker.

Proof. For notational convenience, we assume that the same group parameter
cp = {G, q, e, P, YPKG} where VPKG = %P and security parameter k are given to
attackers for MIDEBM and IDTHDBM.

Let ACCA denote an attacker that defeats the IND-mlD-sCCA security of the
MIDEBM scheme. Let ACCA denote an attacker that defeats the IND-IDTHD-CCA
security of the IDTHDBM scheme with (£,n) = (2,2).

Our aim is to simulate the view of ACCA in the real attack game denoted by
Go until we obtain a game denoted by Gi, which is related to the ability of the
attacker ACCA to defeat the IND-IDTHD-CCA security of the IDTHDBM scheme.

• Game Go: As mentioned, this game is identical to the real attack game
described in Definition 19. We denote by Eo the event that ACCA''s output
(3 G {0,1} is equal to (3 E {0,1} chosen by the Challenger. We use a similar
notation Ei for all Games Gj. Since Game Gi is the same as the real attack
game, we have

l M # o ] = 2 +
 2 S U C C H I D E B I ^ A C C A S

• Game d : First, we give ACCA's common parameter to ACCA'. We then deal
with the simulation of ACCA''s view in Phase 2 of the real attack game as
follows.
On receiving ACCA''s "User key extraction" queries, each of which consists
of ID, we perform the following:

- Search UserKeyList which consists of (identity, corresponding user part
of private key) pairs for an entry that is matched against ID.
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* If there exists such an entry, extract a corresponding user part of
private key and return it to ACCA' as an answer.

* Otherwise, do the following:

• Forward ID as a "private key extraction" query to ACCA's Chal-
lenger to obtain a private key £>ID associated with ID. (On
receiving ID, the Challenger runs the private key extraction
algorithm of IDTHDBM taking ID as input and returns a private
key D I D associated with ID to ACCA.)

• Get Dm from the communication between the Challenger and
ACCA and split it into DIDiSem and D1Ti,USCT using the (2, 2)
secret-sharing technique presented in Section 5.5.1.

• Return DiD^user to ACCA' as an answer.

• Add (ID, Dj^user) to UserKeyList. Also, add (ID, DID)Sem) to
SEMKeyList which consists of (identity, corresponding SEM
part of private key) pairs.

We answer ACCA 's "SEM key extraction" queries in a similar way as we do
for the "User key extraction" queries. Note that in this case, SEMKeyList
and UserKeyList are also updated concurrently.

On receiving ACCA''s "SEM oracle" queries, each of which consists of (ID, C)
where C = (U,V, W), we perform the following:

— Search SEMKeyList for an entry {lD,DIDiSem).

* If there exists such an entry, extract D1D>sem from it. Then, check
if e{P, W) = e{U, H3) for H?l = H3(U, V).

• If C has passed this test, compute Ksem = e(DxDtSem,U) and

return 6iO,sem,c — {sem, naem) to ACCA .

• Otherwise, return SIDsemC = {sem, "Invalid Ciphertext") to
ACCA'

* If (ID, Din.sem) does not exist in SEMKeyList, do the following:

• Forward ID as a "private key extraction" query to ACCA's Chal-
lenger to obtain a private key Dw associated with ID.

• Get Dm from the communication between the Challenger and
ACCA and split it into I?iD,sem and DI0<user using the (2, 2)
secret-sharing technique.

• Compute Ksem = e(DiD,sem, U) and return 5 ID,sem,c = (sem,

K ) tO ACCA'.
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- Add (ID, ZV s e m ) and (ID, DID%uscr) to SEMKeyList and
UserKeyList respectively.

On receiving ACCA''s "User oracle" queries, each of which consists of (ID, C),
we perform the following:

- Search SEMKeyList for an entry (ID, D IDiSem).

* If there exists such an entry, search UserKeyList for the correspond-
ing entry (ID, Dm^ser). (Recall that SEMKeyList and UserKeyList
are updated concurrently. Hence if there exists an entry in
SEMKeyList, we can always find the corresponding entry in
UserKeyList.) Then, check if e(P, W) = e{U, H3) for H3 = H3(£7, V).

• If C has passed this test, compute Ksem = e(£>IDiSem, U) and
Kuser = e{DiDiUser: U), and combine them using the Lagrange
interpolation technique and return the resulting value to ACCA'.

• Otherwise, return "Reject" to ACCA'.

* If (ID,D I D s e m) does not exist in SEMKeyList, do the following:

• Forward ID as a "private key extraction" query to ACCA's Chal-
lenger to obtain a private key £)ID associated with ID.

• Get DjD from the communication between the Challenger and
ACCA and split it into -DiDiSern and DiDuser using the (2, 2)
secret-sharing technique.

• Perform the same routine as we do for the case when (ID, DiUiSem)
exists in SEMKeyList and return a special symbol "Reject" or
a certain value to ACCA'

• Add (lD,£>iD)Sem) and (ID, DID,user) to SEMKeyList and
UserKeyList respectively.

In Phase 3, if ACCA' issues two equal-length plaintexts (Mo, Mi) and a target
identity ID*, we forward (M0,Mi,ID*) to ACCA's Challenger. On receiving
(Mo, Mi, ID*), the Challenger runs the private key extraction algorithm of
IDTHDBM to get a private key Die associated with ID* and runs the private
key distribution algorithm of IDTHDBM to split Dw- into 5* and S%. The
Challenger returns Sg to ACCA as a corrupted party's private key. We then
rename S* and S% as DlD%sem and DID*,user respectively and send DID*,user

to ACCA'. (That is, the strong attacker ACCA' possesses the user part of
private key.) Now, the Challenger chooses (3 £ {0,1} at random and runs
the encryption algorithm E of IDTHDBM taking (Mp, ID*) as input and gets
a target ciphertext C*. If the Challenger returns C*, we send that to ACCA'.
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On receiving ACCA''s "User key extraction" and "SEM key extraction"
queries in Phase 4, we answer them in the same way we did in Phase 2.

If ACCA' issues "SEM oracle" queries, each of which consists of (ID, C) ±
(ID*,C*), in Phase 4, we perform the following:

- If ID T̂  ID*, answer the query in the same way we did for the SEM
oracle query in Phase 2.

- If ID = ID* (in this case, C ^ C*), do the following:

* Forward C to ACCA's Challenger as a "decryption share genera-
tion" query. (On receiving C, the Challenger runs the decryption
share generation algorithm of IDTHDBM taking (S*(= DiD-,sem), C)
as input, gets a corresponding decryption share <5liC and returns
it to ACCA.)

* Get 8\c from the communication between the Challenger and
ACCA. Then, do the following:

If <̂ i,c 7̂  (I? "Invalid Ciphertexf),

• Take K\ out from 5\tc

• Rename «i as Ksem and send S1D',sem,c = (sem, Ksem) to ACCA'.

If $IC = (1, "Invalid Ciphertexf),

• Send 5ID* ,sem,c = (sent, "Invalid Ciphertexf) to ACCA .

If ACCA' issues "User oracle" queries, each of which consists of (ID, C) ^
(ID*, C*), in Phase 4, we perform the following:

- If ID T̂  ID*, answer the query in the exactly same way we did for the
"User oracle" query in Phase 2.

- If ID = ID* (in this case, C ^ C*), do the following:

* Forward C to ACCA's Challenger as a "decryption share genera-
tion" query. (On receiving C, the Challenger runs the decryption
share generation algorithm of IDTHDBM taking (Sl(= Dio'tSem), C)
as input, gets a corresponding decryption share 5 l jC and returns
it to ACCA.)

* Get Si c fr°m t n e communication between the Challenger and
ACCA. Then, do the following:

If Si c 7̂  (1) "Invalid Ciphertexf),

• Take out Ki from <$i,c, rename it as Ksem, and form 8ID*tSenitc =
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• Compute Kuser = e(DID.,uscr, [/). (Recall that the ACCA's Chal-
lenger returned L>ID.)User as a corrupted party's private key.)

• Check the validity of C. If C is invalid, that is, e(P, W) ^
e{U, H3) for tf3 = H3([/, V), return "Reject". Otherwise, com-
bine the shares Kuscr and tiscm using the Lagrange interpola-
tion technique and return the resulting value to ACCA'.

If <5i,c = (1, "Invalid Ciphertexf),
• Send "tfejed" to ACCA'.

Finally, once ACCA' outputs a guess /?' e {0,1}, we return it as ACCA's guess.

Note from the simulation that ACCA''s view in the real attack game is iden-
tical to it's view in Game Gi. Note also that the bit (3 is uniformly chosen.
Hence we have

- \ > Pr[£0] - \ .

definition of o] and PrfEi], we obtain

IDTHDBH,ACCA MIDEBH,ACCA'

Considering the running time and the liumber of queries, we obtain the bound in
the theorem statement. •

5.7 Brief Summary of the Results

In this chapter, we discussed issues related to the realization of ID-based threshold
decryption and argued that it is important in practice to share the private key
issued by the PKG rather than the master key of the PKG. We then proposed
an ID-based threshold decryption scheme which satisfies such property and is
provably secure against chosen-ciphertext attack. We also showed how our ID-
based threshold decryption scheme can result in a mediated ID-based encryption
scheme secure against "inside attack", whereby an attacker who possesses a user
part of private key conducts chosen-ciphertext attack.
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Chapter 6

Identity-Based Threshold
Signature from the Bilinear Map

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 Motivation

While threshold decryption is used to decentralize the power to decrypt, threshold
signature is a useful tool for sharing the power to sign. And the idea of identity
(ID)-based signature, presented by Shamir [108], is to create a signature on a
message in such a way that any user can verify the signature using the signer's
identifier information such as email address instead of the public key (a "number")
embedded in a digital certificate. Combining these two concepts to realize "ID-
based threshold signature" is the focus of this chapter.

Gne possible application of the ID-based threshold signature scheme can be con-
sidered in the following situation. Suppose that Alice, as a president of some
company, has created an identity that represents the company and has a pri-
vate key associated with the identity. Using the private key, she is able to sign
any documents. However, concerning about the situation where she is away, she
wants to delegate this power to a number of signature-generation servers so that
a signature on a given message is jointly generated by those servers and any
user can successfully verify the signature using the company's published identity
if, and only if, the user obtains a certain number of partial signatures from the
signature-generation servers.

1 i
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6.1.2 Related Work

Threshold Signatwe in the Non-ID-Based Setting. In the non-lD-based setting,
research on threshold signature schemes has been mainly focused on how to share
the RSA [103] and ElGamal [49] signature functions. Even though there are a
large number of research works related to this topic, we briefly review those most
related to our research.

Cerecedo, Matsumoto and Imai's work [33] can be regarded as a first formal treat-
ment of discrete-logarithm based threshold signatures appeared in the literature.
They gave formal definition of unforgeability of threshold signature against chosen
message attack and presented concrete schemes based on the ElGamal signature
scheme and the Digital Signature Standard (DSS) [86]. Although it was later
pointed out [59] that a stronger assumption than the unforgeability of the DSS
scheme is needed for their threshold DSS signature scheme to be proven secure,
their work contains some useful ideas worth being revived.

A complete solution to the construction of a threshold DSS signature scheme was
given by Gennaro, Jarecki, Krawczyk, and Rabin [59]. They designed various
distributed verifiable secret sharing schemes as building blocks to construct a ro-
bust and secure threshold DSS signature scheme. As exemplified in Stinson and
Strobl's [120] threshold signature scheme based on the Schnorr signature scheme
[104], their design technique can be applied to other discrete-logarithm based
threshold signature signature schemes and also affected our scheme. Another no-
table application of this technique is Boldyreva's [24] threshold signature scheme
based the Gap DifHe-Hellman (GDH) group in which the DDH problem (de-
fined in Chapter 3) becomes computationally tractable while the CDH problem
(defined in Chapter 3) remains intractable.

ID-Based Signature Scheme from the Bilinear Maps. Recently, several ID-based
signature schemes based on the bilinear maps (pairings) have been proposed.
These include Cha and Cheon's [34] scheme and Hess' [66] scheme. They gave a
formal definition of unforgeability of ID-based signature against chosen message
attack and proved their schemes are secure in this sense in the random oracle
model [20] assuming the Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem is com-
putationally intractable.

6.1.3 Contributions of This Chapter

To our knowledge, ID-based threshold signature has not been treated in the
literature. In this chapter, we present a formal security notion for ID-based
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threshold signature and give a concrete scheme whose security is based on that
of Hess' ID-based signatures scheme [66] and hence the CT;H problem.

Interestingly, the security of one of the verifiable secret-sharing schemes that we
design to build our ID-based threshold signature scheme is relative to a slight
variant of the Generalized Tate Inversion (GTI) problem that Joux [70] ques-
tioned how it can be used to construct a cryptographic protocol. Hence, OUT
verifiable secret-sharing scheme gives a partial answer to Joux's question.

6.2 Preliminaries

6.2.1 Security Notion for ID-Based Signature

We first review the formal definition [34, 66] of a generic ID-based signature
scheme, which we denote by "TVS".

Definition 20 (ID-Based Signature) The ID-based signature scheme TVS
consists of the following algorithms.

• A randomized key/common parameter generation algorithm GC(fc): Given
a security parameter k G N, this algorithm generates the PKG's mas-
ter /public key pair (S/CPKGIP^PKG)- Then, it generates necessary common
parameters, e.g., descriptions of hash functions and mathematical groups.
The output of this algorithm denoted by cp includes such parameters and
the PKG's public key pkpKQ. Note that cp is given to all interested parties
while the matching master key S&PKG is kopc secret.

• A deterministic private key extraction algorithm EX(cp, ID): Given an iden-
tity ID, this algorithm generates a private key associated with ID, denoted
by sfciD.

• A randomized signature generation algorithm S(cp, skm, A/): Given a pri-
vate key sk1D associated with ID and a mesrage M, this algorithm generates
a signature a on M.

• A deterministic signature verification algorithm V(ep, ID, M,cr): Given a
signer's identity ID, a message M aud its signature a, this algorithm returns
"•Valid" if a is valid. Otherwise, ic returns "Invalid".
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We now review the unforgeability notion for the TVS scheme against chosen
message attack [34, 66], which we denote by "UF-IDS-CMA".

Definition 21 (UF-IDS-CMA) Let ACMA be an attacker assumed to be a
probabilistic Turing machine taking a security parameter k as input. Consider
the following game in which ACMA interacts with the "Challenger".

Phase 1: The Challenger runs the PKG's key/common parameter gener-
ation algorithm GC of TVS taking a security parameter it as input. The
Challenger gives ACMA the resulting common parameter cp which includes
the PKG's public key p/cPt<G- However, the Challenger keeps the master
key sfcpKG secret from ACMA.

Phase 2: ACMA issues a number of private key extraction queries, each
of which consists of ID. On receiving ID, the Challenger runs the private
key extraction algorithm EX of TVS taking ID as input and obtains a
corresponding private key skw. Then, the Challenger gives sfciD to ACMA.
In addition to the key extraction queries, ACMA issues a mimber of signature
generation queries, each of which consists of (ID, M). On receiving (ID, M),
the Challenger first runs the private key extraction algorithm EX of TVS
taking ID as input and obtains a corresponding private key s/cID. The
Challenger then runs the signature generation algorithm 5 of TVS taking
skiv as input and gives a resulting signature a to ACMA.

Phase 3: ACMA outputs (ID, M, a), where a is a valid signature of a message
M and I~D is a corresponding identity. A restriction here is that ACMA must
not make a private key extraction query for ID, and it must not make
a signature generation query for (ID, M). (Note that ACMA can make a
signature generation query for (I~D,M'(^ M)) and (ID'(=^ ID),M).)

We define ACMA's success by

, ID, M, a) = 1].

We denote by S U C C ^ S I D S - C M A ( £ C A ^ , QE, QS) the maximum of the attacker ACMA's
success over all attackers ACMA having running time *CMA and making at most qE

key extraction queries and qs signature generation queries. Note that the running
time and the number of queries are all polynomial in the security parameter k.

The scheme TVS is said to be UF-IDS-CMA secure if
qE, qs) is negligible in k.
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6.2.2 Computational Primitives

To keep this chapter self-contained, we briefly review the basic facts about the
admissible bilinear map. We then present related computational problems on
which the various secret-sharing and our ID-based threshold signature schemes
are based.

Bilinear Map

The admissible bilinear map e, which we will simply call a "Bilinear map", is
defined over two groups of the same prime order q denoted by Q and F in which
the Computational Difne-Hellman problem is hard. We will use an additive
notation to describe the operation in Q while we will use a multiplicative notation
for the operation in T. In practice, the group Q is implemented using a group of
points on certain elliptic curves, each of which has a small MOV exponent [81]
while the group T will be implemented using a subgroup of the multiplicative
group of a finite field. The Bilinear pairing e : Q x Q —• T has the following
properties [27].

• Bilinear: e{aRubR2) = e{Ru R2)
ab, where Ru R2 € Q and a, b G Z*.

• Non-degenerate: e does not send all pairs of points in Q x Q to the identity
in T. (Hence, if R is a generator of Q then e(R, R) is a generator of F.)

• Computable: For all Ri,R2 G G, the pairing e(Ri,R2) is efficiently com-
putable.

Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem
f

We now the CDH problem in the group Q. Note that throughout this chapter,
the groups Q and T are as defined in the above description of the Bilinear map.

Definition 22 (CDH) Let Q be a group of a prime order q > 2k, where k is
security parameter. Let P € G* be a generator of Q. Let ACDH be an attacker
modelled as a probabilistic Turing machine taking the security parameter k as
input. Suppose that a and b are uniformly chosen at random from Z* and aP
and bP are computed.
ACDH is to solve the following problem:
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• Given {G,q,P,aP,bP) for random fl.6 € Z* compute the Diffie-Hellman
key abP of aP and bP.

We define ACDH's success probability by

fc) = Pr[ACDH outputs abP}.

We denote by SUCC£D H( /C DH) the maximal success probability SUCC^DH (A;) over
all attackers having running time bounded by tCou which is polynomial in the
security parameter k.

The CDH problem is said to be intractable if SucCgDH(£C£w) is negligible in k.

It is believed that the CDH problem in the group Q is intractable. On the
contrary, the Decisional Diffe-Hellman (DDH) problem in this group can be solved
in polynomial time with the help of the Bilinear map: Given (P. aP, bP, cP) where
a, b, c € 2*, one can decide whether c: = ab by checking whether e(P,cP) =
e(oP, bP). For this reason, the group Q is call the Gap Diffie-Hellman (GDH)
group.

Modified Generalized Bilinear Inversion Problem

Recently. Joux [70] proposed a new computational problem related to the Tate
pairing, called the Generalized Tate Inversion (GTI) problem. Informally, the
GTI problem refers to the computational problem in which an attacker, given
h £ T. is to find a pair (S, T) e Q x Q such that e(5, T) = h, where e denotes
the Tate pairing.

We.modify the above GTI problem and obtain a new computational problem,
which we call "modified Generalized Bilinear Inversion (mGBI)". Note that in
the mGBI problem, the admissible bilinear map ("Bilinear map") replaces the
role of the Tate pairing in the GTI problem.

Definition 23 (mGBI) Let Q and T be two groups of a prime order q > 2k,
where A- is security parameter. Let, P e G* be a generator of Q. Suppose that
there exists a bilinear map e : Q x Q -+ T. Let AmGB1 be an attacker modelled as a
probabilistic Turing machine taking the security parameter A: as input. Suppose
that h is randomly chosen from F.
AmGBI is to solve the following problem:
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• Given h E T and P e £, compute SeQ such that e(5, P) = h.

We define AmGBI's success probability by

fc) = Pr[AmGBI(g, q, P, h) = S].

We denote by SuccJ?GB1(imGBi) the maximal success probability Succ^Bi(fc)
over all attackers having running time bounded by tmGBJ which is polynomial in
the security parameter k.

The mGBl problem is said to be intractable if SuccgGBI(tmGB/) is negligible in
k.

In fact, the mGBI assumption (that is, the mGBI problem is intractable) is weaker
than the GBI (Generalized Bilinear Inversion) assumption which is naturally
derived from the GTI assumption by replacing the Tate pairing by the admissible
bilinear map, as sketched below: Assume that an attacker AGBI for the GBI
problem has access to (G,e,h), where h € T. First, AGBI chooses a generator P
for Q. It then runs an attacker AmGBI for the mGBI problem providing (Q, e, h, P)
as input. If AmGBI outputs S, AGBI sets T = P and returns {S,T).

6.3 Security Notions of ID-Based Threshold Sig-
nature

6.3.1 Security Notion for ID-Based Threshold Signature

High* Level Description of ID-based Threshold Signature

We first present a high level description of a (generic) (£, n) ID-based threshold
signature scheme, which we call "1VTHS". The 1VTHS scheme consists of
algorithms GC, EX, DK, S,' and V

The key/common parameter generation algorithm GC is run by the trusted PKG
to generate its master/public key pair and all the necessary common parameters.
The PKG's public key and the common parameters are given to every interested
party.

On receiving a user's private key extraction query which consists of an identity,
the PKG runs the private key extraction algorithm EX to generate a private key
associated with the queried identity.
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Signature .shares
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Any 3 signature
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Figure 6.1: (3,4)-Identity-Based Threshold Signature

Like our ID-based threshold decryption scheme presented in the previous chapter,
an authorized dealer who possesses the private key (associated with an identity)
runs the private key distribution algorithm DK to distribute the private key into n
signature generation servers. DK makes use of a proper secret-sharing technique
to generate shares of the private key as well as verification keys that will be
used for checking the validity of partial signature shares. Each share of the
private key and its corresponding verification key are sent to an appropriate
signature generation server. Having obtained the shares of the private key and
the matching verification keys, the signature generation servers keep their private
key shares secret but publicize the verification keys. Note here that the entity
that runs DK can be either a normal user (such as Alice in the example given
in Section 6.1.1) or the PKG, depending on the cryptographic services that the
PKG can offer. - If the PKG is capable of organizing threshold signature, the
PKG can run DK, but if the PKG has the only functionality of issuing private
keys for users, the entity running DK would be a trusted normal user. Note
also that like the ID-based threshold decryption scheme presented in Chapter
5, a private key associated with an identity is shared in our ID-based threshold
signature scheme. As discussed in the previous chapter, this approach is more
practical than Boneh and Franklin's [27] approach that distributes the master key
of the PKG into a number of other PKGs (called the "Distributed PKGs") to
perform threshold decryption or threshold signature generation, since the latter
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approach requires the distributed PKGs to be involved on-line in performing such
cryptographic operations. Obviously, this creates a bottleneck on the PKGs and
also violates one of the basic requirements of an ID-based encryption scheme, "the
PKG can be closed after key generation", which was envisioned by Shamir in his
original proposal of ID-based cryptography [108]. Moreover, it causes a scalability
problem when the number of available distributed PKGs is not matched against
the number of decryption servers required, say, there are only 3 available PKGs
while a certain application requires 5 signature generation servers.

Given a set of common parameters generated by GC, a share of the private key
associated with an identity, and a message, n signature generation servers jointly
generate a signature for a given message by the signature generation algorithm
5.

When a user collects valid signature shares from at least t servers, the whole
signature on the given message can be reconstructed and the validity of this
signature can be checked by running the signature verification algorithm V.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the scenario of (3,4)-ID-based threshold signature. Below,
we formally define XVTHS.

Definition 24 (ID-Based Threshold Signature) A (t, n) ID-based thresh-
old signature scheme XDTHS consists of the following algorithms.

• A randomized key/common parameter generation algorithm GC(fc): Given
a security parameter k £ N, this algorithm generates the PKG's mas-
ter/public key pair (S/CPKGIP^PKG)- It then generates necessary common
parameters, e.g., descriptions of hash functions and mathematical groups.
The output of this algorithm denoted by cp includes such parameters and
the PKG's public key pkPKG- Note that cp is given to all interested parties
while the matching master key sfcpKG is kept secret.

• A deterministic private key extraction algorithm EX{cp, ID): Given an iden-
tity ID, this algorithm generates a private key associated with ID, denoted
by S/CID-

• A randomized private key distribution algorithm DK{cp,skm,n,t): Given
a private key sfcID associated with an identity ID, a number of signature
generation servers n and a threshold parameter t, this algorithm generates
n shares of sfem and provides each one to the signature generation servers
l\, T2,.. •, IV It also generates a set of verification keys that can be used to
check the 'validity of each shared private key. We denote the shared private
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keys and the matching verification keys by {sfcj}i=] „ and {vki}i=i n,
respectively. Note that each (sku vki) is sent to the signature generation
server Tt, then r\ publishes vk{ but keeps skt as secret.

• A randomized signature generation algorithm S{cp,sk[0,M): Given the
common parameter cp generated by GC, a share sk\D of the private key skID

associated with ID and a message M, n signature generation servers jointly
generate a signature a for the message M. Note that partial signatures of
M computed by each server may be broadcast during the execution of S.

• A deterministic signature verification algorithm V(cp, ID, M, a): Given a
signer's identity ID, a message M and its signature a, this algorithm checks
the validity of a. The output of this algorithm is either " Valid" or "Invalid".

Unforgeability for ID-Based Threshold Signature against Chosen Mes-
sage Attack

We now present an unforgeability notion for XVTHS against chosen message
attack, which we call "UF-IDTHS-CMA".

Definition 25 (UF-IDTHS-CMA) Let BCMA be an attacker assumed to be a
probabilistic Turing machine taking a security parameter k as input. Consider
the following game in which BCMA interacts with the "Challenger".

Phase 1: BCMA corrupts t — 1 signature generation servers. (That is, the
attacker is assumed to be static [59, 60].)

Phase 2: BCMA issues a number of private key extraction queries, each
of which consists of ID. On receiving ID, the Challenger runs the key
extraction algorithm EX of XVTHS taking ID as input and obtains a cor-
responding private key sk1D. The Challenger gives sk1D to BCMA.

Phase 3: BCMA submits a target identity ID*. On receiving ID*, the Chal-
lenger runs the key extraction algorithm EX of TVTHS taking ID as input
and obtains a corresponding private key skjD*. Subsequently, it runs the
private key distribution algorithm DK of XVTHS taking sk1D* as input to
share it among n signature generation servers. We denote the shared keys
by sk\D. for i = 1 , . . . , n. The Challenger gives sk\D, for % = 1 , . . . , t - 1
(private keys for the corrupted servers) to BCMA.
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Phase 4: BCMA issues a number of signature generation queries, each of
which consists of a message denoted by M. On receiving M, the Chal-
lenger, on behalf of the uncorrupted servers, runs the signature generation
algorithm S of JVTHS taking sfcjD for i = t,..., n and M as input, and
responds to BCMA with a output by the signature generation algorithm S of
1VTHS. Note that in this phase, BCMA is allowed to issue private key ex-
traction queries (identities) except for ID*. Note also that BCMA is allowed
to see partial signature broadcast during the execution of S.

Phase 5: BCMA outputs (ID*, A/, a), where a is a valid signature of a
message M and ID* is a corresponding identity. A restriction here is that
gCMA must; n o t m a k e a private key extraction query for ID*, and it must
not make a signature generation query for M.

We define BCMA's success by

fc) = Pr[V(Cp,ID*,M,a) = 1].

We denote by Succj£^JH S~C M A{tcMA, QE, QS) the maximum of the attacker
BCMA's success over all attackers ACMA having running time £QMA and making at
most qE key extraction queries and qs signature generation queries. Note that
the running time and the number of queries are all polynomial in the security
parameter k.

The ID-based threshold signature scheme TDTUS is said to be UF-IDTHS-CMA
secure if S U C C ^ ^ J H S - C M A ( ^ C A ^ , 9 / ? , 9 S ) is negligible in k.

We now define robustness of the ID-based threshold signature scheme.

Definition 26 (Robustness) A (t, n) ID-based threshold signature scheme
XVTHS is said to be robust if it computes a correct output even in the presence
of a malicious attacker that makes the corrupted signature generation servers
deviate from the normal execution.

6.3.2 Relationship between UF-IDS-CMA and UF-IDTHS-
CMA

Motivated by Gennaro et al.'s [59] methodology for proving the security of thresh-
old signature, we define simulatability of TDTUS as follows.
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Definition 27 (Simulatability of XVTHS) Let XVTHS = (GC, EX, DK, S,
V) be a (i, n) ID-based threshold signature scheme. The scheme XVTHS is said
to be simulatable if the following conditions hold.

1. DK is simulatable: There exists a simulator SIMDK that, given a common
parameter cp generated by GC of XVTHS, and an identity ID, can simulate
the view of the attacker on an execution of DK of XVTHS.

2. S is simulatable: There exists a simulator SI Ms that, given a common
parameter cp generated by GC of XVTHS, an identity ID, a message M,
and a signature a on M, t — 1 shares of the private key that matches to
ID of the corrupted signature generation servers, and the public outputs of
DK of XVTHS, can simulate the view of the attacker on an execution of S
of XVTHS.

We now state and prove the following theorem regarding the relationship between
the security of XVTHS and that of XVS. The implication of the theorem is that
if we have a UF-IDS-CMA secure ID-based signature scheme, we can use it as
a building block to construct an UF-IDTHS-CMA secure ID-based threshold
signature scheme by ensuring simulatability.

Theorem 7 If the XVTHS scheme is simulatable and the XVS scheme which is
associated with the XVTHS schem.e is UF-IDS-CMA secure, then the XVTHS
is UF-IDTHS-CMA secure. Concretely, we obtain the following bound:

UF-IDS-CMA i+i J J \

where t'CMA = tCMA + TSIMDK + TSIMS, q'E = qEl and q's = 1. Here, TSIMW and
TSIMS denote the running time of the simulators SIMDK and SI Ms respectively.

Proof Let BCMA denote an attacker that defeats the UF-IDTHS-CMA security
of the TVTHS scheme. Let ACMA denote an attacker that defeats the UF-IDS-
CMA security of the XVS scheme.

We show how the view of BCMA in the real attack game of UF-IDTHS-CMA
(Definition 25), which we denote by G0) can be simulated to obtain a new game
Gx which is related to the ability of the attacker ACMA to defeat the UF-IDS-CMA
security of the XVS scheme, under the assumption that XVTHS is simulatable.

• Game Go: As mentioned, this game is identical to the real attack game
described in Definition 25. We denote by Eo the event that BCMA outputs a
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valid message/signature pair as a forgery. We use a similar notation Ex for
Game Gj. Since Game Go is the same as the real attack game, we have

^ BCMA (A,J.

Game G^: First, we replace BCMA's common parameter by ACMA's common
parameter cp. We then do the following.

Whenever BCMA issues a private key extraction query ID in Phase 2 of the
attack game in Definition 25, we intercept it and forward ID as ACMA's
private key extraction query to ACMA's Challenger. On receiving ID, the
Challenger runs the key extraction algorithm EX of TVS taking ID as input
and returns the resulting private key sk1D. We simply send skm back to
gCMA

If BCMA submits a target identity ID* in Phase 3, we run SiAioK taking
cp and ID* as input to simulate the view of BCMA. (Note that during the
execution of 5 /MDK, £ — 1 shares of the. private key sfcir- of corrupted
signature generation servers are output, which we send to BCMA. Note also
that we do not ask ID* to ACMA's Challenger to get a corresponding private
key and hence we do not know the value sA:ID-.)

In Phase 4, if BCMA issues a signature generation query M, we intercept
it and forward (ID*, A/) as ACMA's signature generation query to ACMA)s
Challenger to get a corresponding signature a. Having obtained a, we
run SI Ms taking cp, the outputs generated by SIMDK, which includes
corrupted t — l shares of the private key skID-, the target identity ID*, and
the message/signature pair (M, a) as input. We then send S/Ms's outputs
to BCMA. BCMA's private key extraction queries other than ID* at this stage
are dealt with in the same way as done in the simulation of Phase 2.

If BCMA outputs (ID*,M,cr) in Phase 5, we intercept it and return it as
ACMA's forgery. Note from the simulation that BCMA's view in the real
attack game is identical to it's view in Game Gx as long as the 1VTHS is
simulatable. Hence we have

i] > Pr[£0]-

definition of Pr[£0] and Pr[£?i], we obtain

U F I D

J2?TH5,BCMA
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Considering the running time and the number of queries, we obtain the
bound in the theorem statement.

•

6.4 Building Blocks for Our ID-based Thresh-
old Signature

6.4.1 Hess' ID-Based Signature Scheme

We first review Hess' ID-based signature scheme [66], which we denote by "HessIDS".
We will use this as a base ID-hased signature scheme to construct our ID-based
threshold signature scheme. Note that the HessIDS scheme was proven to be un-
forgeable against chosen message attack in the random oracle model [20] assuming
that the CDH problem is intractable.

• A key/common parameter generation algorithm GC(/c): This algorithm is
run by the PKG to generate its master/public key pair and all the necessary
common parameters.

- Choose a group Q of prime order q>2k, whose generator is P. Specify
the Bilinear map e : Q x Q —> T.

— Pick a master key s uniformly at random from 2* and compute P^ =
sF.

- Choose two hash functions Hi : {0,1}* -> Q and H2 : {0,1}'

- Keep s as secret and publish (Q, q, P, Ppub, e, Hi, H2).
K

• A private key extraction algorithm EK(cp, ID): This algorithm is run by the
PKG on receiving a private key extraction query from any user who wants
to extract a private key that matches to an identity ID.

- Given ID, compute QI0 = Hi (ID) and DiD = sQm.

- Output .DID-

• A signature generation algorithm S(cpy DlD, M): This algorithm is run by
a user who wants to sign a message M using a private key DlT>.
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- Choose A: uniformly at random from 2£*.

- Compute K = kP and 7 = e{K, P)(= e(P, P)*).

- Compute i; = H2(A/, 7) and [/ = vDIU + K.

- Output a signature a = (U,v).

• A signature verification algorithm V(cp,ID,cr): This algorithm is run by
any user who wants to verify a signature a on message M using the signer's
identity ID.

- Compute 7 = e{U, P)e(QID, - P ^ ) " , where Qm = Hx(ID).

- If Hi(m, 7) = u then output "ylccepi", otherwise output "Reject".

Note that in the security proof of our ID-based threshold signature scheme, we
will need a value 7 = e{K,P), which is not explicitly appeared in HessIDS.
However, this can be easily derived from a signature {U,v) by computing 7 =
e(U, P)e(QiQ, —PPub)v- Hence, whether it is appeared or not, 7 does not affect
the security.

6.4.2 Review of Secret-Sharing over Q

To construct an ID-based threshold signature scheme from the above HessIDS
scheme, we need to distribute the values K and JDID. This can be done efficiently
using the secret-sharing scheme over the group Q presented in Section 5.5.1. To
maintain this chapter self-contained, we review it in the following.

Distribution Phase: Let q be a prime order of a group Q of points on
so me elliptic curve. Let S E Q* be a secret (point) to share. Suppose that
we have chosen integers t and n satisfying 1 < t < n < q.

First, we pick i^, F2,.. •, Ft-i uniformly at random from Q*. Then, we
define a polynomial-like function F : IN U {0} -> G, which we call "PLF"
throughout this chapter, such that

t - i

F(x) =
(=1

Define i - 1 as a "degree".
Now, we compute Si = F{i) £ Q for 1 < i < n and send (z, Si) to the t-th
member of the group of cardinality n. Note that when i = 0, we obtain the
secret itself, that is, S = F(0).
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Reconstruction Phase: Let $ c {!,...,n} b set such that | $ | > t,
where j • | denotes the cardinality of a given set. The function F(x) can be
reconstructed by computing

where * * =

6.4.3 Computationally Secure Verifiable Secret-Sharing
Scheme Based on the Bilinear Map

Verifiable Secret-Sharing (VSS) is a useful tool for protecting threshold signa-
ture schemes from malicious attackers that cause involving parties to divert from
the predefined protocol. In other words, VSS gives threshold signature schemes
robustness.

Since our ID-based threshold signature scheme is of discrete-logarithm type, the
varioup discrete-logarithm type VSS schemes, e.g., [50, 93] can be considered
as building blocks for our VSS schemes. However, we modify those schemes as
the base secret-sharing scheme presented in the previous section has a different
structure than Shamir's original secret-sharing scheme, and the Bilinear map
should extensively be used in our ID-based threshold signature scheme.

Our first VSS scheme, which we call "Computationally secure Verifiable Secret-
Sharing scheme based on the Bilinear Map (CVSSBM)", is motivated by Feldman's
VSS scheme [50]. This scheme will be used to distribute a user's private key DIT>

in the HessIDS scheme into a number of signature generation servers.

Description of CVSSBK

We describe the CVSSBM scheme as follows.

Let (Q, q, P, e) be a set of parameters, as defined in Section 6.2.2. Suppose that a
threshold t and the number of parties n satisfy I < t < n < q. To share a secret
S G Q* out among n parties, a dealer performs the following:

1. Choose F x , . . •, Ft-i uniformly at random from Q*, construct a PLF F(x) =
S + xF] + • • • + x^Ft^ E G for x G IN U {0} and compute S{ - F(i) for
i = 0 , . . . , n. Set So = S.

2. Send St to party 1̂  for i = 1 , . . . , n secretly. Broadcast a0 = e(5, P) and
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3. Each party r\ then checks whether its share Si is valid by computing

tj- (6-1)
j=o

Analysis of CVSSBM

The CVSSBM scheme satisfies correctness. More precisely, we state and prove the
following lemma.

Lemma 9 In CVSSBM, shares held by all the uncorrupted parties can be interpo-
lated to a unique PLF of degree t — \, andt or more of these shares can reconstruct
the secret S. Also, equation (6.1) provides a correct procedure for checking the
validity of each share.

Proof. By the interpolation technique given in Section 5.5.1, there exists a
unique PLF F such that F(i) = Si £ Q for i € (I>, where $ C {1 , . . . ,rc} is a set
such that |$ | > t.

Now, we show that the equation e{Si,P) — I l j lo 0 ^ is correct: If each Si is
correct, we have

f[a* = e&P^e^Pf =e(S,P)f[e{i'Fj,P)
3=0 j=l j= l

= e(S + iF, + • • • + il-lFt^ P) = e(Su P).

D

The scheme CVSSBM is computationally secure in that the value a0 = e(5, P) is
revealed during the execution of the protocol and hence the secrecy of 5 depends
on the computational assumption that it is hard for an attacker to obtain S from
e(S,P), which is actually the mGBI assumption presented in Detinition 23. In
the following, we formally prove this.

Lemma 10 In CVSSBM, the attacker that learns fewer than t shares of the secret S
obtains no information about S assuming that mGBI problem is computationally
intractable.
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Proof. We show how an attacker for the mGBI problem AmGBI can be constructed
using an attacker ACVSSBM for the CVSSBM scheme.

Without loss of generality, assume that the parties indexed 1 , . . . , t - 1 have been
corrupted by ACVSSBM. Also, assume that a0 = e(S, P) is provided as (public)
input AmGBI.

First, we pick Si,...,St-i at random from Q* and compute a a ( = e(Si,P)),...,
a,_](= e(5 ,_ i ,P)) . We then compute a, = a^ 0 j [ ] ^ a]tj', where 7Ttj denotes
the Lagrange coefficient for an index set {0,1, . . . , £ - 1}. Subsequently, we give
5 i , . . . , S ( _ i (corrupted keys), Q i , . . . , a t _ ! together with o.Q to ACVSSBM. The
simulated value at is correct and identically distributed to the one in the real
execution of the CVSSBM scheme.

If ACVSSBP outputs its guess for the the secret value 5, we return it as AmGBI's
guess for the pre-image of QQ- D

6.4.4 Unconditionally Secure Verifiable Secret-Sharing
Scheme Based on the Bilinear Map

Our second VSS scheme based on the Bilinear Map, which we call a "Unconditionally-
secure VSS based on the Bilinear map (UVSSBM)", will be served as a basis for the
new distributed key generation protocol based on the Bilinear map that will be
described in Section 6.4.5. Our scheme is motivated by Pedersen's uncondition-
ally (information-theoretically) secure VSS scheme [93], but due to the algebraic
structure of the Bilinear map, it has some different features.

A New Commitment Scheme

We begin with describing a new commitment scheme, an important building block
for the UVSSBM scheme.

Let (G, q, P, e) be the common parameters, as defined in Section 6.2.2. Suppose
that random elements G,H G G*, and the common parameters are given to a
dealer. (We assume that no party knows a,be7L*q such that G = aP and H - bP.
These values can be chosen by a trusted third party or interested parties using
a coin-flipping protocol.) The dealer then chooses r e Z* uniformly at random
and computes

Comm(S, r) = e(5, , H)T
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The following lemma shows that the security of the above commitment scheme
is relative to the CDH problem on the group Q.

Lemma 11 Jf Comm(S,r) = Comm(S',r') for S,S' e G, where 5 ^ 5', then
we have r ^ r' and find the Dlffie-Hellman key ofG and H.

Proof. Let Comm.(S, r) = Com,m(S', r'). Since G = aP and / / = bP for some
a, b € 2*. we have

e(S,P)e(G,H)r = e(Sr,P)e(G,H)r>

e(S,P)e{aP,bP)T = e(S',P)e{aP,bP)r'

e{S-S',P) = e{aP,bP)r'-r

c ' ( ^ ~ (S-S')'p) = e(abP,P).

Hence, ^ (5 - 5') is the Diffie-Hellman key of G and H. U

Description of UVSSBM

Let (Q, q, P, e) be a set of parameters, as defined in Section 6.2.2. Suppose that
the threshold t and the number of parties n satisfy 1 < t < n < q. To share a
secret 5 G G* among n parties, a dealer performs the following:

1. Publish So = Comm(S, r), a commitment to 5 described previously, where
r is chosen uniformly at random from 2*. (We assume that the dealer
has used the random elements G,H e G* for input parameters for the
commitment.)

2. Choose J i , . . . , -Fl-i uniformly at random from G*, construct a PLF F(x) —
S + XFX + h x^-Ft-i for x £ IN U {0} and compute Si = F{i) for
i = 0,...., n. Set So = 5.

3. Choose / i , . . . , /t_i uniformly at random from 2*, construct a polynomial
f(x) =.r + fix + --- + ft-\xl~l for x e IN U {0} and compute r{ = f(%) for
i ••= 0, . . . , n. Set r0 = r.

4. Send (5,, rt) to party r4 for z = 1, . . . , n secretly. Broadcast Sj = Comm{Fj, ft
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5. Each party I \ then checks whether its share (S^r*) is valid by computing

t-\

CommiS^r^^Yldf. (6.2)
j=o

Analysis of UVSSBM

The UVSSBM scheme presented above satisfies correctness under the assumption
that the CDH problem is intractable and unconditional secrecy. More precisely,
we state and prove the following two lemmas.

Lemma 12 In UVSSBM, shares held by all uncorrwpted parties can be interpolated
to a unique PLF of degree t — 1, and t or more of these shares can reconstruct
the secret S. Also, equation (6.2) provides a correct procedure for checking the
validity of each share. In order to defeat the correctness of this procedure, a
cheating attacker should solve the CDH problem..

Proof. By the interpolation technique given in Section 5.5.1, there exists a
unique PLF F such that F[i) = 5,- € Q for i. e $, where <& C {1 , . . . , n} is a set
such that |$ | > t. Also, by the interpolation technique in Shamir's secret-sharing
scheme [107], there exists a unique polynomial / such that f(i) = r* G Z* for
i E $. Then, since G = aP and H = bP for some a, b € Z*, we have

abf(i)P, P) = e{F(i), P)e(abf(i)P, P) = e{F(i), P)e{aP, bP)f{i)

= Comm(Si, rt) = e(Si, P)e{G, H)Ti = e(5{ + abnP, P)

for i G $ . Hence, D(rr) = F(x) + abf(x)P is the unique PLF that maps i to
Si + a6r,P. Indeed D(:E) is a PLF of degree t-1 since

D(x) = F (z ) + abf{x)P

= 5 + arî i + • • • + x^Ft-i + uv{r + fxx + ••• + ft-ix
l-l)P

= (S + abrP) + x(Fi + abfiP) + •••+ xl-\Ft^ + abft-iP).

Now, we show that the equation Common) = l\Uo6f i s c o r r e c t - Indeed, if

each (Si,ri) is correct, we have Comm(Si.ri) = Il i-o '5 / s i n c e

3=0
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t-i

= e(S, P)e(G, H)r [ ] (e^Fj, P)e(G,

= e{S + iF} + • • • + i ' " 1 ^ . ! , P)e(G, #)r-/•>'-••+/<-! *'-'

i), P)e(G, H)M = e(Su P)e(G, H)T< = Comm{Su n).

Moreover, as shown in Lemma 11, the chance that a cheating attacker can create
a secret pair (5<,r{), where S[ ^ St and r̂  ^ r,-, such that CommiS^r'i) =
Comm(Si,ri) is negligible as the CDH problem on the group Q is intractable. •

Lemma 13 In UVSSBM, the attacker that learns fewer than t shares of the secret
S obtains no information about S unconditionally.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the parties indexed 1, . . . , t — 1
have been corrupted by an attacker AUVSSBM for UVSSBM . The attacker's view
then consists of (<50, Si,..., St-U (Su n ) , . . . , (St-i, n-i))- For any 5' G Q, there
exists only one value r' G Z* satisfying c0 = Cornm(S', r'). Also, there exist only
one PLF F'(x) = S' + xF{ + • • • + x^F^ and only one polynomial f(x) =
t' + f[x + --- + fi^x1'1 such that F'(0) = 5' and F'(i) = 5, for i = 1 , . . . , t - 1,
and /'(0) = r' and /'(i) = r< for i = 1, . . . , t - 1.

But, by Lemma 12, there exists a unique PLF D of degree £ — 1 such that
e(D(0), P) = Comm{S', r') and e(D(i), P) = Comm(5i, rf) for for i = 1, . . . , t - 1 .
Hence, we have Comm(F!, fV) = Si for for i = 1,. . . ,t — 1, which implies that
AUVSSBM's view does not contain any information about the secret. •

6.4.5 Distributed Key Generation Protocol Based on the
Bilinear Map

Description of DKPBM

We are now ready to construct a distributed key generation protocol, whereby
a number of parties without a dealer jointly generate a secret K E Q* and its
corresponding public value 7 = e(K, P). We call this protocol a "Distributed Key
generation Protocol Based on the Bilinear Map (DKPBM)". Notice that the aim of
DKPBM is analogous to Gennaro et al.'s [60] distributed key generation protocol for
discrete-logarithm based cryptographic schemes, whereby a predetermined set of
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parties can generate a secret k G Z* and its corresponding public value gk G Z*
jointly, where g is a generator of Z* and the primes p and q satisfy q\p - 1.

To build DKPBM, we will need a distributed version of the UVSSBM scheme presented
in Section 6.4.4, which we call a "Distributed Unconditionally-secure Verifiable
secret-sharing scheme based on the Bilinear Map (DUVSSBM)". With this protocol,
a secret S G Q" can be generated jointly by participating parties without a dealer.
Note that we adopt the description-style from [60] including some notations to
describe the following protocols.

Suppose that a set of parameters (Q, q, P, e) and a threshold t are given to all
servers. Assume that the values G, H £ Q* used for the commitment scheme
"Comm" are also given to n servers. Let S G G* be a secret to be shared among
the n parties. The protocol DUVSSBM works as follows.

1. Each of the parties denoted by P* performs the following.

Choose Hi, Fii,Fi2, •••, -Fit-i at random from Q*\ Choose ru fn, /,2, • • •, fu-\
at random from Z*.

Construct a PLF Fj(x) = R{ + xFu + • • • + x^Fu-i and a polynomial
fi{z) = ri0 + fax H h fu^x1'1.

Compute shares Stj = Fj(j) G Q and r^ = ft(j) G Zg for j = 1,. . . ,n, and
send (Sij, Tij) to Tj for each j = 1 , . . . , n.

Broadcast 5i0 = Comm.(Ri, ri0) and Sik ~ Comm(Fik, fik) for k = 1 , . . . , t -
1.

2. Party Tj verifies the validity of the shares by checking

t - i

€ (6-3)
fc=O

for i = 1 , . . . , n.
If (G.3) fails for for some index i, Tj broadcasts a message COMPLAINT*
against Tt.
If t or more parties have broadcast COMPLAINT,-, party I\ is set as "disqual-
ified". Otherwise, party Tf publishes all the values (SV,-,^) that party Tj
complained. That is, Tj publishes the values claimed to be failed (6.3) and
the message COMPLAINT; was created accordingly. Then, (6.3) is again
performed for the published values by every party. If the values do not pass
(6.3), party Tt is set to be disqualified.
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3. Each party builds an index set of non-disqualified parties, denoted by QUAL

4. Party I\ computes its share of the secret $ = £ i e Q U A L S^ e G and
ri — IZJGQUAL

 rji e 2 , . (Note that the distributed secret value 5 equals
Z R* b u t n o Party can compute it explicitly.)

We now describe the DKPBM as follows.

1. Run DUVSSBM.

2. Party r4, where i G QUAL, broadcasts 0iQ = e{Ri,P) and 6ik = e{Fik,P)
forfc = l , . . . , i - l .

3. Party Tj verifies the validity of the values broadcasted by the other parties
that are qualified by checking

(6.4)
fc=0

for each i such that i G QUAL.

If (6.4) fails for for some index i, Tj broadcasts a COMPLAINT* against 1 ,̂
together with the pair of values (5,j, r^) that satisfy (6.3) but do not satisfy
(6.4).

4. For parties Fj that receive at least one pair of values (5^., rik) that satisfies
(6.3) but does not satisfy (6.4), the other parties run the reconstruction
phase of UVSSBM to compute Ri, Fi(x) and (3ik for k = 0, . . . , t — 1. For all
parities in QUAL, compute the verification information /?fc = ILeQUAL/̂ fc
for k = 0 , . . . , t - 1. (Note that ft = e{S, P).)

Notice that the reason why the distributed version of "unconditionally secure"
VSS scheme DUVSSBM (instead of a possibly more efficient distributed-VSS scheme
based on the Bilinear map, which may be constructed in a similar way as Feld-
man's VSS scheme in [50]) is used to generate S G G* is that the attack on
"Joint-Feldman VSS scheme" described in [60] is applied to DKPBM too.

Analysis of DKPBM

The correctness of DKPBM can be proven in a similar way as the scheme in [60].
We only show that ft in Step 4 of DKPBM does constitute e(S, P). This is indeed
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the case since

jeQUAL jeQUAL jeQUAL

In terms of security, DKPBM has interesting uniqueness in a sense that its security
is relative to mGBl problem discussed in Section 6.2.2. We now state and prove
the following lemma.

L e m m a 14 In DKPBM, the attacker that learns fewer than t shares of the secret
S obtains no information about S assuming that mGBI problem :• intractable.

Proof. Suppose that the attacker AmGBI for the mGBI problem is given a random
(3 G T. We show that AmGBI can construct a simulator providing the value f3 & T
as input. The aim of the simulator is to simulate an execution of DKPBM so that
it looks indistinguishable from a real execution of DKPBM that outputs (3 as its
public output /?o, where the DKPBM attacker ADKPBM possesses fewer than t shares
of the secret S.

We now present details of the simulator. Assume that ADKPBM has corrupted
parties F j , . . . F(_i without loss of generality. Let $ m r = { 1 , . . . ,t — 1} be an
index set of the corrupted pariies. Let $>Uncor = {£, . . . , n} be an index set of the
uncorrupted parties. Note here that <IWOr Q QUAL. The simulator simulates
each step of DKPBM as follows. (Remember that (3 £ T is provided as input to the
simulator.)

Sim 1. Run DUVSSBM for the uncorrupted parties (F t , . . . ,F r a ) . Let Fi(x) =
~Ri+x~F\l-\ \-xt~1Fit-i and fi(x) = 77+Zii^H \-fit-\xl~l for i = 1 . . . . , n
be the random PLF and polynomial respectively, held by each party. Let
(S~i, fl) denote the share held by each party at the end of of the protocol.
(Note that all the PLFs, polynomials, (S~i,fl) held by each party are known
to the simulator.)

^

J
k — 1,.. .,t — 1, where

set {0, l,...,t- 1}.
Broadcast Wk for i € $«„«*• \ {»}> a n d

, P) andjfo = e{F~k, P) for i_e QUAL \ {n}
? P U ( ^ ) ^ compute

, Wu (P) I t ! ( P)*" for

denotes a Lagrange interpolation coefficient for

Sim 2. Compute /fo = W , ) j f o , ) _
and k = 1 , . . . , * - I- For n, set /?nOj= PUieQUAL\{n}(^)

5~ = JJJ) for j = 1,. • •, t - 1 and Wu = (Pno)nko I t ! (̂

fc for fe = 0 , . . . i - 1.
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Sim 3, Sim 4 and Sim 5. Follow the executions of DKPBM for the uncorrupted
parties.

D

6.5 Our ID-Based Threshold Signature Scheme

6.5.1 Description of Our ID-Based Threshold Signature
Scheme

Combining the building blocks presented in the previous section, we now con-
struct the ID-based threshold signature scheme based on the Bilinear map, which
we call "IDTHSBM". IDTHSBM consists of the following algorithms. (For simplicity,
we omit the details of sub-algoritmns CVSSBM and DKP3M, and only describe the
significant values resulted from them.)

• A key/common parameter generation algorithm GC(/c): To generate the
PKG's private and public key pair and all the necessary common paraae-
ters, the PKG performs the following.

— Choose a group Q of prime order q and its generator P. Specify the
Bilinear map e : Q x Q —> T.

— Pick a master key s uniformly at random from Z* and compute P^ =
sP.

- Choose two hash functions Hx : {0,1}* - • Q and H2 : {0, l}*x.T -> Z*.

- Keep s as secret and return cp = (Q, q, P, Ppub, e, Hi, H2).

• A -jrivate key extr; xtion algorithm EX(cp, ID): On receiving a private key
extraction query ID from user, the PKG performs the following.

- Compute QID = Hi(ID) and DID = SQID-

— Return DID.

• A private key distribution algorithm DK(cp,Din,t,7i): A trusted user (as
discussed in Section 6.3.1, this user could be the PKG itself) who possesses
a private key DID associated with a..i identity ID performs the following.

I *
t t

\
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- Run CYSSBM taking (Q, g, P, Ppub, e, Hlt i, n, Dm) as input to share A D
among n signature generation servers, denoted by Fj, F 2 , . . . , Fn.

* % -DID for z = 1 , . . . , n, denote each of the private key share of
DID held by IY By ak for k - 0 , . . . , t - 1, where t is a threshold,
denote the public verification information output at the end of the
execution of CVSSBM.

A signature generation algorithm S(cp, D[D, M) where i = 1, . . . ,n: Each
signature generation server Fj performs the following to jointly generate a
signature on a given message M.

- Run DKPBM taking (Q, P, t, n) as input to jointly generate a secret value
K and a public value 7 — e(K, P).

* Denote the resulting share of the sever Tt by K{, where i =
1, . . . , n. By pk = llieQUAL A* for fc = 0 , . . . , t - 1), denote the
public verification information output at the end of the execution
of DKPBM. Note that /3b - e(K, P) - 7.

- Compute v = H2(M, 7).

- Broadcast T/,- = yDj-D + I<i. (If P, does not broadcast a value, we set
Ui to null.)

- For server Fj where i G QUAL, verify that

(6.5)
fc=0

- Construct C/ by computing U = Yl^iUi where 7T; is the Lagrange
coefficient for the set who?--; cardinality is at least t.

- Return a = (U,v).

A signature verification algorithm V(cp, ID,M,a): Any user who wants to
verify a signature a - (U, v) on a message M performs the following.

- Compute 7 = e(C/,P)e(QiD, -PVub)\ where QID = Hi(lD).

- If HX(M,7) = v then return "Accept", otherwise return "Reject".
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6.5.2 Remarks on Design

In fact, GC, EX, and V of IDTHSBH are the same as those of Hess' ID-based sig-
nature scheme (HessIDS) described in Section 6.4.1. Different are the private
key distribution algorithm DK and signature generation algorithm S. We re-
mark that during the execution of DK, the value e(DID, P) is revealed as one
of the public values of CVSSBM. However, this is not an additional value cre-
ated aside from HessIDS since, from the values Ppub = sP and QID = Hi (ID)
which are publicly available in HessIDS, one can derive e(DID, P) by computing
e(QiD, Ppub) = e{QxD,sP) = e{sQm,P) = e(DID,P). Hence, the value e(D1D,P)
resulted from CV3SBM does not affect the security of our ID-based threshold
scheme. We also remark that although DK uses CVSSBM whose security is based
on the mGBI problem (Lemma 10), the security of DK is not relative to the
raGBI problem but the CDH problem since the values Ppub and QiD are given as
additional inputs.

Note that although the validity of the shares of Dw and K are checked during the
executions of CVSSBM and DKPBM, whether the partial signatures on the message
M do reconstruct the original signature is not ensured. To resolve this problem,
we have adopted Cerecedo et al. [33]'s technique in which the publicly available
values output CVSSBM and DKPBM are aggregated and the partial signatures are
checked against them as presented in equation (6.5).

6.5.3 Variant for Non-Repudiation

One criticism on most ID-based signature schemes is that "non-repudiation",
which is a very important property that signature schemes should possess, is not
provided in the ID-based signature schemes due to the fact that the PKG always
knows the user's private key and is capable of sign any messages at will.

As discussed in [66], the problem can be resolved by distributing the PKG's
master key into a number of multiple PKGs, which is called the "distributed
PKGs" method [27]. Our scheme IDTHSBM can incorporate the distributed PKGs
technique as follows. First, the master key s is jointly generated by the multiple
PKGs using the technique of [60]. Holding a share s* of s, each of the multiple
PKGs then responds to the trusted user who is supposed to run the private
key distribution algorithm DK of IDTHSBM's private key extraction query with
£><D = SiQiu then the user collects these shares and recovers the private key DID.
Having recovered DID, the user can run DK.
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6.5.4 Security Analysis

We now analyze the security of IDTHSBM. First, recall that in order to show
IDTHSBM is UF-IDTS-CMA secure, we need to show that the associated ID-based
signature scheme HessIDS is UF-IDS-CMA secure and IDTHSBM is simulatable,
as proven in Theorem 7. As mentioned before, the HessIDS scheme was actually
proven to be UF-IDS-CMA secure assuming that the CDH problem is intractable
in group Q [GG], hence, what we only have to prove is the following lemma.

L e m m a 15 IDTHSBM is shnulatoblc.

Pwof. The simulator for the key distribution algorithm DK of IDTHSBM can be
constructed in the same way as done in the proof of Lemma 10, which proves the
security of the CVSSBM. However, we emphasize again that the security of DK of
IDTHSBM is relative to the CDH problem (not mGBI) problem since the values
/',,„{, and QID are given as additional information to DK.

Now we present the simulator for the signature generation algorithm S of IDTHSBM.
The simulator, given the PKG's public key Ppub and the parameter cp = (Q, q,
P. v. Hx, Ho) generated by the key/common parameter generation algorithm GC
of IDTHSBM. the identity ID and a signature (Lr. r) on message M, D\D..... D^1,
which are / - 1 shares of £^D. and the public outputs of DK. can simulate the
view of the attacker on an execution of the signature generation algorithm S of
IDTHSBM as follows.

*-»:: 0 Compute ->* = i{U. P)e(QI0. -PpubY- where QID = H^ID).

Sim 1. Do the following.

- Run DUVSSBP for the uncorrupted signature generation servers (Tt. . . . ,
r n ) . Let ~F~{x) = TTi + /Fil -!-••• + J- ' -^-t-i and /{(.r) = r7 -f fnx +
... ± f,i_xx

i~x for ; = 1 n be the random PLF and polynomial
respectively, held by each signature generation server. Let (A.-.rj)
denote tho share held by each server a_t_the end of of the protocol.
tNoio that all the PLFs. polynomials. \h'...n) held by each server are
known to the simulator.)

- Compute JZ = ^^- ^ *nd ~5~i^ f "v^- p) f o r ' e

J- = 1 . . . . f - 1. For n. <ci ^,0 = ^ I I • compute
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for k = 1 , . . . , / , - 1, where 7rfci denotes a Lagrange coefficient for set
{ 0 , 1 , . . . , * - ^ } . _

Broadcast (3ik for i £ $uncor \ {n}, and /?̂ ~ for fc = 0, . . . , t - 1.

- Follow the instructions of the DKPBM protocol for the uncorrupted par-
ties.

Sim 2. Compute v = H2(M,7*).

Sim 3. Compute Ut = vD\D + K{ for i - 1 , . . . , t - 1. Let F(u) be a PLF
of degree « - i such that F(0) = U and F{i) = Ut for i = 1,... ,i - 1.
Compute [/, = F(z) for i = t , . . . , n. Broadcast Uu ..., [/„.

D

Combining Theorem 7, Lemma 15, the unforgeability of HessIDS from [66], and
considering robustness, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 8 The IDTHSBM is UF-IDTHS-CMA secure, relative to the CDHprob-
lem in the random oracle model.

6.6 Brief Summary of the Results

In this chapter, we proposed the first ID-based threshold signature scheme based
on the Bilinear map. We proved that our scheme is existentially unforgeable
against chosen message attack, relative to the intractability of the Computational
Diifie-Hellmari problem. Like the ID-based threshold decryption scheme proposed
in the previous chapter, our ID-based threshold signature scheme has the property
that the private key issued by the PKG is shared among a number of signature
generation servers rather than the master key of the PKG.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Prom Chapter 3 through Chapter 6, wo achieved the two main goals stated at
the beginning of the thesis, (1) the analysis of the security of important existing
cryptographic schemes through a new perspective and (2) the constructions of
new cryptographic schemes that enhance the functionality of current public key
cryptography.

In what follows, we summarize the contributions made in each chapter and discuss
some problems that remained unsolved.

In Chapter 3, we showed that the slightly modified version of Zheng and Seberry's
public key encryption scheme [129, 130], which had been proposed by Lim and
Lee [77], is secure against chosen ciphertext attack in the random oracle model,
relative to, in fact, the Gap Dime-Hellman problem [90]. We also discussed the
security analysis of Zheng and Seberry's scheme given by Soldera et al. [115] and
concluded that their analysis is flawed.

Although our results in Chapter 3 will settle the issues related to the security of
Zheng and Seberry's encryption scheme, raised in the series of the papers [77] and
[115], it should be pointed out that our security analysis only holds in the random
oracle model [20]. In fact, Zheng and Seberry's original intention was to design
public key encryption schemes whose chosen ciphertext security can be proven
without relying on non-standard assumptions (such as the random oracle model).
In this respect, an interesting open problem is to weaken the assumptions used
in the security analysis of Zheng and Seberry's scheme as much as possible. As
envisioned by Zheng and Seberry [129, 130], the universal class of hash functions
[31, 122] may be employed to replace some of the random oracles used in Zheng
and Seberry's scheme (even though all the random oracles cannot be completely
removed). In a broad respect, another hard but important open problem is to
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design a public key encryption scheme provablv secure against chosen ciphertext
attack in the standout model (that is. the security model that does not depend on
the random oracle assumption), which is moir efficient than Cramer and Shoup's
scheme [-11].

In Chapter -1. we proved the coniidentiality of Zheng's original signcryption
scheme with respect to the strong security notion "FSO/FUG-IXD-CCA" that we
introduced. Although tW< notion bears some similarities to the well known ''IXD-
CCA notion deiined foi standard public key encryption schemes, it is stronger
than the direct adaptation of 1XD-CCA to the setting of signcryption. since we
allow an a',lacker to query both the signcryption oracie and the unsigncryption
oracle in a flexible way. We also introduced a strong unforgeability notion called
"liSO-l F-CMA' and successfully proved the unforgeability of Zheng's original
signcryption with respect to this notion.

We emphasize here thai our security models for signcryption are applicable not
only to Zheng's original scheme but also to other various signcryption schemes:
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 4. Zheng's SDSS2-type signcryption scheme de-
scribed in [\'2-\. 125] can be proven to be secure relative to the same computational
assumptions for the SDSSl-type signcryption scheme using the same proof tech-
niques presented in Chapter 4. Another immediate consequence of the results of
this work is the provable confidentiaiity and unforgeability of the elliptic curve
variants of Zheng's original signcryption scheme described in [126!. The only
ditlerence is thai we need to rely on the in: met ability of elliptic curve versions of
the CiDH and Dl. problems in proving the security of those elliptic curve variants.

An interesting open problem in terms of the security analysis of Zheng's orig-
inal signcryption scheme is to extend our security proof given in Chpater 4 to
handle "adaptive security" in which the attacker chooses the target users dynam-
ically. Another challenging open problem is to analyze Zheng's [127] sigucryption
scheme based on the high-ros.iduos.ity problem. Since the common parameters of
this scheme are generated differently from those of Ste.infe.ld and Zheng's {116]
signervption scheme based on the Integer Factorization problem, new techniques
ot her than ihese developed in \l \>\ or ji llVj may be needed to analyze this scheme.

In Chapter 5. we discns;sx\i issues related :o the realisation of ide.Jiniy-oased
threshold decryption a.nd proposed "he nrst threshold ideuihy-hssed decryption
scheme provah'iy sevr.re agahis" chosen -cipher; ex: attack. An important leaiune
of our sche.-.rsc is :hat fne pr^-^x hfy L<*uu: b'j ih:' Priruic K<v G (-water (P&G)
',-u ^r^',iy-!^.<^ i-u-ryzrt.™ i.< fh-mi m:^c; a innnber oi decryption servers
r:V,hcr than 'he r.-sasuv; key of the PKG. which, we claim, is more praciical. We
a.:^ shovuxi hew ouv ido.r.v.iy-l^Axi -hves.hc'ld divryp::o:i scheine can result in a
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mediated identity-based encryption scheme secure against inside attack, whereby
an attacker who possesses a user part of private key conducts chosen ciphertext
attack. The resulted scheme is actually the first mediated encryption scheme in
the literature that possesses such a security property.

In terms of identity-based threshold decryption, an interesting open problem is to
find more real-world applications where our identity-based threshold decryption
scheme is particularly useful. However, we believe that a number of interesting
open problems still remain in identity-based cryptography itself. Here is one of
them: In identity-based cryptography, whenever users want to generate private
keys associated with their identities, they should contact the PKG and ask for
their private keys. Since this private key issuing process involves authentication
of users' identifier information, it is quite a burden to users as well as to the
PKG. Hence, a natural question one can ask is whether it is possible for users
to acquire a single long-term private key from the PKG and use it to generate
private, keys for identities of their choice. Of course, in doing so, the system
should remain secure against inside attackers, that is, cheating users, as well as
outside attackers.

In Chapter 6, we formalized the concept of identity-based threshold signature
and gave the first scheme realizing the concept, whose security is based on the
Computational Diffie-Hellman problem. As building blocks for our identity-based
threshold signature scheme, we constructed the various verifiable secrete-sharing
schemes based on the Bilinear map. We expect that they as well as our identity-
based threshold signature scheme will serve as sound primitives for identity-based
cryptography in general.

An important fact that one should not overlook in relation to the research on
identity-based cryptography is that Shamir [108] did successfully construct an
identity-based signature scheme using the RSA primitive in his original proposal
of identity-based cryptography. However, the recent identity-based signature
variants e.g., [123, 76] including our scheme presented in Chapter 6, all use the
Bilinear maps (pairings) as base primitives. In this respect, an interesting ques-
tion is how to construct identity-based signature variants that achieve the same
goals as those of the schemes in [123, 76] and/or Chapter 6 using the conventional
computational primitives in which the Bilinear maps are not involved.
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